5/13-5/14/2020

**Class Title:** Resilient Mind Workshop for Responders & Spouses/Partners

**Target Audience:** Law enforcement, corrections, parole and probation, tele communicators, fire/EMS, campus public safety professionals, mental and public health practitioners who work with or within the public safety system

**Sponsoring Agency:** Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office and Mindful Badge Initiative

**When:** 5/13-5/14/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 5/11/20

**Contact:** Richard Goerling; #mailto:Richard@MindfulBadge.com#

**Hours:** Wed: 1700-2100 & Thur: 0830-1630 (lunch provided)

**Where:** Jacksonville Community Center, 160 E. Main St, Jacksonville, OR 97530

**Cost:** $195

**Instructors:** Richard Goerling

**Overview:** Resilient Mind Workshop - Mindfulness Based Health, Resilience & Performance for High Reliability Professionals and their spouses/partners. This workshop is an examination into the science of mindfulness as it relates to health, resilience and performance. Skills training to thrive through adversity and the wisdom to understand strategies for recovery, pliability and momentum toward sustained post-traumatic growth.

Learning Objectives: By the end of this workshop series, participants will:

- Be able to apply an understanding of current interdisciplinary, scientific research on health and wellness to one's own resilience and performance.
- Understand occupational stress injury and the interventions necessary to move into recovery, healing and growth.
- Understand and train toward a growth mindset.
- Have resources to continue exploring formal mindfulness skills practice and to integrate micro-practices of mindful attention skills into daily rhythms at work and home.
- Cultivate positive thinking habits to develop the skillful inner coach.

Presenter: Richard Goerling is a resilience and performance trainer, researcher, a certified mindfulness facilitator, and a veteran. Richard served in civilian law enforcement for twenty-four years and retired in 2019 as a police lieutenant. He has developed a training specialization in first responder resiliency and human performance. Over the last decade, Richard has spearheaded the introduction of mindfulness-based resilience training into policing in the United States and Canada as an effort to support the evolution of public safety leadership. Richard is a co-investigator in ongoing National Institutes of Health funded research on the impact of mindfulness training for police officers. He holds an affiliate assistant professor appointment at Pacific University in the Graduate School of Psychology. Richard also holds an adjunct faculty position at Portland State University, Hatfield School of Government. He has earned a master’s degree in business administration and an undergraduate degree in economics.

**Prerequisites:**


Learn more at MindfulBadge.com
5/13-5/14/2020

Class Title: Resilient Mind Workshop for Responders & Spouses/Partners

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Class Title: Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)  
Target Audience: Full-time certified police officers  
Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, ODOT-TSD, Benton County Sheriff’s Office, and the Oregon State Police

When: 7/6-7/7/2020  
Registration Deadline: 6/26/20

Contact: see 'Overview';  
Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Corvallis Public Library, 645 NW Monroe Ave, Corvallis, OR 97330

Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are at the expense of the participating agency.

Instructors: Course Manager: Sergeant Ben Drongesen - Benton County Sheriff’s Office

Overview: The Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) have received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug impaired driver. Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) was developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and created to address the gap between Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program. ARIDE is a 16-hour curriculum that provides officers with general knowledge related to drug impairment and promotes the use of certified Drug Recognition Experts. Additionally, ARIDE is an intermediate level impaired driving course with an SFST proficiency examination. The student should be fully conversant with the HGN procedural "mechanics" of HGN with the three clues of HGN and with the interpretation of those clues for assessing alcohol impairment. A major focus is on the examination of a drug-impaired suspect's eyes and the procedures of those eye examinations derive largely from HGN procedures. The successful completion of this course does not qualify the student as a Drug Recognition Expert (DRE).

Questions: Contact Sgt. Tim Plumme at tplumme@osp.oregon.gov or Audrey Guillory at AGuillo@osp.oregon.gov

Prerequisites: One year of law enforcement experience. The student registering for ARIDE should be familiar with the extent of the drug impaired driving problem and must have completed the basic Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST), Drugs that Impair Driving, and a recent SFST refresher/update.

Registration: Email Audrey Guillory (DRE Program Assistant) of the Oregon State Police at ospdre@osp.oregon.gov. Class size is limited to the first 24 students.  
**Registration needs to be submitted to Audrey Guillory no later than June 26, 2020.  
**Registration confirmations will be emailed to those who register.

Attire: July 6th - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)  July 7th - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)

Class Needs: Training materials are provided by the Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program.

Lodging: Hilton Garden Inn, Corvallis 2500 SW Western Blvd, Corvallis, OR 97333  541-752-5000
Available Anytime

Class Title: Navigating Leadership in Critical Times (16-Hour Online Course)

Target Audience: All current and future public safety executives, military personnel and members of private organizations, including Higher Ed, with nexus to public safety.

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Executive Development Institute (OEDI)

When: Available Anytime

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Alan Scharn, OEDI; (503) 851-1611;

Hours: Available at any time

Where: Online course

Cost: $99 for OEDI mbrs or $199 non-mbrs

Instructors: Online course

Overview: The purpose of this course is to help executives and decision-makers develop the skills necessary to make sound leadership decisions when preparing and planning for critical situations in their communities.

Navigating Leadership in Critical Times Online Course Features:
* Interactive web-based training
* Training that uses history as a source of tangible leadership examples
* Centered on real-world application of leadership theories and concepts in crisis situations.
* Designed for the executive level professional
* Self-paced training that requires active participation in on-screen and off-screen activities

This on-line, fully interactive executive leadership course allows you to work through the course at your own pace. You can stop at any time and rejoin the course where you left off until completed. When the course is completed, you can print a certificate of completion, fill out an F-6 and send to DPSST.

Prerequisites:

Registration: Visit our website at www.oedionline.org and click on Advanced Training.

Attire: N/A

Class Needs: All materials, supplies, etc. will be provided.

Lodging: N/A
Available Anytime

Class Title: The Role of Leadership in Achieving Problem-Oriented Policing Success

Target Audience: All current and future public safety executives, managers and supervisors

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Executive Development Institute (OEDI)

When: Available Anytime

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Alan Scharn, Exec. Dir., OEDI; (503) 851-1611;

Hours: Available anytime

Where: N/A (Online Course)

Cost: $99 for OEDI members/$199 for non-members

Instructors: N/A (Online Course)

Overview: The purpose of this course is to help leaders and decision-makers develop the skills necessary to develop and maintain problem-oriented policing success in their communities.

Brief Overview: Training Goals
- Leadership and building team relations
- Leadership strategies to establish community partnerships
- Leadership approaches in applying community policing strategies specific to your own community
- Leadership steps required in helping others apply the SARA method of problem solving
- Develop a leadership plan of action to continue community building and problem solving work in your communities

The Role of Leadership in Achieving Problem-Oriented Policing Success Online Course Features:
- Interactive web-based training
- Centered on real-world application of leadership strategies and concepts
- Designed for leaders of all ranks and positions
- Self-paced training that requires active participation in on-screen and off-screen activities

This on-line, fully interactive course allows you to work through the course at your own pace. You can stop at any time and rejoin the course where you left off until completed. When the course is completed, you can print a certificate of completion, fill out an F-6 and send to DPSST.

Prerequisites: Register and pay online or fill out and submit registration form, which can be found on our website www.oedionline.org

Registration: Visit our website at www.oedionline.org and click on Advanced Training.

Attire: N/A

Class Needs: All materials, supplies, etc. will be provided

Lodging: N/A
### Available Anytime

**Class Title:** Ethics: Insights to Principled Policing (2-Hour Online Course)

**Target Audience:** All law enforcement and military personnel and members of private organizations, including higher ed, with nexus to public safety.

**Sponsoring Agency:** Oregon Executive Development Institute (OEDI)

**When:** Available Anytime

**Registration Deadline:**

- **Contact:** Alan Scharn, Exec. Director, OEDI; (503) 851-1611;
- **Hours:** available anytime
- **Where:** ONLINE COURSE
- **Cost:** $49 (20% discount group rate)

**Instructors:** ONLINE COURSE

**Overview:** Ethics is not a skill you learn in class, but rather a mind-set that guides decision making in all aspects of your job. This 2-hour online course provides students with the ethical principles necessary to make the right decisions at the right time, in the right way, and for the right reasons.

This on-line, fully interactive ethics course allows you to work through the course at your own pace. You can stop at any time and rejoin the course where you left off until completed. When the course is completed, you can print a certificate of completion, fill out an F-6 and send to DPSST.

**Prerequisites:** Register on line at http://www.oedionline.org/

**Registration:** Visit our website at http://www.oedionline.org/ and click on Advanced Training

**Attire:** ONLINE COURSE

**Class Needs:** All materials, supplies, etc. will be provided.

**Lodging:** ONLINE COURSE
ONLINE

**Class Title:** ADVANCED Tactical Casualty Care (online)

**Target Audience:** First responders and law enforcement who desire a more in-depth understanding of managing casualties in a high risk environment

**Sponsoring Agency:** Washington County Sheriff’s Office

**When:** ONLINE

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** 503/765-7615; logistics@crisis-medicine.com

**Hours:**

**Where:** Online

**Cost:** $350, email for a LE/Fire/EMS discount

**Instructors:** Mike Shertz, MD, FACEP, 18D

**Overview:** This dynamic and practical course covers the evaluation and treatment of the tactical casualty during the Care Under Fire/ Direct Threat and Tactical Field Care/Indirect Threat phases. This stand-alone course covers all the materials presented in the Tactical Casualty Care course and builds upon that with additional hemorrhage control skills, recognition, and management of tension pneumothorax, practical airway devices, additional demonstrated skills stations, and much more extensive example scenarios.

This class is consistent with current Tactical Combat Casualty Care guidelines as well as the guidelines for Tactical Emergency Casualty Care. The course also exceeds the Stop the Bleed curriculum.

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** https://www.crisis-medicine.com/course/tactical-casualty-care/

**Attire:** N/A

**Class Needs:** Computer or tablet with high-speed internet service to stream online videos

**Lodging:** N/A
ONLINE

Class Title: COMPLETE Tactical Casualty Care (online)
Target Audience: Tactical medics or paramedics
Sponsoring Agency: Washington County Sheriff’s Office

When: ONLINE
Registration Deadline:

Contact: 503/765-7615; mailto:logistics@crisis-medicine.com#

Hours:

Where: Online

Cost: $575, email for a LE/Fire/EMS discount

Instructors: Mike Shertz, MD, FACEP, 18D

Overview: This dynamic and practical course covers the complete evaluation and treatment of the tactical casualty during both the Care Under Fire / Direct Threat, Tactical Field Care/Indirect Threat phases, and solid preparation of the casualty for the evacuation phase to increase survivability. This stand-alone course covers all the materials presented in the Advanced Tactical Casualty Care course and builds upon those skills with more detailed airway interventions, surgical airways, intraosseous (and to a lesser extent intravenous) access, fluid resuscitation, TCCC/TECC relevant medications, as well as dedicated litters.

This class is consistent with current Tactical Combat Casualty Care Guidelines for Medical Providers as well as the Guidelines for Tactical Emergency Casualty Care. If topics are presented in the TCCC guidelines, they’re presented in this course.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: https://www.crisis-medicine.com/course/tactical-casualty-care/

Attire: N/A

Class Needs: Computer or tablet with high-speed internet service to stream online videos

Lodging: N/A
ONLINE

**Class Title:** Tactical Casualty Care (online)

**Target Audience:** Law enforcement

**Sponsoring Agency:** Washington County Sheriff’s Office

**When:** ONLINE

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** ; 503/765-7615; #mailto:logistics@crisis-medicine.com#

**Hours:**

**Where:** Online

**Cost:** $125, email for a LE/Fire/EMS discount

**Instructors:** Mike Shertz, MD, FACEP, 18D

**Overview:** This engaging 7.5-hour course prepares for the first few minutes of casualty evaluation in a high-risk environment. This course is designed to give you a plan to identify and manage those immediately life-threatening injuries and the knowledge and skills to implement it, while you are still engaged in an ongoing tactical problem.

The course largely deals with the Care Under Fire - Direct Threat phase of an event, where any medical care is provided while the responder and casualty are in an ongoing situation that is a direct threat to life (active shooter or active violent incident, building collapse, fire, secondary explosives, etc). This phase requires efficient hemorrhage control, largely with tourniquets, and patient movement.

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** https://www.crisis-medicine.com/course/tactical-casualty-care/

**Attire:** N/A

**Class Needs:** Computer or tablet with high-speed internet service to stream online videos

**Lodging:** N/A
Available Any Time

Class Title: Dev. Your leadership Brand to Create Exceptional Team Outcomes (16-Hour Online)
Target Audience: All current and future public safety executives, military personnel and members of private organizations, including higher ed, with nexus to public safety.

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Executive Development Institute (OEDI)
When: Available Any Time
Registration Deadline:

Contact: Alan Scharn, Exec. Director, OEDI; (503) 851-1611;
Hours: Online Course
Where: N/A (Online Course)
Cost: $99 OEDI members and $199 non-members
Instructors: N/A (Online Course)

Overview: Developing Your leadership Brand to Create Exceptional Team Outcomes (16-Hour Online Course)

This course blends theoretical models of leadership with real-world insights to explain how to effectively implement team strategies, rules, and practices that lead to exceptional outcomes for the leader, team, organization, and community of stakeholders. Topics covered include: personal development, situational analysis, motivation, communication, conflict management, team development, culture, performance management, and the leader's brand. These are often called “soft skills” and are just as often noted as the most important skills of leadership – and the most challenging competencies any leader can develop. Upon completion of this course, participants will be able to:

- Explain the differences of management and leadership and the importance of each.
- Apply concepts from leadership theories to improve team and organizational outcomes.
- Identify the personal and organizational values that drive leadership style.
- Simplify complexity of situations to communicate effectively with diverse stakeholders.
- Establish a vision to enable continual improvement in times of change and constraints.
- Recognize and explain influencing factors of a team and organizational culture.
- Apply intrinsic and extrinsic motivation factors to increase engagement and outcomes.
- Overcome leadership issues and ethical dilemmas.
- Define an oath of positive leadership and associated leader rules and practices.

Online Course Features:
- Interactive web-based training
- Centered on real-world application of leadership theories and concepts Designed for the executive level professional
- Self-paced training that requires active participation in on-screen and off-screen activities

This on-line, fully interactive executive leadership course allows you to work through the course at your own pace. You can stop at any time and rejoin the course where you left off until completed. When the course is completed, you can print a certificate of completion, fill out an F-6 and send to DPSST.

Prerequisites: Fill out and submit registration form, which can be found on our website www.oedionline.org or register online.

Registration: Visit our website at www.oedionline.org and click on Advanced Training.

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST
Available Any Time

**Class Title:** Dev. Your leadership Brand to Create Exceptional Team Outcomes (16-Hour Onli

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:** All materials, supplies, etc. will be provided.

**Lodging:**
Regional Training

1/30-4/9/2020

Class Title: Leadership in Public Safety: The Professional Development Intensive

Target Audience: Leadership in Public Safety Development is for supervisors in small and medium-size agencies in the Northwest. Experienced leaders and those new to their role will benefit from the program.

Sponsoring Agency: Centerpoint Leadership Services and Jackson Co. Sheriff's Office

When: 1/30-4/9/2020

Registration Deadline: 1/6/20

Contact: Centerpoint; 541-245-0789 ext #1; info@centerpointonline.com

Hours: 21 hrs. of workshops and 4 hrs. of individual coaching (25 total contact hrs.)

Where: Jackson County Sheriff’s Office (Training Room), 5179 Crater Lake Highway, Central Point OR

Cost: $1350

Instructors: Guy Perrin, LPC, President of Centerpoint Leadership Services

Overview: This practical and "hands on" program is designed to provide a challenging yet supportive development experience for public safety leaders. It is a high participation program for a closed group of (14 maximum) public safety leaders. Participants will increase awareness of their current leadership style, learn fundamental leadership concepts and skills, establish goals for the duration of the program, and receive on-going support as they apply new approaches in their organization. The program includes leadership assessments (Centerpoint360, MBTI, TKI), 7 workshops, 4 hours of individual coaching, workbook and access to our leadership library.

Instructor: Guy Perrin, LPC, President of Centerpoint Leadership Services: Guy has over 25 years of experience in leadership coaching, consulting, training, facilitation, and behavioral health and wellness programs. Guy specializes in working with emergency services professionals and agencies.

When: Our winter/ spring 2020 program includes workshops in Medford, OR on Jan 30, Feb. 6 & 20, March 5, April 9 (8:30-1pm). Individual coaching: (January – July) in person or through Zoom, Facetime, or telephone with Guy Perrin.

Hours: 21 hours of workshops and 4 hours of individual Coaching (total 25 contact hours)


Prerequisites: Participants must be in a leadership position and have the support of their command staff to develop "best practice" skills.

Registration: Deadline to Register: January 6, 2020
To Register: Contact Centerpoint info@centerpointonline.com 541-245-0789 ext #1

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
2/4-5/21/2020

Class Title: Int’l Public Safety Leadership and Ethics Institute Development Prog

Target Audience: Current or future public safety supervisors, managers or executives interested in developing their leadership skills.

Sponsoring Agency: DPSST

When: 2/4-5/21/2020

Registration Deadline: 12/6/19

Contact: Terry Moss; 503-378-8469; #mailto:terry.moss@state.or.us#

Hours: 0800-1700 daily

Where: DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR

Cost: Free; student or student’s agency must purchase books and study materials (approx. $375.00)

Instructors: Public safety leaders from police, corrections, telecommunication or fire agencies in Oregon

Overview: International Public Safety Leadership and Ethics Institute (IPSLEI) Leadership Development Program

The IPSLEI Leadership Development Program is a unique training opportunity that requires dedication and passion for learning. The course is designed to develop the leadership skills in current or imminent supervisors/managers to lead the future of public safety agencies in Oregon. Through a variety of learning methodologies such as written case studies, video analysis and interactive activities, students will not only study leadership but experience it within a learning environment. The program consists of four modules:

- Developing a Personal Philosophy of Leadership
- Leading Others Ethically
- Organizational Leadership
- Ethics and the Challenge of Leadership

The coursework is intense and demanding; completion will require the commitment of the student and their agency. Students will likely spend as much time working outside the classroom as they do in the classroom, with reading and writing assignments required for course completion.

Training hours earned in this program can be used to satisfy significant portions of the training requirements for Supervisory, Management or Executive certification through DPSST. Lower division undergraduate credit is available through Chemeketa Community College.

Twelve (12) class dates scheduled on select Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays between February and May 2020. The specific class dates are:

February 4, 5, 6
March 10, 11, 12
April 14, 15, 16
May 19, 20, 21

Prerequisites: Recommendation from student’s chief executive

Registration: *****THIS CLASS IS NOW FULL. REGISTRATION IS CLOSED*****

Attire: Business casual (no jeans)
2/4-5/21/2020

Class Title: Int'l Public Safety Leadership and Ethics Institute Development Prog

Class Needs: Course books and study materials must be purchased (approx. $375.00); ordering information will be forwarded to students selected to the program

Lodging: Shared dorm room lodging is available at the academy at no charge for individuals traveling over 75 miles one-way. To request dorm room housing (AFTER you receive confirmation you have been registered for the class), please contact dorm reception at rebecca.nolte@state.or.us or 503-378-4399 no later than January 17, 2020.
Regional Training

3/16-3/20/2020

Class Title: Basic Defensive Tactics Instructor Development Course
Target Audience: police, corrections, and parole & probation officers
Sponsoring Agency: DPSST & Pendleton PD
When: 3/16-3/20/2020

Overview: The Department of Public Safety Standards and Training is offering a Basic Defensive Tactics Instructor Development Course. The intent of this course is to develop experienced officers, troopers, and deputies into competent instructors capable of teaching defensive tactics skills to all levels of public safety officers.

This course is very physically demanding. Participants have found that extra changes of clothes have made the day more comfortable. Participants must be free of any injury that would prevent full participation. Participants must demonstrate the ability to perform and instruct specific objectives and/or concepts to successfully complete this course.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT:

T-shirts or polo shirts, Dri-Fit style works the best. Long sleeve shirts for Sim gun work. Loose fitting long pants and/or shorts (mid-thigh length only, no metal buttons or snaps) Non-marking shoes for mat work. Wrestling shoes or bare foot type footwear work the best. You will NOT be allowed to wear boots on the mats.

Duty belt with holster & keepers.

Training firearm (blue gun or red gun), Handcuffs & keys.

Mouth Guard.

Groin protection.

Sweat towels, Toiletries.

NO ONE SHALL PARTICIPATE IN TRAINING WITHOUT THE ABOVE ITEMS.

No live firearms, knives, or ammunition will be allowed into the training room.

Food and Fluid Intake: We suggest you stay well hydrated during this course. Only water will be allowed in the mat room. Snacks may be important for performance and energy. Some examples would be fruit, power bars and protein bars. Please bring what works best for you.

Class Cancelled
3/16-3/20/2020

Class Title: Basic Defensive Tactics Instructor Development Course

Note taking is mandatory so bring note taking supplies. Pen and paper or electronic device is acceptable. You may videotape any portion of the course. (Details on video usage will be presented at the course).

Prerequisites: see 'Overview'

Registration: **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED**

Agencies will be limited to two applications to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list.
Register online at: https://forms.gle/1WXRr1mTipXqDDdh6

Attire: see 'Overview'

Class Needs: see 'Overview'

Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided. Responsibility of student/student’s agency.

---

Class Title: Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)

Target Audience: First Responders, Law Enforcement, and 911

Sponsoring Agency: Umatilla County Crisis Intervention Team

When: 3/16-3/20/2020

Registration Deadline: 3/13/20

Contact: Jessica Dyer; 541.567.2536 ext. 687; #mailto:jedyer@lifeways.org#

Hours: 0800-1700 (40 total hours)

Where: Monday through Friday-4700 NW Pioneer Place, Pendleton, Oregon 97801

Cost: Free

Instructors: Instructors representing the fields of Law Enforcement, Drug and Alcohol, and Mental Health

Overview: This important course focuses on the field of law enforcement and its role in the mentally ill, drug or alcohol afflicted and aging communities. The information, tools and resources presented are designed to enhance first responder response and reduce the overall risk of injury or death.

*DPSST credits are available*

Prerequisites: None


Class Needs:

Lodging:
Class Cancelled
3/16-3/20/2020

Class Title: Handgun Instructor Development Course
confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend. Register online at:
https://forms.gle/tahgMsdSdhci8Qo18
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

Attire: Comfortable range clothing to include eye protection, hearing protection and a brimmed hat. The class
will be held on an indoor range.

Class Needs: A reliable duty handgun chambered in either 9mm, .40cal, 45acp or .357 sig. All ammunition is provided
by DPSST. A duty type holster, belt, magazine carriers with a minimum of 3 magazines, ballistic vest,
brimmed hat, eye protection, hearing protection, flashlight(s). Knee & elbow pads are optional, knee
pads recommended. Pen and note taking material.

Lodging: Lunch will be provided each day. Shared dorm room lodging is available at the academy at no charge if
you are traveling over 75 miles one-way. If you would like to request dorm room housing (AFTER you
receive an e-mail confirming you have been registered for the class), please contact dorm reception at
rebecca.nolte@state.or.us or 503.378.4399 no later than March 2, 2020.
3/17-3/19/2020

Class Title: 2020 Oregon Emergency Preparedness Workshop: Oregon Prepared

Target Audience: Oregon Office of Emergency Management

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Office of Emergency Management

When: 3/17-3/19/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Sidra Metzger-Hines, OEM; 503-378-3661; #mailto:sidra.metzgerhines@state.or.us#

Hours:

Where: Sunriver Resort, Sunriver, OR

Cost: $75 (includes breakfast and lunch T/W/Th, dinner on Wedn)

Instructors:

Overview: Pre-Workshop Events

The statewide Training and Exercise Planning Workshop (TEPW) will be held during the afternoon, on Monday, March 16, 2020. To register for the TEPW, please use this link https://2020oregon tepw.eventbrite.com

MGT- 312 Senior Officials Workshop for All-Hazards Preparedness will be offered on Monday, March 16, 2020. The course will run from 10:00-5:00. To register for this course, please use this link https://mgt312-mar2020.eventbrite.com

Post Workshop Events

G0108 Community Mass Care and Emergency Assistance will be offered Thursday, March 19 - Friday, March 20, 2020. This is a two day course, and will run from 8:00- 5:00 both days. Individuals attending this course will miss one day of the workshop. To register for this course, please use this link https://g0108-mar2020.eventbrite.com

G0191 Emergency Operations Center/Incident Command System Interface will be offered Friday, March 20, 2020, 8:00-5:00. To register for this course, please use this link https://g0191-mar2020.eventbrite.com

AWR-232 Mass Fatalities Planning Response for Rural Communities will be offered Friday, March 20, 2020, 8:00-5:00. This course delivery is tentative until funding approval is received. To register for this course, please use this link https://awr232-mar2020.eventbrite.com

Prerequisites:

Registration: To register for the workshop, please follow the link below https://www.eventbrite.com/e/2020-oregon-emergency-preparedness-workshop-tickets-82014837587

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging: GSA rates are available to workshop attendees at the Sunriver Resort. The GSA rate is $115/nt +tax, the resort has waived all resort fees for Workshop attendees. There are a variety of room and condominium styles available in the room block. Attendees will be charged one room night to hold the reservation.
3/17-3/19/2020

Class Title: 2020 Oregon Emergency Preparedness Workshop: Oregon Prepared

Please contact Sunriver Resort directly at 855-420-8206 to make your lodging reservations.
Regional Training

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST

3/17-3/19/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program Instructor Development Course
Target Audience: Current department FTO’s and trainers who have completed the Basic FTEP course
Sponsoring Agency: Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

When: 3/17-3/19/2020
Registration Deadline: 3/4/20

Contact: Mitch Beyer; #mailto:mitch.beyer@state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 each day
Where: DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Cost: Free. Lunch provided.
Instructors: Mitch Beyer, DPSST

Overview: The purpose of this course of instruction is to maintain the integrity of the Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) by ensuring that all instructors are presenting the same information and material regarding the FTEP program. The goal of the course is to equip participating students to instruct FTEP courses to new Field Training Officers. Students should have a demonstrated aptitude for public instruction.

At the conclusion of class, attendees will receive all materials necessary to facilitate and teach an FTEP Course.

DPSST may ask persons who complete the course to assist with training other departments. DPSST will provide assistance and supplies if needed to instructors who open up their training to departments other than their own.

Prerequisites: Students must have successfully completed the DPSST Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) course. Be an experienced Field Training Officer and/or in a current Field Training Officer role with their agency.

Registration: THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD. Once new dates have been announced, priority in selection will be given to those who are already registered for the March 17-19 class.

Registration deadline: March 4. All applications will be reviewed and applicants notified on March 6. Apply now if you are interested, we may stop accepting applications at any time.

Students must pre-register for this course. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST Regional Training confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend. Apply online at: https://forms.gle/bh4Wx8ft2YuKrlJB9 Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us.

As this class is in high demand, a limited number of seats will be provided to students in each region/agency across the state.

Attire: Business casual (no jeans)

Class Needs: Note-taking material, laptop computer, current policies on how your agency provides FTEP. Explain the benefits of your program, any inconsistencies or lack of FTEP (may need to speak with current trainers to get some of this information.), current agency DOR and SEGs.

3/17/3/19/2020

Class Cancelled
### 3/17-3/19/2020

**Class Title:** Field Training and Evaluation Program Instructor Development Course  
**Lodging:** Shared dorm room lodging is available at the academy at no charge if you are traveling over 75 miles one-way. Breakfast, lunch and dinner will also be provided to those who stay overnight at the academy. If you would like to request dorm room housing (AFTER you receive an e-mail confirming you have been registered for the class), please contact Rebecca Nolte at rebecca.nolte@state.or.us or 503.378.4399.

### 3/18-3/19/2020

**Class Title:** Basic Background Investigations  
**Target Audience:** Priority seating for law enforcement, corrections, fire and communications  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office & Oregon Peace Officers Association  
**When:** 3/18-3/19/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

- **Contact:** Alicia Davis; 970-412-4544; #mailto:training4@opoa.info#  
- **Hours:** 0800-1700 (0745 check-in)  
- **Where:** Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office, 675 NW Cherry Lane, Madras, OR 97741  
- **Cost:** $160 non-members, $140 members  
- **Instructors:** see 'Overview'

**Overview:** Background investigations are a complex process. This two-day course will identify the goals, steps, and challenges in conducting background investigations. Learn about legal issues including ADA, HIPAA, confidentiality, due diligence and avoiding liability. Traditional and on-line tools, resources and techniques will be discussed. You will learn how to organize an interview and how to utilize listening techniques. Learn what psychologists will need from a background investigation report. Applicant and file tracking requirements and legal updates will be discussed as well.

**Instructors:**

- Les Swenson, Washington County Sheriff’s Office  
- Royanne Mathiesen, Washington County Sheriff’s Office, NBIB Special Investigator retained by the National Background Investigations Bureau doing backgrounds on federal employees for security clearance  
- Sr. Assistant County Counsel Paul Hathaway III, Washington County Office of County Counsel  
- Dr. Sherry L. Harden PsyD., Harden Psychological Associates

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** Register on-line at http://www.opoa.info

**Attire:** Business casual

**Class Needs:** Items for taking notes

**Lodging:**
3/18-3/19/2020

Class Title: Taking the Lead, Courageous Leadership for Today’s Public Safety

Target Audience: Public safety professionals of all ranks, sworn and civilian

Sponsoring Agency: Washington County Sheriff’s Office

When: 3/18-3/19/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ;

Hours: 0800-1600 each day

Where: ONLINE

Cost: $390 per attendee

Instructors:

Overview: This course provides public safety professionals of all ranks, sworn and civilian, with practical time-tested leadership lesson learned from the arena. The program has been developed to prepare today’s leaders to confront the new reality of heightened transparency and unprecedented expectations. As one of the nation’s most experienced police chiefs, Harry P. Dolan places a laser-like focus on specific leadership actions and traits that have led to success or failure when navigating challenging times. "We are not doomed to repeat history if we grow to understand that war stories may indeed be case studies. When combined with evidence-based research, these case studies and practical experience contain valuable leadership lessons."

Course Objectives:

- Understand the research on field leadership in public safety: Stop guessing and start applying what we know works
- Establish a solid understanding of performance motivational theory.
- Identify what great leaders do when bad things happen.
- Understand commander’s intent, unity in command and groupthink.
- Build and maintain professional ethics throughout the organization: Why the "taking care of the troops" philosophy doesn’t have to result in compromising high expectations.

Instructor: Chief Harry Dolan, CEO, Dolan Consulting Group. Harry P. Dolan is a 32-year police veteran who served as Chief of Police since 1987. As one of the nation’s most experienced police chiefs, he brings 25 years of public safety executive experience to Dolan Consulting Group. Chief Dolan began his law enforcement career in 1980 as a deputy sheriff in Asheville, North Carolina and served there until early 2982, when he joined the Raleigh Police Department, where he served as a patrol officer. In 1987, he was appointed Chief of Police for the N.C. Department of Human Resources Police Department, located in Black Mountain. He served as Chief of Police in Lumberton, N.C. from 1992 until 1998, when he became Chief of Police of the Grand Rapids Michigan Police Department. He served in that capacity for nearly ten years before becoming Chief of the Raleigh Police Department in September 2007. Chief Dolan has lectured throughout the US and has training thousands of public safety professionals in the fields of leadership and management, communications skills and community policing. Past participants have consistently described Chief Dolan’s presentations as career changing, characterized by his sense of humor and unique ability to maintain participants’ interest throughout his training sessions.

Prerequisites:

Registration: info@DolanConsultingGroup.com
3/18-3/19/2020

Class Title: Taking the Lead, Courageous Leadership for Today's Public Safety
Attire:
Class Needs: Note-taking materials
Lodging:

3/18-3/20/2020

Class Title: SAVE THE DATE! DOJ Organized Crime Conference
Target Audience:
Sponsoring Agency:
When: 3/18-3/20/2020
Registration Deadline:
Contact: 503-378-6347; melody.l.davila@doj.state.or.us
Hours:
Where: Riverhouse on the Deschutes, 3075 N. Business 97, Bend, OR 97701
Cost:
Instructors:
Overview: Topics Include: Counterterrorism, Digital Forensics, Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs, Legal Updates, Bank Secrecy Act, Search Warrants, and more topics to be added.
Prerequisites:
Registration:
Attire:
Class Needs:
Lodging:
Regional Training

3/19/2020

**Class Title:** Use of Force/Vehicle Stop Update

**Target Audience:** Personnel needing a Use of Force Update as well as officers and deputies assigned with patrol duties where activity in both unknown and high-risk environments associated with vehicle stops may reasonably be encountered.

**Sponsoring Agency:** Dept. of Public Safety Standards and Training

**When:** 3/19/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 3/16/20

**Contact:** Steve Westerberg, DPSST; 503-559-8065; #mailto:swesterberg@dpsst.state.or.us#

**Hours:** 1200-1600 - or - 1800-2200

**Where:** Brookings Police Department, 898 Elk Dr, Brookings, OR 97415

**Cost:** Free

**Instructors:** DPSST Skills Staff

**Overview:** This 4 hour course will visit tactical situations patrol personnel encounter on a regular basis, including unknown and high-risk vehicle stops, including a short classroom presentation. This course will also include a Use of Force update for personnel needing this for maintenance training.

**Prerequisites:** Law enforcement

**Registration:** Deadline to register: March 16, 2020. Register online and select a four hour time block. The application can be found at: https://forms.gle/EgBeP8CvNyTUVsxB6

**Attire:** Patrol or duty uniform. We recommend wearing the same equipment you wear every day when you are on-duty. Dress for the predicted weather conditions.

**Class Needs:** Safety equipment including eyewear and face protection will be provided. Dress for the prevailing weather conditions.

**Lodging:** Not provided. Responsibility of student/student's agency.
Regional Training

3/19-3/20/2020

Class Title: I.C.I.S.F. Course: Group Crisis Intervention
Target Audience: This course is designed for anyone in the fields of peer support, crisis intervention, disaster response, education, emergency services, employee assistance, healthcare, homeland security, mental health, military, spiritual care, and traumatic stress.

Sponsoring Agency: Port of Portland Police
When: 3/19-3/20/2020
Registration Deadline: 3/18/20

Contact: Drew Prochniak LPC; #mailto:dprochniak@hushmail.com#
Hours: 0900-1700
Where: Port of Portland (Airport), 7000 NE Airport Way, PDX Conference Center St Helens A, Portland, OR 97218
Cost: $225 - Lunch on your own. Free parking
Instructors: Drew Prochniak, MA LPC LMHC
Overview: Designed to present the core elements of a comprehensive, systematic and multi-component crisis intervention curriculum, the Group Crisis Intervention course will prepare participants to understand a wide range of crisis intervention services. Fundamentals of Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) will be outlined and participants will leave with the knowledge and tools to provide several group crisis interventions, specifically demobilizations, defusings and the Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD). The need for appropriate follow-up services and referrals when necessary will also be discussed.

Presenter: Drew Prochniak, MA LPC LMHC works as a therapist in private practice, specializing in the education, training and treatment of first responders, and is the author of Addiction and Recovery for First Responders. With a background in wilderness medicine, he is a former search and rescue professional as well as the son, brother and nephew of police officers and other public safety professionals. He holds a master’s degree from Hazelden Graduate School of Addiction Studies and has presented nationally on topics related to addiction, trauma and traumatic stress, work-life balance and resilience for public safety audiences. Before establishing his private practice in Portland, Oregon, he worked as a clinician in the addiction treatment industry for nearly seven years.

Prerequisites:
Registration: *This class has been postponed. The training will be rescheduled to a future date to be determined.*


Attire:

Class Needs: Park in airport Short Term parking and bring ticket with you to class for validation.

Lodging:

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST
Class Title: Violence Prevention Through Behavioral Threat Assessment
Target Audience: Law enforcement, SRO’s, safety & security professionals, HR, executive & management staff, houses of worship, school administrators and counselors
Sponsoring Agency: Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office
When: 3/20/2020

Registration Deadline:
Contact: ;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Clackamas County Public Safety Training Center 12700 SE 82nd Ave, Clackamas, Oregon 97015
Cost: $179

Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: Violence Prevention Through Behavioral Threat Assessment - A Symposium

Every time an incident of violence occurs there are questions about why attacks happen, what signs were missed, and if there was anything that could’ve been done to prevent it. This symposium will teach attendees the foundations of threat assessment and management, mental health and personality considerations, triaging reports of concerning behavior, and how to develop context in concerning situations.

SEMINAR HIGHLIGHTS
- Core threat assessment concepts drawn from research and case studies
- How to promote better recognition of targeted violence indicators
- Overcoming barriers to reporting
- Threat management strategies

Speakers: Foresight is veteran owned business whose consultants integrate subject matter expertise gained from decades of real-world experience protecting clients in settings such as K-12 and higher education, corporate security, law enforcement, executive protection, and clinical psychology. Our team includes published threat assessment authors, and members and officers in good standing in the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals. Our consultants maintain strong relationships with other professionals in an extensive network of thought leaders and operational partners. Foresight is committed to ongoing professional development, intellectual contribution to our field, and exceptional results.

Bryan Flannery, President / Principal Consultant - Foresight Security Consulting
Seth Elliott MBA, Senior Consultant - Foresight Security Consulting
Dr. Wilson Kenney, Consulting Psychologist - Foresight Security Consulting

Prerequisites:

Registration: https://Foresight-SC.com
Attire:
Class Needs:
3/20/2020

Class Title: Violence Prevention Through Behavioral Threat Assessment

Lodging:
3/23-3/27/2020

Class Title: FBI-LEEDA Presents: Executive Leadership Institute

Target Audience: Seminar registration is open to all law enforcement - sworn and professional civilian staff. (You are not required to be a member of FBI-LEEDA to attend.)

Sponsoring Agency: Chief Jason Wallis and the Port of Portland Police Department

When: 3/23-3/27/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: see 'Overview';
Hours: class begins at 8:30 a.m.
Where: PDX Conference Center - St. Helens Room, 7000 NE Airport Way, Portland, OR 97218
Cost: $695/student

Instructors:

Overview: The FBI-LEEDA Executive Leadership Institute (ELI) is an innovative 4 1/2-day program designed for executive-level law enforcement leaders and those leaders aspiring to executive level leadership positions. ELI focuses on the emerging challenges facing 21st century police leaders, as well as planning and navigating the political waters of executive leadership. This highly interactive program follows the FBI-LEEDA "cops talking to cops" model of professional development where students will engage in guided leadership discussions with instructors and other students. The course first looks inward to identify the forces of change and emerging trends within law enforcement, such as the challenges of recruiting, hiring and leading different social generational cohorts and different cultural groups within the workforce. The ELI also presents leadership strategies that emphasize the importance of public trust and legitimacy, officer wellness, social and emotional intelligence.

Local Contact: For local information regarding the training venue or hotel accommodations for this training opportunity, please contact Sgt. T.J. Eriksen of the Port of Portland Police Department at 503-460-4216 or email: TJ.Eriksen@portofportland.com

FBI Law Enforcement Executive Development Association
Business Offices: 5 Great Valley Parkway Suite 359. Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 877-772-7712
FBI-LEEDA, Inc. is a private 501(c)(3) non-profit organization and is not part of the Federal Bureau of Investigation or acting on behalf of the FBI.

Prerequisites:

Registration: Register online at www.fbileeda.org or call 877-772-7712 for more information.

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs:

Lodging: Please contact Sgt. T.J. Eriksen of the Port of Portland Police Department at 503-460-4216 or email: TJ.Eriksen@portofportland.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Class Title</th>
<th>Sponsoring Agency</th>
<th>Target Audience</th>
<th>Registration Deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3/24/2020</td>
<td>Glock Armorers Course - 107718</td>
<td>Ashland Police Department</td>
<td>Law enforcement</td>
<td>3/24/2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contact:** (Local contact) Art LeCours; 541.552.2137 direct line/541.552.2179 Fax line;

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** US Fish & Wildlife Dept Art LeCours, 1490 E Main St - Ashland, OR

**Cost:** $250.00

**Instructors:** Bissett

**Overview:** Visit: https://www.glocktraining.com/RegWizard.aspx?classid=107718

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** CLASS CANCELLED

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:**

**Lodging:**

---

Class Cancelled
### Regional Training

**3/24-3/26/2020**

**Class Title:** PER-229 Intro to Computer-Aided Management of Emerg. Ops.

**Target Audience:** fire, law enforcement, emergency medical technicians, public health officials, hazardous materials professionals, public safety communications representatives, public works officials, emergency managers

**Sponsoring Agency:** The National Center for Biomedical Research and Training (NCBRT) at Louisiana State University

**When:** 3/24-3/26/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** NCBRT Help Desk; [mailto:help@ncbrt.lsu.edu](mailto:help@ncbrt.lsu.edu)

**Hours:**

**Where:** Portland, OR

**Cost:**

#### Instructors:

**Overview:** PER-229 Introduction to the Computer-Aided Management of Emergency Operations (CAMEO) Suite

The NCBRT is offering the following Department of Homeland Security (DHS) certified course: PER-229 Introduction to the Computer-Aided Management of Emergency Operations (CAMEO) Suite

This course provides training on the fundamental elements of the CAMEO Suite of programs as they relate to emergency situations. As such, it includes detailed technical information and hands-on practice of critical elements in the CAMEO system and its associated programs (CAMEO Chemicals, CAMEOfm, ALOHA and MARPLOT). To better understand how the programs interface, participants are provided opportunities to practice key procedures that allow users to enhance planning and response activities associated with community risks. These exercises clarify the connections between the programs and how they can enhance emergency planning and response activities.


In Class

The online registration site is mobile friendly and can be used by any phone, tablet, or computer with internet access. At the end of training, a post-test and class evaluation will be conducted. Bring a device to class that can access the online registration site, so you may complete your post-test and evaluation online. Your post-test will be graded immediately, and you will be able to review the answers. As soon as the post-test is passed and the class evaluation is completed, your Class Information page will update to include a link for your certificate. The certificate may be downloaded as a PDF to your device, or sent as a PDF to your email.

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** A FEMA SID number is required for registration. You can look up your FEMA SID, or register for a new one, at the following site: [https://cdp.dhs.gov/femsid](https://cdp.dhs.gov/femsid)

NCBRT Online Registration

Register online at: [https://train.ncbrt.lsu.edu/Student/Register?classID=26859](https://train.ncbrt.lsu.edu/Student/Register?classID=26859)

Class ID: 26859

Class Access Code: NCBRT229
3/24-3/26/2020
Class Title: PER-229 Intro to Computer-Aided Management of Emerg. Ops.

Confirmation Email
Once your registration is complete, you will receive an email confirmation. This email will contain your FEMA SID and registration Confirmation Number. Make sure to have this information available to you in class! You will need this to complete the online post-test and class evaluation.

Pre-Test
As soon as you complete registration, you will see a link "Begin Class Pre-Test". Click on this link to access the class pre-test. A completed pre-test is required in order to later take the post-test and receive class credit.

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:

3/25-3/26/2020
Class Title: Glock Operator Course - 107719
Target Audience: Law enforcement
Sponsoring Agency: Ashland Police Department
When: 3/25-3/26/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: (Local contact) Art LeCours; 541.552.2137 direct line/541.552.2179 fax line;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Ashland Gun Club, 555 Emigrant Creek Rd - Ashland, OR
Cost: $300.00
Instructors: Bissett
Prerequisites:
Registration: CLASS CANCELLED

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Class Cancelled

3/30-3/31/2020
Class Title: Cell Phone Use in Drug Trafficking Investigations
Target Audience: Law Enforcement, Analysts & Military Personnel Only
Sponsoring Agency: OREGON - IDAHO HIDTA and WESTERN REGIONAL COUNTERDRUG TRAINING CENTER

When: 3/30-3/31/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: Ned Walls; ; #mailto:ned.walls@state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 (registration at 0730)
Where: Oregon Public Safety Academy, Room C112, 4190 Aumsville Hwy, Salem, OR 97317
Cost: Free
Instructors: Instructors provided by Professional Law Enforcement Trainers (PLET)
Overview: OREGON - IDAHO HIDTA and WESTERN REGIONAL COUNTERDRUG TRAINING CENTER Presents: Cell Phone Use in Drug Trafficking Investigations

This course is a detailed introduction to how cell phone data can be used by investigators to enhance drug trafficking investigation. Criminals’ heavy reliance on cell phones makes it crucial for police officers to learn common cell phone terminology and understand the data they receive from cell phone companies. Instruction will cover use of historical communication data (records), real-time surveillance options, physical cell phone forensics considerations, and solutions that all Law Enforcement personnel should know. Legal issues about how to obtain and use this data will be covered as well as surveillance operations considerations, company-specific considerations, courtroom presentation issues, and other related matters. At the end of this course, students will have a very thorough understanding of what is possible with communication data in narcotics investigations, the several primary categories of available data, and how to determine the servicing companies for communications devices and accounts.

TOPICS COVERED:
- Cell Phone Search Warrants & Court Orders
- Interpretation of Call Records
- Collecting Stored Data
- Exploiting Cell Phone Apps
- Cell Phone Company Resources
- Obtaining & Mapping Cell Site Data
- GPS & WIFI Tracking
- Geo Fencing
- Pen Registers & Wire Taps Overview

Prerequisites:

Registration: *This class has been postponed. New dates are TBD*

The course venue is being provided for by the Oregon-Idaho Training Initiative. Students will be responsible for associated travel, lodging and meal expenses. The course is limited to 40 students.

To register click on the link: https://wrctc.com/FY20CPDTI0330
- Fill out the form
Click on "Submit Registration"
3/30-3/31/2020

Class Title: Cell Phone Use in Drug Trafficking Investigations

If you have questions, please contact Ned Walls at ned.walls@state.or.us or (503) 947-8558

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
3/30-4/1/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program Instructor Development Course
Target Audience: Current department FTO’s and trainers who have completed the Basic FTEP course
Sponsoring Agency: DPSST and Oregon State Police

When: 3/30-4/1/2020
Registration Deadline: 5p 3/17

Contact: Ben Klecker, DPSST; #mailto:bklecker@dpsst.state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 each day
Where: La Grande Oregon State Police Office, 3004 Blue Mountain Dr, La Grande, OR 97850
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.

Instructors: DPSST Staff

Overview: The purpose of this course of instruction is to maintain the integrity of the Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) by ensuring that all instructors are presenting the same information and material regarding the FTEP program. The goal of the course is to equip participating students to instruct FTEP courses to new Field Training Officers.

At the conclusion of class, attendees will receive all materials necessary to facilitate and teach an FTEP Course.

DPSST may ask persons who complete the course to assist with training other departments. DPSST will provide assistance and supplies if needed to instructors who open up their training to departments other than their own.

Desired qualifications: Students should have a demonstrated aptitude for public instruction.

Prerequisites: Students must have successfully completed the DPSST Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) course. Be an experienced Field Training Officer and/or in a current Field Training Officer role with their agency.

Registration: THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD. Priority in selection will be given to those who applied for the March 30-April 1 class.

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: FTEP Pre-coursework requirements: The students for this class will receive a secure link to training materials for this course and must be familiar with the materials and the PowerPoint presentation prior to attendance. Note-taking material, laptop computer, current policies on how your agency provides FTEP. Explain the benefits of your program, any inconsistencies or lack of FTEP (may need to speak with current trainers to get some of this information.), current agency DOR and SEGs.

Lodging: Not provided. Responsibility of student/student’s sponsoring agency.
Class Title: Basic SRO Course
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers and school safety professionals working in an educational environment and with school administrators
Sponsoring Agency: The Umatilla County Sheriff’s Office in cooperation with the National Association of School Resource Officers
When: 3/30-4/2/2020
Registration Deadline:
Contact: ;
Hours:
Where: Umatilla County Sheriff’s Office, 4700 NW Pioneer Place, Pendleton, OR
Cost:
Instructors:
Overview: The NASRO Basic School Resource Officer Course is a forty-hour (40) block of instruction designed for law enforcement officers and school safety professionals working in an educational environment and with school administrators. The course provides tools for officers to build positive relationships with both students and staff”.

See more at this link: https://nasro.org/training/nasro-training-courses/

For more information about NASRO, and to register for this training, see the links below:
https://nasro.org/events/?event-id=1237
https://nasro.org/about/

Prerequisites:
Registration: https://nasro.org/events/?event-id=1237
Attire:
Class Needs:
Lodging: https://nasro.org/events/?event-id=1237
Class Cancelled

3/31/2020

Class Title: SFST Refresher
Target Audience: police officers who have already completed the 24-hour SFST class
Sponsoring Agency: DPSST & Molalla PD
When: 3/31/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: David Beatty, DPSST; david.beatty@state.or.us

Hours: 1300-1700
Where: Molalla PD, 117 N Molalla Ave, Molalla, OR 97038
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.
Instructors: David Beatty, DPSST; TBD

Overview: This is the Oregon-specific 4-hour SFST Refresher curriculum from NHTSA and IACP. This class is required for any officer working under DUII grants from ODOT. The class covers procedural changes in Standardized Field Sobriety Testing as well as changes in legal requirements. In addition, sessions on Ignition Interlock Device enforcement and investigating Marijuana DUIIs are included in this training.

Prerequisites: Initial SFST training

Registration: **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED**

Students must pre-register for this course. Walk-ins are not permitted. Register online at: https://forms.gle/wxJCuXqL6CVETNGg8
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

PLEASE NOTE: It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Jim de Sully at jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual

ClassNeeds: pen or pencil

Lodging: Lodging is not provided. Any necessary lodging arrangements should be made by individual agencies.
3/31-4/2/2020

Class Title: Interview and Interrogation - Third Degree Communications, Inc.

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers, investigators, parole & probation officers

Sponsoring Agency: Salem Police Department

When: 3/31-4/2/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: (local contact) Rachel Kofoid, Salem PD; 503-588-6212; #mailto:rkofoid@cityofsalem.net#

Hours: 0800-1700 daily

Where: Chemeketa Brooks Regional Training Center, 4910 Brooklake Rd NE Salem, OR 97305

Cost: $525

Instructors: Paul Francois, Enrique Garcia and Rafael Varela

Overview: The students will learn what is at the essence of successful interpersonal communication skills by understanding each of the following topic areas: Detecting Deception, Communication Theories, Dynamics of Human Interaction, Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication. The students will also learn the essential components of successful interview and interrogation skills by understanding each of the following topic areas: Interview, Interrogation, Admission, Confession, Elicitation, Key and Theme. The student will also learn the essential components of Miranda Law by understanding each of the following topic areas: Denials, Invocation, Admissions, and Confessions, Letter of Apology, Consent to Search, Final Questions and Arrest Warrants.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: http://www.tdcorg.com/training/

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs:

Lodging:
4/1/2020

Class Title: Evolve - A Production by the Red Door Project
Target Audience: Criminal justice professionals and their community stakeholders. We strongly encourage law enforcement attendees to invite a local community member to join them (such as council representatives, service partners, community advocates, faith leaders, etc.). Each individual must register separately

Sponsoring Agency: OACP and DPSST

When: 4/1/2020
Registration Deadline: 3/6/20

Contact: Ryan Keck; 503-373-2173; #mailto:ryan.keck@state.or.us#

Hours: 1600-2000
Where: Oregon Public Safety Academy (DPSST), 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317
Cost: Free (dinner will be provided)

Instructors:

Overview: The mission of the Red Door Project is to change racial ecology through the arts. Evolve is a performance experience that explores the relationship between law enforcement and communities of color. The show combines monologues written by African American men and women about their experiences with racial profiling, alongside monologues based on interviews with police officers about their experiences in law enforcement. Through this, Evolve seeks to stimulate conversations in a new way and help us bridge a seemingly intractable divide.

Check out the following PBS News story to learn more about the production:

DPSST-certified attendees will receive 4 hours of leadership training credit.

Prerequisites:

Registration: Deadline to register: March 6, 2020. To request a seat for this event please complete the form located at: https://forms.gle/2c6dJY5shWoXJ64e8
Space is limited. Confirmations will be sent via email in early March.

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
4/3/2020

Class Title: Taser CEW Instructor Certification Course
Target Audience: New or re-certifying Taser CEW instructors
Sponsoring Agency: Independence Police Department

When: 4/3/2020
Registration Deadline: 3/24/20

Contact: Sgt. Jason Hedlund, Independence PD; 503-837-1109; jhedlund@ci.independence.or.us
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Independence Civic Center, 555 South Main St, Independence, OR 97351
Cost: $495.00
Instructors: Jesse Herrera

Overview: TASER X26P, X2 and the new TASER 7 Instructor certification course - With the release of Version 21, we have reformatted the Instructor course to teach students how to develop and safely execute scenarios and isolation drills, provide more in depth scenario training, and Virtual Reality training. Students will learn how to develop and safely implement scenarios, Isolation drills and conduct teach backs to hone their Instructor skills. You will be certified to instruct others on the use of one or more of the X26P, X2 and TASER 7 TASER Conducted Energy Weapons. The online portion is a prerequisite to attend the ONE Day in-classroom training. (All Students attend just one day).

Reminder: The online portion of this course is required to be completed before training date. You will receive access to your online learning two weeks before your training dates, email training@axon.com for assistance if you have any issues with access.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED. NEW DATE IS TBD.


Attire: Casual

Class Needs: Bring your department issued TASER holster (if applicable). Holsters will be available for those who need them. Please bring your duty belt with NO firearms, ammunition, or weapons of any kind.

Lodging: The Independence - https://theindependencehotel.com/ - Call hotel directly for Government per diem rate reservations, 503-837-0200
4/5/2020

Class Title: Vehicle Stop Update/Refresher

Target Audience: officers and deputies assigned with patrol duties where activity in both unknown and high-risk environments associated with vehicle stops may reasonably be encountered.

Sponsoring Agency: Lincoln City PD and DPSST

When: 4/5/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Tim Ragan, DPSST; #mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us#

Hours: 1400-1700 - or - 1800-2100

Where: Lincoln City, 4157 N. Hwy 101 (Parking lot of Grocery Outlet / staging area and will caravan to training loc

Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.

Instructors: DPSST Skills Staff

Overview:

Prerequisites: None

Registration: These classes have been postponed. New dates are TBD. Priority in selection will be given to those who are already registered for these classes.

Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per 3-hour block to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: https://forms.gle/Lus1vNBZhe3HzWneA

Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

PLEASE NOTE: It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Patrol or duty uniform. We recommend wearing the same equipment you wear every day when you are on-duty. Dress for the predicted weather conditions.

ClassNeeds: All attendees will need to bring a patrol vehicle in good repair. (If more than one person is attending from an agency only one vehicle is needed per two attendees.)

Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided. Responsibility of student/student’s agency.
4/6/2020

**Class Title:** Vehicle Stop Update/Refresher

**Target Audience:** Officers and deputies assigned with patrol duties where activity in both unknown and high-risk environments associated with vehicle stops may reasonably be encountered.

**Sponsoring Agency:** Lincoln City PD and DPSST

**When:** 4/6/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

- **Contact:** Tim Ragan, DPSST; [mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us]
- **Hours:** 1400-1700 - or - 1800-2100
- **Where:** Lincoln City, 4157 N. Hwy 101 (Parking lot of Grocery Outlet / staging area and will caravan to training loc
- **Cost:** Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.
- **Instructors:** DPSST Skills Staff

**Overview:**

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** These classes have been postponed. New dates are TBD. Priority in selection will be given to those who are already registered for these classes.

Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per 3-hour block to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an email from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: [https://forms.gle/Lus1vNBZhe3HzWneA](https://forms.gle/Lus1vNBZhe3HzWneA)

Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, [mailto:jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us](mailto:jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us)

**PLEASE NOTE:** It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

**Attire:** Patrol or duty uniform. We recommend wearing the same equipment you wear every day when you are on-duty. Dress for the predicted weather conditions.

**Class Needs:** All attendees will need to bring a patrol vehicle in good repair. (If more than one person is attending from an agency only one vehicle is needed per two attendees.)

**Lodging:** Meals and lodging are not provided. Responsibility of student/student’s agency.
4/6-10/2020  
Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)  
Target Audience: see 'Overview'  
Sponsoring Agency: DPSST  
  
When: 4/6-4/10/2020  
Registration Deadline:  
Contact: Brandon Herring, DPSST EVO Coord.; #mailto:bherring@dpsst.state.or.us#  
Hours: 0800-1700 daily  
Where: Washington Co.  
Cost: Free  
Instructors: see 'Overview'  
Overview: The Department of Public Safety Standards and Training will be offering Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor Development in 2020. Unlike previous years, this course will occur with a new scheduling format and series of course requirements. We will be offering a course that begins in the spring and another series of courses that begin in the summer.  

EVOIC will occur in four separate segments and participants will receive certificates of completion for each segment. Segments #1 and #2 (EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 2) will be delivered at various regional training locations in a forty (40) hour block. Certificates of completion for "Principles of Adult Learning" and "Basic Vehicle Dynamics and Driver Behavior" will be issued upon completion of these segments.  

The third segment (EVOIC 3) will be conducted on the dedicated facility at DPSST in Salem in a forty (40) hour block. A certificate of completion for Advanced Vehicle Diagnostics and Driver Evaluation" will be issued upon completion of this segment.  

The fourth segment (EVOIC #4) is a shadowing requirement that personnel must complete in order to teach programs at DPSST in the Basic and Regional programs. The shadowing requirement can be met with a combination of up to 32 hours of regional training under the supervision of an approved (Academy-Certified) EVO Instructor, and training at the facility in Salem with Basic Police courses, or all of the time can be completed in Salem. DPSST Basic programs require personnel to be certified as instructors in the area of expertise. Personnel completing the shadowing program will be required to commit to providing instruction for DPSST as either a part-time employee of DPSST or through an agency-loaned process. Upon completion of the shadowing segment, personnel will be issued a certificate for completion of "Applied Diagnostics and Evaluation of Drivers."  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EVOIC</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Hrs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Principles of Adult Learning</td>
<td>02 Hrs (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Basic Vehicle Dynamics and Driver Behavior</td>
<td>38 Hrs (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(*)</td>
<td>EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 2 occur in the same 40 hr week</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Advanced Vehicle Diagnostics and Driver Evaluation</td>
<td>40 Hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Applied Diagnostics and Evaluation (Shadowing)</td>
<td>96 Hrs (#)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(#)</td>
<td>- Up to 32 Hrs may be completed regionally</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These courses do not need to be completed in consecutive weeks, however they must be completed in order. Credit may be given to personnel with equivalent training from other sources for EVOIC 2 - 3,
Regional Training

4/6-4/10/2020

Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

however EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 4 are required for all personnel seeking certification in Oregon as an EVO Instructor. Upon completion of EVOIC 3, personnel will have up to eighteen (18) months to complete EVOIC 4.

The emphasis of EVOIC will be to train personnel to a level where they effectively assist with basic academy EVO classes in Salem and are capable to assist in the delivery of quality regional training sponsored by DPSST throughout the state. Priority in selection will be given to applicants/agencies who demonstrate support for this mission by participation in the Basic Academy programs.

Personnel interested in becoming part-time employees of DPSST or in the agency-loan program should contact a DPSST coordinator to discuss current recruitment opportunities.

Meals and Lodging will not be provided for segments #1 and #2 and may not be available for segments #3 or #4 (depending upon the availability of dormitory facilities at DPSST due to Basic courses.)

Scheduling: Please select a location for EVOIC #1 / EVOIC #2:

(2020-01A)
Douglas County Fairgrounds
March 9-13, 2020 0800-1700 Daily

(or)

(2020-01B)
Washington County Sheriff’s Office Training Facility
April 6-10, 2020 0800-1700 Daily

(or)

(2020-01C)
Washington County Sheriff’s Office Training Facility
April 13-17, 2020 0800-1700 Daily

EVOIC #3:
(2020-01D)
DPSST (Salem)
May 7-11, 2020 0800-1700 Daily
(Note this is a Thursday - Monday Schedule)

Applicants must be able to schedule and commit to these training segments.

A separate registration link for EVOIC #3 will be emailed to those individuals who successfully complete one of the three courses offered in March or April.

Dates for the Summer/Fall Series (2020-02) will be announced in the next several weeks.

UPON ACCEPTANCE:
Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

Applicants who are selected to participate as instructor candidates will be sent the EVOIC training materials in an electronic format (.pdf). The candidate may print the information at their agency’s expense. Candidates will be assigned a presentation topic at least two weeks prior to the start of EVOIC #1. This presentation will occur during EVOIC #2.

CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE FOR EVOIC #3:

Candidates must score a minimum of 90% on the written assessment of DPSST EVO theory and techniques, instructor development materials, and general vehicle knowledge at the conclusion of EVOIC #2. Candidates that do not pass this test, will not be considered for EVOIC #3. All of the materials necessary for this written test will be provided electronically when a candidate is accepted to the course.

CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE FOR EVOIC #4:

Candidates must successfully demonstrate a passing score on the driving skills assessment utilized at DPSST prior to acceptance to the shadowing program. Candidates failing to demonstrate the minimum driving assessment score will not be allowed to participate in EVOIC #4.

Candidates are encouraged to visit one or more DPSST Basic Police EVO sessions prior to the beginning of the course to brush up on their driving skills. This will give candidates some one-on-one time with senior instructors. Practice schedules are up to the EVO Coordinator (Brandon Herring) and must be scheduled through him. Bherring@dpsst.state.or.us

Additional Agency Considerations / Requirements:
1. Participation in a Basic Facilitator Course prior to this instructor course is highly recommended. Many of the instructional techniques used to deliver the EVO Instructor course will be presented and practiced during the Basic Facilitator Course.
2. Vehicles used during all driving exercises in EVOIC #1 and EVOIC #2 will be provided by the candidate’s agency. In situations where two (or more) personnel are from the same agency, one vehicle per two candidates is required. Vehicles should be in good condition and have a good set of tires on them.
3. Vehicle used in EVOIC #3 will be provided by DPSST.
4. Participants will be expected to sign a waiver of liability for DPSST.
5. All salaries and benefits of participants shall be borne by the agency, unless an agreement is in place with the candidate as an APT.
6. Agencies need to ensure that they have adequate insurance coverage covering participation in this training.
7. Certification as an Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor is only required for personnel who will be working with Basic programs at DPSST. These personnel have completed all four EVOIC Courses (or their equivalents as approved by DPSST) and be approved as either an Agency Part Time (APT) employee of DPSST or an approved Agency Loan instructor. Personnel that are approved APT’s may be paid by DPSST during the 96 hour shadowing phase.
8. The 40 hour per year requirement can be completed as an Agency Part Time (APT) paid instructor or as an Agency Loan Instructor. This document must be completed by a member of the agencies command staff and returned to DPSST as part of the acceptance package for EVOIC #4.
9. Scheduling for EVOIC #4 (Shadowing) will be completed on an individual basis between the candidate and the EVO Program Coordinator.
4/6-4/10/2020

Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

Any questions can be directed to Brandon Herring; EVO Program Coordinator at the above address or at 503-378-4412 OR via state email at bherring@dpsst.state.or.us

Prerequisites: see 'Overview'

Registration: CLASSES POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD.

Applicants need to register online at: https://forms.gle/NT3Q4Q3Xei8tNfN48

Applications must be received no later than three weeks prior to Segments #1 and #2, and two weeks prior to segment #3. Candidates can schedule for segment #4 as their personal availability allows. Incomplete applications will not be considered. A waiting/standby list will be established if the number of applicants exceed the available positions in the class.

Attire: see 'Overview'

Class Needs: see 'Overview'

Lodging: see 'Overview'
4/6-4/10/2020

Class Title: Firearms Instructor Development Course

Target Audience: Sutherlin Police Department

When: 4/6-4/10/2020

Registration Deadline:  

Contact: ; ; #mailto:541.549.1090#

Hours:  

Where: Roseburg Rod and Gun Club, 875 Old Del Rio Road, Roseburg, Oregon 97471

Cost: $575.00; includes range fee; student manual and certificate

Instructors:

Overview: This course is designed for officers who are or will be firearms instructors for their departments. Both new officers and those desiring recertification will benefit from this course. The course provides instruction on both the pistol and rifle/carbine used in law enforcement. It is important for firearms instructors to continue their education, expertise, and current knowledge regarding firearms matters. It is essential to provide evidence of such continue training and knowledge.

Course content: (not all inclusive)
- Fundamentals of shooting
- Identify firearms safety program
- Combat shooting techniques
- Methods of instruction
- Ballistic Issues
- Role of the firearms instructor
- Coaching techniques
- Development of a firearms program
- Shooting courses/qualification

Prerequisites:

Registration: www.policetrainingconsultants.com or 541.549.1090. $100.00 deposit required.
4/6-4/8/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP)
Target Audience: police, parole and probation, corrections, telecommunications, fire (full-time certified employees)
Sponsoring Agency: Curry County Sheriff’s Office and DPSST

When: 4/6-4/8/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Tim Ragan; #mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Curry Co. Sherrif’s Office, 29808 Colvin St, Gold Beach, OR 97444
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.
Instructors: Tim Ragan/DPSST Staff
Overview:

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per agency to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: https://forms.gle/YrpaSjt4UdVrYtmZ9
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

*******PLEASE NOTE*******The curriculum for this class was developed for full-time police, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatch and fire personnel. Priority in selection will be given to those individuals who work as a full-time police, corrections or P&P officer, a telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatcher or a firefighter first. Those individuals who are employed full-time within those disciplines, but whose duties fall outside of those job titles will still be able to submit their application for consideration. The application will be placed on a waiting list pending space availability. If space becomes available the applicant will be notified.

It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual


Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided.
4/6-4/8/2020

Class Title: M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course

Target Audience: Restricted to military, law enforcement, corrections, security and related agencies. (Or with Instructor approval)

Sponsoring Agency: Clackamas Co. Sheriff's Office

When: 4/6-4/8/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ; ; #mailto:training@sar15.com#

Hours: 0800-1700 hrs. each day. 24-hr course over 3 days

Where: Clackamas County Sheriff's Office, Public Safety Training Center, Bowman Building, 12700 SE 82nd Ave, Cl

Cost: $575.00

Instructors: Ken Elmore

Overview: This state-of-the-art training was developed to give law enforcement & military personnel a broad based understanding of specific firearms, their real world applications, and the knowledge necessary to keep these weapons operational under all conditions. Firearms covered, M16 / M4 / AR-15 series weapons (5.56mm/.223 REM), Automatic & Semi-Automatic.


Certification: Three year Specialized Armament certification (Industry standard).

Prerequisites:

Registration: *THIS CLASS HAS BEEN RESCHEDULED. THE NEW DATES ARE JUNE 1-3 2020*

Maximum class size: - 24 students. To register or for information: Contact training@sar15.com or Office: (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System).

Attire: Casual

Class Needs: Pen/Pencil - All weapons and tools will be provided

Lodging: Contact Deputy Don Weatherford (503) 794-8066 or donwea@co.clackamas.or.us for lodging information.
4/7/2020

**THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Title: Drugs that Impair Driving (DID)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target Audience: Police officers who have already completed the 24-hour SFST class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsoring Agency: DPSST &amp; OSP - Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When: 4/7/2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Registration Deadline:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contact: David Beatty, DPSST; <a href="mailto:david.beatty@state.or.us">david.beatty@state.or.us</a>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hours: 0800-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where: National Guard Armory 1330 SW 4th St, Ontario, OR 97914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost: Free (meals and lodging not provided)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors: Tpr. Ryan Clarke, OSP; Sr. Tpr. Ryan Mills, OSP; Lt. Mark Duncan, OSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overview: This 8-hour class is an introductory course to the 7 drug categories and includes blood and urine collection procedures and approved alternative sobriety tests. This course is required in Oregon prior to an officer requesting urine for drug testing. Recommended especially for out-of-state lateral transfer officers and reserve officers who have completed SFST training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prerequisites: Initial SFST training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students must pre-register for this course. Walk-ins are not permitted. Register online at: https://forms.gle/PtqVS6q4V3T8H2GP9
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

PLEASE NOTE: It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Jim de Sully at jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attire: Business casual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class Needs: Pen or pencil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lodging: Lodging is not provided. Any necessary lodging arrangements should be made by individual agencies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4/7-4/10/2020

Class Title: IPMB A Police Cyclist Course
Target Audience: Officers who operate bicycles
Sponsoring Agency: Salem Police Department

When: 4/7-4/10/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Officer David Smith; 503-932-1695; #mailto:dbsmith@cityofsalem.net#

Hours:

Where: 395 Marion St NE, Salem OR, 97301

Cost: $250

Instructors: Ofc. David Smith, Det. Andrew McFerron, Ofc. Merritt

Overview: Be prepared for the street! This essential training combines Emergency Vehicle Operations for bike officers with patrol procedures, tactics, night operations, basic bike maintenance and on-the-road repairs. Learn to ride like a pro, avoid crashes, and use your bike effectively to foil the bad guys every time. Students will receive tools and other important items needed for bicycle patrol. When written and riding tests are successfully completed you will be a certified IPMB A police cyclist.

Prerequisites: Law enforcement officer; basic bicycle-handling skills; good physical condition

Registration: Contact Rachel Kofoid rkofoid@cityofsalem.net

Attire: Appropriate bicycle attire and bicycle uniform.

Class Needs: Good quality mountain style patrol bicycle, and bicycle appropriate clothing and uniform. Limited loaner bicycles are available.

Lodging: Grand Hotel 201 Liberty St SE, La Quinta Inn 890 Hawthorne Ave SE
4/7-4/8/2020

Class Title: Oregon Crisis Intervention Teams (CIT) Summit

Target Audience: CIT Coordinators, CIT instructors, mental health advocates, criminal justice and mental health professionals involved with CIT in Oregon

Sponsoring Agency: DPSST and Greater Oregon Behavioral Health, Inc.

When: 4/7-4/8/2020

Registration Deadline: 3/19/20

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0900-1600 each day

Where: Oregon Public Safety Academy, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317

Cost: Free

Instructors:

Overview: The Oregon CIT Summit will feature presentations on a variety of topics related to CIT. Additionally, this event will provide an opportunity to network with others involved with CIT programs in Oregon.

Questions? Kevin Rau @ kevin.rau@state.or.us
Linda Maddy @ linda.maddy@state.or.us
Ridg Medford @ rmedford@gobhi.org
Eilene Flory @ eflory@gobhi.org

Prerequisites:

Registration: ***This summit has been postponed until a later date to be determined***

Deadline to register: March 19th, 2020. Go to: https://forms.gle/P94mJc9miTYg9fFD9

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Class Cancelled

4/7-4/9/2020

Class Title: Designing and Implementing a Law Enforcement Agency Fitness Program
Target Audience: Anyone interested in helping to improve overall officer wellness at their agency. This training will have a maximum of 12 participants.

Sponsoring Agency: DPSST

When: 4/7-4/9/2020
Registration Deadline: 3/24/20

Contact: JD Edwards, DPSST; 503-378-4398; #mailto:jd.edwards@state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 (lunch from 1200-1300 each day)
Where: DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, Oregon 97317
Cost: Free. Lunch provided to attendees.
Instructors: JD Edwards, various other instructors according to topic

Overview: This three day course targets individuals within law enforcement agencies willing to help facilitate an environment of improved wellness. Over the course of three days participants will be exposed to the elements needed to design and implement fitness programs at their agencies. The programs’ insertion is intended to benefit the entire agency. This course will focus on training programs, not an individual’s training needs. Training will include both classroom and hand-on sessions. This is a physically demanding course. Attendees will be required to participate in hands-on sessions.

Some of the topics to be covered:
- Starting a Program, Recruiting Participants and Generating Interest
- Breathing for Performance
- Sleep
- Lower Back Injury Prevention and Care
- On-Duty Nutrition
- Developing a Diet Plan
- Group Workout Development
- Lifting Techniques
- Cross-Training Components of Fitness
- Creating Assessments

Individuals completing this course will be able to return to their agency with the tools needed to begin implementing agency-wide programs. These individuals will also have access to DPSST personnel to aid in the development of programs to promote wellness among law enforcement officers.

Prerequisites: A desire to improve officer wellness at your agency. Some knowledge of fitness and nutrition would be helpful, but not required.

Registration: THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD. Priority in selection will be given to those who applied for the April 7-9 class.

Attire: Both business casual and athletic attire. Locker rooms are available for use. The academy requests that if eating in the cafeteria attire be business casual. Participants should arrive in athletic attire for the first session.

Class Needs: Note taking material
4/7-4/9/2020

Class Title: Designing and Implementing a Law Enforcement Agency Fitness Program

Lodging: Lunch provided. Shared dorm room lodging at the Academy will be provided at no cost for those traveling more than 75 miles one-way. Breakfast and dinner will also be provided to those who lodge at the Academy. If you would like to request dorm room housing (AFTER you receive an e-mail confirming you have been registered for the class), please contact dorm reception at rebecca.nolte@state.or.us or 503.378.4399 no later than March 24, 2020.
Regional Training

4/9/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program for Supervisors
Target Audience: Public Safety Training Coordinators, Supervisors and Managers who are tasked with the responsibility of overseeing the FTEP Program for their agency, or who are considering implementation of FTEP (full-time, certified employees)

Sponsoring Agency: Jackson County Sheriff’s Office and DPSST

When: 4/9/2020

Registration Deadline:
Contact: Tim Ragan;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Jackson County Sheriff’s Office, 5179 Crater Lake Hwy, Central Point, OR 97502
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.
Instructors: Tim Ragan/DPSST Staff
Overview: Overview of basic concepts and duties; Practical exercises; Problem solving question and answer period.
Prerequisites: None
Registration: CLASS POSTPONED. NEW DATE IS TBD.

Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per agency to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: https://forms.gle/bd43HQe4813hXmLV9
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

**********PLEASE NOTE**********The curriculum for this class was developed for full-time police, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatch and fire personnel.

Priority in selection will be given to those individuals who work as a full-time police, corrections or P&P officer, a telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatcher or a firefighter first.

Those individuals who are employed full-time within those disciplines, but whose duties fall outside of those job titles will still be able to submit their application for consideration. The application will be placed on a waiting list pending space availability. If space becomes available the applicant will be notified.

It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual
4/9/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program for Supervisors
Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided.

Class Title: Intoxilyzer 8000 Certification Class
Target Audience: Full-time certified police officers
Sponsoring Agency: Oregon State Police
When: 4/9/2020
Registration Deadline: 4/2/20
Contact: Fawnda VanRheen, OSP; email: fawnda.vanrheen@state.or.us
Hours: 0900-1600
Where: Tillamook County SO, ATV Building, 5995 Long Prairie Rd, Tillamook, OR 97141
Cost: Free
Instructors: David Beatty, DPSST Traffic Safety Training Coordinator
Overview: Upon successful completion of the course, students will be certified to operate the Intoxilyzer 8000. Course counts towards current permit renewal and/or reactivation of expired Intoxilyzer 8000 permit.
Prerequisites: None
Registration: **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED**
Students must pre-register for this course by April 2, 2020. Contact Fawnda VanRheen with the Oregon State Police ICP. (971)-673-8235 email: fawnda.vanrheen@state.or.us **Confirmations will be emailed to those who register.
Attire: Agency uniform or business casual
Class Needs: Note taking materials. Training materials provided by Oregon State Police.
Lodging: Lodging and meals are the responsibility of student/student's agency.
Regional Training

4/9-4/10/2020

Class Title: Advanced M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course
Target Audience: Restricted to military, law enforcement, corrections, security and related agencies. (Or with Instructor approval)

Sponsoring Agency: Clackamas Co. Sheriff's Office
When: 4/9-4/10/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: ; ; #mailto:training@sar15.com#

Hours: 0800-1700 hrs. each day. 16-hr course over 2 days
Where: Clackamas County Sheriff's Office, Public Safety Training Center, Bowman Building, 12700 SE 82nd Ave, Cl

Cost: $575.00

Instructors: Ken Elmore

Overview: This 16 hour block of instruction takes the individual armorer to a new level of weapons training by creating an in-depth synthesis of diverse material-rarely presented to Law Enforcement and Military personnel.

Specialized Armament has integrated over 30 yrs of first-hand knowledge, engineering, and experience with a new advanced armorer manual, specialty tools, precision gages, proto-type fixtures, custom training aids, and state-of-the-art weapons to form a 2 day advanced class that no one will soon forget. This course builds directly on the skills developed in the basic/intermediate level Armorer Course (prerequisite), emphasizing problem solving skills and critical thinking with multi-variable problems. Combat weapons in the real world.

Firearms Covered: M16: M4: AR-15® series weapons (5.56mm/223 REM), Semi-Automatic - All types, Select-Fire - Automatic, Burst, 4-Way, Geissele 2-stage (SOCOM), Special Operations & Suppressed Weapons (Including the Colt LE6940 and related variants).


Certification: Three year Specialized Armament certification (Industry standard).

Prerequisites: Specialized Armament - M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course. This advance course can only be taken with previously mentioned course, this is NOT a stand-alone course. The Advanced Armorer Course CANNOT be taken by itself. There is NO Advanced only course.

Registration: *THIS CLASS HAS BEEN RESCHEDULED. NEW DATES ARE June 4-5, 2020*

Maximum class size: - 15 students. To register or for information: Contact training@sar15.com or Office: (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System).

Attire: Casual

Class Needs: Pen/Pencil - All weapons and tools will be provided

Lodging: Contact Deputy Don Weatherford (503) 794-8066 or donwea@co.clackamas.or.us for lodging
| 4/9-4/10/2020 | Class Title: Advanced M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course information. |
Regional Training

4/13-4/17/2020

Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)
Target Audience: see 'Overview'
Sponsoring Agency: DPSST

When: 4/13-4/17/2020
Registration Deadline: 

Contact: Brandon Herring, DPSST EVO Coord.; #mailto: bherring@dpsst.state.or.us#

Hours: 0800-1700 daily
Where: Washington Co.
Cost: Free
Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: The Department of Public Safety Standards and Training will be offering Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor Development in 2020. Unlike previous years, this course will occur with a new scheduling format and series of course requirements. We will be offering a course that begins in the spring and another series of courses that begin in the summer.

EVOIC will occur in four separate segments and participants will receive certificates of completion for each segment. Segments #1 and #2 (EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 2) will be delivered at various regional training locations in a forty (40) hour block. Certificates of completion for "Principles of Adult Learning" and "Basic Vehicle Dynamics and Driver Behavior" will be issued upon completion of these segments.

The third segment (EVOIC 3) will be conducted on the dedicated facility at DPSST in Salem in a forty (40) hour block. A certificate of completion for Advanced Vehicle Diagnostics and Driver Evaluation" will be issued upon completion of this segment.

The fourth segment (EVOIC #4) is a shadowing requirement that personnel must complete in order to teach programs at DPSST in the Basic and Regional programs. The shadowing requirement can be met with a combination of up to 32 hours of regional training under the supervision of an approved (Academy-Certified) EVO Instructor, and training at the facility in Salem with Basic Police courses, or all of the time can be completed in Salem. DPSST Basic programs require personnel to be certified as instructors in the area of expertise. Personnel completing the shadowing program will be required to commit to providing instruction for DPSST as either a part-time employee of DPSST or through an agency-loaned process. Upon completion of the shadowing segment, personnel will be issued a certificate for completion of "Applied Diagnostics and Evaluation of Drivers."

| EVOIC 1 | Principles of Adult Learning | 02 Hrs (*) |
| EVOIC 2 | Basic Vehicle Dynamics and Driver Behavior | 38 Hrs (*) |
|         | (*) - EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 2 occur in the same 40 hr week |
| EVOIC 3 | Advanced Vehicle Diagnostics and Driver Evaluation | 40 Hrs |
| EVOIC 4 | Applied Diagnostics and Evaluation (Shadowing) (#) | 96 Hrs (#) |
|         | (#) - Up to 32 Hrs may be completed regionally |

These courses do not need to be completed in consecutive weeks, however they must be completed in order. Credit may be given to personnel with equivalent training from other sources for EVOIC 2 - 3,
Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

however EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 4 are required for all personnel seeking certification in Oregon as an EVO Instructor. Upon completion of EVOIC 3, personnel will have up to eighteen (18) months to complete EVOIC 4.

The emphasis of EVOIC will be to train personnel to a level where they effectively assist with basic academy EVO classes in Salem and are capable to assist in the delivery of quality regional training sponsored by DPSST throughout the state. Priority in selection will be given to applicants/agencies who demonstrate support for this mission by participation in the Basic Academy programs.

Personnel interested in becoming part-time employees of DPSST or in the agency-loan program should contact a DPSST coordinator to discuss current recruitment opportunities.

Meals and Lodging will not be provided for segments #1 and #2 and may not be available for segments #3 or #4 (depending upon the availability of dormitory facilities at DPSST due to Basic courses.)

Scheduling: Please select a location for EVOIC #1 / EVOIC #2:

(2020-01A)
Douglas County Fairgrounds
March 9-13, 2020  0800-1700 Daily

(or)

(2020-01B)
Washington County Sheriff’s Office Training Facility
April 6-10, 2020  0800-1700 Daily

(or)

(2020-01C)
Washington County Sheriff’s Office Training Facility
April 13-17, 2020  0800-1700 Daily

EVOIC #3:
(2020-01D)
DPSST (Salem)
May 7-11, 2020  0800-1700 Daily
(Note this is a Thursday - Monday Schedule)

Applicants must be able to schedule and commit to these training segments.

A separate registration link for EVOIC #3 will be emailed to those individuals who successfully complete one of the three courses offered in March or April.

Dates for the Summer/Fall Series (2020-02) will be announced in the next several weeks.

UPON ACCEPTANCE:
Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

Applicants who are selected to participate as instructor candidates will be sent the EVOIC training materials in an electronic format (.pdf). The candidate may print the information at their agency’s expense. Candidates will be assigned a presentation topic at least two weeks prior to the start of EVOIC #1. This presentation will occur during EVOIC #2.

CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE FOR EVOIC #3:

Candidates must score a minimum of 90% on the written assessment of DPSST EVO theory and techniques, instructor development materials, and general vehicle knowledge at the conclusion of EVOIC #2. Candidates that do not pass this test, will not be considered for EVOIC #3. All of the materials necessary for this written test will be provided electronically when a candidate is accepted to the course.

CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE FOR EVOIC #4:

Candidates must successfully demonstrate a passing score on the driving skills assessment utilized at DPSST prior to acceptance to the shadowing program. Candidates failing to demonstrate the minimum driving assessment score will not be allowed to participate in EVOIC #4.

Candidates are encouraged to visit one or more DPSST Basic Police EVO sessions prior to the beginning of the course to brush up on their driving skills. This will give candidates some one-on-one time with senior instructors. Practice schedules are up to the EVO Coordinator (Brandon Herring) and must be scheduled through him. Bherring@dpsst.state.or.us

Additional Agency Considerations / Requirements:
1. Participation in a Basic Facilitator Course prior to this instructor course is highly recommended. Many of the instructional techniques used to deliver the EVO Instructor course will be presented and practiced during the Basic Facilitator Course.
2. Vehicles used during all driving exercises in EVOIC #1 and EVOIC #2 will be provided by the candidate’s agency. In situations where two (or more) personnel are from the same agency, one vehicle per two candidates is required. Vehicles should be in good condition and have a good set of tires on them.
3. Vehicle used in EVOIC #3 will be provided by DPSST.
4. Participants will be expected to sign a waiver of liability for DPSST.
5. All salaries and benefits of participants shall be borne by the agency, unless an agreement is in place with the candidate as an APT.
6. Agencies need to ensure that they have adequate insurance coverage covering participation in this training.
7. Certification as an Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor is only required for personnel who will be working with Basic programs at DPSST. These personnel have completed all four EVOIC Courses (or their equivalents as approved by DPSST) and be approved as either an Agency Part Time (APT) employee of DPSST or an approved Agency Loan instructor. Personnel that are approved APT’s may be paid by DPSST during the 96 hour shadowing phase.
8. The 40 hour per year requirement can be completed as an Agency Part Time (APT) paid instructor or as an Agency Loan Instructor. This document must be completed by a member of the agencies command staff and returned to DPSST as part of the acceptance package for EVOIC #4.
9. Scheduling for EVOIC #4 (Shadowing) will be completed on an individual basis between the candidate and the EVO Program Coordinator.
Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

Any questions can be directed to Brandon Herring; EVO Program Coordinator at the above address or at 503-378-4412 OR via state email at bherring@dpsst.state.or.us

Prerequisites: see 'Overview'

Registration: CLASSES POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD.

Applicants need to register online at: https://forms.gle/NT3Q4Q3Xei8tNfN48

Applications must be received no later than three weeks prior to Segments #1 and #2, and two weeks prior to segment #3. Candidates can schedule for segment #4 as their personal availability allows. Incomplete applications will not be considered. A waiting/standby list will be established if the number of applicants exceed the available positions in the class.

Attire: see 'Overview'

ClassNeeds: see 'Overview'

Lodging: see 'Overview'
Regional Training

4/14/2020

**Class Title:** US Secret Service Crit. Prot. Analysis Group Briefing for First Resp.

**Target Audience:** Public safety agency personnel to include: law enforcement, corrections, fire, parole and probation, and telecomm

**Sponsoring Agency:** DPSST

**When:** 4/14/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 5p 3/31

**Contact:** see 'Overview';

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317

**Cost:** Free. Lunch provided.

**Instructors:** Special Agent Jessica Casey, Personnel from the United States Secret Service

**Overview:** United States Secret Service Critical Protective Analysis Group Briefing for First Responders

The Critical Protective Analysis Group (CPAG) provides briefings on terrorist trends and tactics that affect the physical protection of soft targets, hard targets, and VIP’s. CPAG will address divisions within the Secret Service, Law Enforcement at the federal/state/local/tribal levels, military services, civilian security personnel, first responders, legislators, legal officials, and international law enforcement officials.

**Class Content Questions Contact:** Special Agent Jessica Casey  jessica.casey@ussdhs.gov  DPSST

**Question Contact:** Jim de Sully  jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** This class has been postponed. New dates are TBD. Students confirmed for the April 14 class will be given first priority to attend the rescheduled class.

**Attire:** Agency uniform or casual business attire

**Class Needs:** None

**Lodging:** Shared dorm room lodging is available at the academy at no charge for individuals traveling over 75 miles one-way. All meals provided to dorm lodgers. To request dorm room housing (AFTER you receive confirmation you have been registered for the class), please contact dorm reception at rebecca.nolte@state.or.us or 503-378-4399 no later than March 31, 2020.
4/14-4/16/2020

Class Title: 2020 Oregon Hazardous Materials Response Teams Conference

Target Audience: The conference is intended for hazmat emergency response professionals, planners, first responders, industry, and any interested local, state, federal, and tribal partners

Sponsoring Agency: The Office of State Fire Marshal

When: 4/14-4/16/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Jamie Kometz; 503-934-8280; jamie.kometz@osp.oregon.gov

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Pendleton, OR

Cost: see 'Registration'

Instructors:

Overview: The Office of State Fire Marshal has opened registration for its 2020 Oregon Hazardous Materials Response Teams Conference in Pendleton. The event will take place at the Pendleton Convention Center, April 14-16. https://www.oregon.gov/osp/programs/sfm/Pages/HazMatConference.aspx

The conference is intended for hazmat emergency response professionals, planners, first responders, industry, and any interested local, state, federal, and tribal partners. The event will bring together emergency hazardous materials responders, provide training classes and networking opportunities, and showcase the latest in technology for hazmat response.

Attendees will learn from experienced presenters as they share, inform, and help prepare themselves for hazmat response under varying circumstances.

Prerequisites:

Registration: Registration details:
- Early registration fee $225, through March 14
- Registration fee $325, after March 15
- Registration closes April 5, 2020

For more information, please visit our website
https://www.oregon.gov/osp/programs/sfm/Pages/HazMatConference.aspx or contact Jamie Kometz at: 503-934-8280; jamie.kometz@osp.oregon.gov.

Attire:

ClassNeeds:

Lodging:
4/14-4/16/2020

**Class Title:** Basic Crowd Control

**Target Audience:** All sworn LE personnel and military members

**Sponsoring Agency:** Oregon State Police, Portland Police Bureau, Salem Police Department

**When:** 4/14-4/16/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 3/17/20

**Contact:** Sgt. Cameron Bailey; 503-320-9812; cbailey@osp.oregon.gov

**Hours:** see 'Overview'

**Where:** Camp Rilea, 33168 Patriot Way, Warrenton, OR 97146

**Cost:** Free. Includes lodging.

**Instructors:** OSP, PPB, Salem PD, Crowd Control and Civil Disturbance Units Team Leaders

**Overview:** This class is intended to meet the basic qualifications for new personnel assigned to a crowd control team. This is a graded course and officers will receive endorsement from training cadre if successful completion. This course will also put additional responsibilities on current Sgts and Team Leaders to move troops, execute commands, communicate and use proper tactics to accomplish crowd control goals in scenario situations. The course includes classroom instruction and scenario based training. The course will include: History of civil disobedience, crowd theory, equipment and munitions familiarization, long baton training, squad movement and tactics, mass arrests techniques, mobile field force, officer/citizen rescue, case studies, report writing, a physical assessment, gas exposure and scenarios which will all be graded as part of the course.

**Expect long days, and a physically demanding pace for entire 3 days of the course. Course is approximately 30hrs of training, but may vary. Students should be prepared for extended periods exposed to the elements/inclement weather**

**Hours:** 0800-1800, (Team Leaders, Corporals, and SGTs 0730 start time in classroom on the 14th)

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** Registration deadline: March 17th, 2020. Email names with email addresses, work address, DPSST number (if applicable), contact phone number of all personnel attending to Sgt. Cameron Bailey: cbailey@osp.oregon.gov if specific questions contact at 503-320-9812. Name and contact information for person responsible for billing from caterer included with personnel attending.

Class size will be restricted to no more than 100 students attending.

**Attire:** BDU style or utility style uniform

**Class Needs:** Meals are provided by 3rd party caterer and will be billed directly to specific agency. Meal cost approx. $40 per day per student attending. Department provided crowd control personal protective equipment, ASP and/or Long Baton, gas mask, boots, inclement weather gear, bedding, toiletries, and personal supplies, running shoes, workout clothes.

**Lodging:** Free lodging provided in Military Style Barracks "Starship" Facility. Meals will be billed to each agency for each member attending. Cost for meals per day per student is expected to be $40. Students can come in the night of the 13th if needed before 9 PM to be ready for next day of training at no cost. If special dietary needs exist, please contact Sgt. Cameron Bailey as soon as possible so arrangements can be
4/14-4/16/2020  
**Class Title:** Basic Crowd Control  
made.

4/15-4/17/2020  
**Class Title:** Building Better Shooters - Advanced Instructor Course  
**Target Audience:** Active and current law enforcement firearms instructors  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Ashland Police Department  
**When:** 4/15-4/17/2020  
**Registration Deadline:**
  - **Contact:** Art Le Cours, Ashland PD; 541-552-2137; #mailto:art.lecours@ashland.or.us#
  - **Hours:** 0800-1700  
  - **Where:** Ashland Police Department  
  - **Cost:** $450  
**Instructors:** Todd Fletcher, Combative Firearms Training, LLC  
**Overview:** Placing quick, threat-stopping hits on target is the core of all gun fighting skills. In order to accomplish this goal, firearms instructors must develop practical, fundamental skills in their shooters. This fast-paced and dynamic instructor development class provides firearms instructors with information regarding techniques to instruct shooters in the fundamentals of marksmanship, drills to develop combative speed and accuracy, concepts and techniques to develop their own drills to improve student performance, information on how adult-learning affects shooter performance, instructional leadership, target selection, and tips and techniques to help coach, mentor, teach, and instruct shooters.

Todd Fletcher has over 25 years of law enforcement experience and presents law enforcement firearms training nationwide at the basic, advanced, and instructor development levels. He is an IALEFI staff instructor for the Master Instructor Development Program as well as a staff instructor for the National Law Enforcement Firearms Instructor Association (NLEFIA). Todd has written numerous firearms training, building search, leadership, and active shooter training articles. He is a columnist and expert contributor for PoliceOne.com as well as a regular columnist for Police & Security News magazine.

**Prerequisites:** Must be a current law enforcement firearms instructor.

**Registration:** CLASS POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD.  
Contact Combative Firearms Training at 940-445-1110, todd@combativefirearms.com or CombativeFirearmsTraining@gmail.com

**Attire:** Range/training attire  
**Class Needs:** Eye and ear protection and a billed cap will be required for all students, instructors, and spectators; patrol carbine or rifle; minimum of three (3) carbine magazines; handgun holster; handgun; minimum of three (3) handgun magazines; minimum of 400 rounds of handgun ammunition; minimum of 400 rounds of carbine ammunition; body armor is recommended.

**Lodging:** Ashland Hills Inn & Suites, 2525 Ashland Street, Ashland, Oregon 97520 Ph: 855-482-8310

Class Cancelled
4/15-4/17/2020

Class Title: Evidence-Based Interview and Interrogation

Target Audience: Police officers, deputies, detectives, investigators

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Homicide Investigators Association and Medford Police Department

When: 4/15-4/17/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Medford Police Department, Medford, OR

Cost: $450.00

Instructors:

Overview: The CTK Group’s Evidence-Based Interview and Interrogation Course (24 hours) is a comprehensive, evidenced-based game plan of interview and interrogation that is designed to create a slight edge in every aspect of eliciting information from victims, witnesses, and suspects. Our goal is to increase patrol officers and investigators’ confidence in the three core tenets of our interview and interrogation game plan: legal, interviewing, and interrogation. This course clearly defines the legal landscape of interrogation beyond any training officers have previously received, creates critical advantages by developing cognitive interviewing skills, and perfects the art of persuasion skills within interrogation. Our unique baseball diamond concept of interview and interrogation gives the student an actionable game plan that is legally-sound. This course incorporates a video-based quiz, active role playing and practice with the instructors and students, and current criminal interrogation videos to supplement the 218-page interactive manual that each student receives. Make no mistake...this is no course for recruits. Twenty-year veterans have taken this course and been amazed at the information that they were never taught in their careers.

DAY 1 TOPICS:
Establishing an Interview and Interrogation Mindset
Interrogation Law Pre-Test
Legal Foundations of Interrogation
Custodial Interviews: Everything Miranda
Non-Custodial Interviews: Everything Beheler
Voluntariness Issues
Mastering Legal Principles

DAY 2 TOPICS:
The Pitfalls of Confrontational Interviewing
Documentation, Personal & Environmental Prep
The Psychology of Why People Confess
Identifying & Overcoming Hurdles
Cognitive Interviewing Skills
Enhanced Cognitive Interviewing Skills
The Strategic Use of Evidence

DAY THREE TOPICS:
The Reality of Non-Verbal Cues of Deception
4/15-4/17/2020

**Class Title:** Evidence-Based Interview and Interrogation

- Violent Crime Case Review
- Challenging Suspects
- Using Persuasion in Interrogation
- Post-Admission Cognitive Interviewing Skills
- Interrogation Analysis: Evaluating Results

**Questions Contact:**
OHIA Board Member Sergeant Brad O’Dell webmaster@orhia.com
Detective Sergeant Don Lane Donald.Lane@cityofmedford.org

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** CLASS CANCELLED DUE TO COVID-19 MANDATES. REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED
http://www.TheCTKGroup.com/register

**Attire:** Business casual

**Class Needs:** None

**Lodging:** A limited block of rooms have been reserved at the Homewood Suites by Hilton Medford 2010 Hospitality Way, Medford, OR 97504 | (541) 779-9800 | When booking ask for the Oregon Homicide Investigators Association (OHIA) rate.
4/16-4/17/2020

Class Title: Officer Involved Shooting Investigations

Target Audience: Oregon Homicide Investigations Association

When: 4/16-4/17/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Best Western Plus Hood River Inn, 1108 East Marina Way, Hood River, OR 97031

Cost: $100.00 (scholarships available for smaller agencies)

Instructors:

Overview: TRAINING FEATURES:
- OIS Investigation Overview
- OHIA Checklists and Documentation Assistance
- Jurisdictions and Major Crimes Team Response
- Case Studies from around Oregon
- Grand Jury Considerations and Preparation
- Criminal Defense for the Involved Officer
- Public Information and Media Release Management

QUESTIONS: Det. Brad Robertson brad.robertson@mcso.us or Sgt. Brad O’Dell webmaster@orhia.com

Prerequisites:

Registration: CLASS CANCELLED DUE TO COVID-19 CONCERNS. REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED.

http://www.orhia.com/training - LIMITED SEATING!

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: Note taking materials and business cards for networking

Lodging: Best Western Plus Hood River Inn, 1108 East Marina Way, Hood River, OR 97031 1-800-828-7873

Mention OHIA Training for discounted hotel rates before March 25th!
4/17/2020

Class Title: Northwest Bike Theft Summit 2020

Target Audience: Officers investigating bike theft

Sponsoring Agency: Portland Police Bureau & Milwaukie Police Department

When: 4/17/2020

Registration Deadline: 5p 4/10

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0700-1500

Where: Portland Police Bureau Training Facility; 14912 NE Airport Way, Portland, OR 97230

Cost: Free

Instructors: Officer Dave Sanders, Portland & Metro Bike Theft Task Force

Overview: National best practices for decreasing bike theft. Understanding the theft cycle, How to recognize and recover stolen bikes in the community. Instruction to easily identify bike owners. Bait bike missions - from equipment to prosecution, Investigative tips and techniques. Training on online platforms - OfferUp, Project 529, BikIndex, LeadsOnline. Bike Security demonstrations / hands-on lock cutting. Bike Registration: the importance of engaging the community.

Class Content Questions Contact: Dave Sanders, 503-572-0856 ; David.Sanders@portlandoregon.gov
Mark Inman, 503-786-7447  Inmanm@milwaukieoregon.gov

Prerequisites: N/A

Registration: Deadline to register: 4/10/20 5:00 PM. To Register: Contact Portland Police Officer, Dave Sanders, 503-572-0856 ; David.Sanders@portlandoregon.gov

Attire: not specified, secure law enforcement facility

Class Needs: N/A

Lodging: Not provided
4/17/2020

Class Title: PSTC Active Shooter Situations for 9-1-1 Professionals

Target Audience: Any call taker, dispatcher, trainer, supervisor, or manager. NOTE: Law, Fire and EMS responders are welcome to attend. Responders will learn lessons that will help their applications and become better prepared for an active shooter event, and how to work collectively with communications.

Sponsoring Agency: Wasco County 9-1-1

When: 4/17/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: PSTC; 800-348-8911;

Hours: 0830-1630

Where: Fairfield Inn & Suites, 2014 W. 7th St, The Dalles, OR 97058

Cost: $199

Instructors: PSTC Public Safety Training Consultants

Overview: This popular class provides new skills for workplace shootings, school shootings, spill-over domestic violence, large occupancy building shootings and other events that are considered "active shooter" and active assailant situations. We have taught thousands of call taking and dispatch professionals on the lessons learned and skills needed by 9-1-1 professionals during school shootings, this course goes to the next level and addresses all types of Active Assailant events. PSTC is nationally respected for our passionate research. This class has amazing supporting media.

Students will learn new call taking, planning, and dispatching skills that they can use immediately. What would you do if you received a call of a shooting at a local church, factory, transit hub, school or in the town square? We will not only share the lessons learned, we will also work through our instructor facilitated problem-solving situations to better prepare any communications professional for quick action.

This 8-hour class is bound to be one of the best classes your staff ever attends. Trainers and Supervisors will learn how to coordinate an event and what notifications and resources may be necessary during large or small scale events. PSTC is America's most trusted in-service training provider. We do the homework to present the most professional classes that students can attend. We believe in Lessons Learned rather than "shame on you" and we honor the agencies that have handled events by sharing their accomplishments and their ideas for handling active shooter tragedies with quick, efficient, and compassionate action.

This class is for any 9-1-1 or emergency communications professional. It is also in line with IAED protocols. Don't miss this opportunity to learn lessons, prepare for an active assailant event and be better educated for a "high risk, low frequency" event.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Class size is limited; we suggest you make reservations soon. To register contact PSTC at 800-348-8911 or register online at WWW.PSTC911.COM

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: Note taking material
4/17/2020

**Class Title:** PSTC Active Shooter Situations for 9-1-1 Professionals

**Lodging:** Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott (541) 769-0753, Cousin's Country Inn (541) 298-5161, and Super 8 (541) 296-6888
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>4/18/2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class Title:</strong></td>
<td>PSTC Active Shooter Situations for 9-1-1 Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target Audience:</strong></td>
<td>Any call taker, dispatcher, trainer, supervisor, or manager. NOTE: Law, Fire and EMS responders are welcome to attend. Responders will learn lessons that will help their applications and become better prepared for an active shooter event, and how to work collectively with communications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sponsoring Agency:</strong></td>
<td>Wasco County 9-1-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When:</strong></td>
<td>4/18/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contact:</strong></td>
<td>PSTC; 800-348-8911;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hours:</strong></td>
<td>1000-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Where:</strong></td>
<td>Fairfield Inn &amp; Suites, 2014 W. 7th St, The Dalles, OR 97058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost:</strong></td>
<td>$199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instructors:</strong></td>
<td>PSTC Public Safety Training Consultants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overview:</strong></td>
<td>This popular class provides new skills for workplace shootings, school shootings, spill-over domestic violence, large occupancy building shootings and other events that are considered &quot;active shooter&quot; and active assailant situations. We have taught thousands of call taking and dispatch professionals on the lessons learned and skills needed by 9-1-1 professionals during school shootings, this course goes to the next level and addresses all types of Active Assailant events. PSTC is nationally respected for our passionate research. This class has amazing supporting media. Students will learn new call taking, planning, and dispatching skills that they can use immediately. What would you do if you received a call of a shooting at a local church, factory, transit hub, school or in the town square? We will not only share the lessons learned, we will also work through our instructor facilitated problem-solving situations to better prepare any communications professional for quick action. This 8-hour class is bound to be one of the best classes your staff ever attends. Trainers and Supervisors will learn how to coordinate an event and what notifications and resources may be necessary during large or small scale events. PSTC is America's most trusted in-service training provider. We do the homework to present the most professional classes that students can attend. We believe in Lessons Learned rather than &quot;shame on you&quot; and we honor the agencies that have handled events by sharing their accomplishments and their ideas for handling active shooter tragedies with quick, efficient, and compassionate action. This class is for any 9-1-1 or emergency communications professional. It is also in line with IAED protocols. Don't miss this opportunity to learn lessons, prepare for an active assailant event and be better educated for a &quot;high risk, low frequency&quot; event.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prerequisites:</strong></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registration:</strong></td>
<td>Class size is limited; we suggest you make reservations soon. To register contact PSTC at 800-348-8911 or register online at <a href="http://WWW.PSTC911.COM">WWW.PSTC911.COM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attire:</strong></td>
<td>Business casual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class Needs:</strong></td>
<td>Note taking material</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regional Training
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4/18/2020

Class Title: PSTC Active Shooter Situations for 9-1-1 Professionals

Lodging: Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott (541) 769-0753, Cousin's Country Inn (541) 298-5161, and Super 8 (541) 296-6888

4/20-4/24/2020

Class Title: Crisis Intervention Team Training

Target Audience:

Sponsoring Agency: Marion Co. Crisis Outreach Response Team

When: 4/20-4/24/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Nate Newsom; #mailto:cort@co.marion.or.us#

Hours:

Where: DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR

Cost: Free registration and lunch

Instructors:

Overview: - TACTICAL COMMUNICATION & DE-ESCALATION
  - DISCOVER MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES
  - UPDATED COURSE MATERIALS
  - NEW PRESENTERS
  - INTERACTIVE SCENARIOS UTILIZING "SCENARIO VILLAGE"
  - CASE LAW AND USE OF FORCE CONSIDERATIONS

  RECEIVE 40 CREDIT HOURS OF TRAINING IN MULTIPLE CATEGORIES

Prerequisites:

Registration: CLASS SIZE LIMITED. To register/questions: Email Nate Newsom cort@co.marion.or.us

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Class Cancelled

4/20-4/24/2020

Class Title: NRA Law Enforcement TACTICAL SHOTGUN Instructor Development School

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers who are currently assigned, or about to be assigned, duties as law enforcement firearm instructors.

Sponsoring Agency: Ashland Police Department, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland, OR 97520 (Deputy Chief Art LeCours (541)552-2137 / art.lecours@ashland.or.us)

When: 4/20-4/24/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: NRA LE Handgun Instructor Dev. School; (703) 267-1628; #mailto:LE@nraHQ.org#

Hours: 0730 on Monday in the classroom

Where: Ashland Police Department, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland, OR 97520

Cost: see 'Registration'

Instructors: NRA Staff

Overview: NRA Law Enforcement Firearm Instructor Development Schools develop and enhance both instructor skills and firearm handling skills of all students so they can effectively teach their officers to win lethal encounters. These schools are intended for public and private law enforcement officers and military personnel who are currently assigned, or about to be assigned, duties as law enforcement firearm instructors.

The curriculum is designed to prepare students to develop and conduct safe, effective, reality-based and agency-related firearm training. Classroom instruction and practical exercises on the range provide a model for students to use in building their own agency programs. In addition, the school will enhance each student's firearm knowledge and handling skills. All classes and range exercises are conducted at the instructor level, with students conducting many of the range exercises to gain experience. Students are exposed to a wide variety of shooting techniques, training methods, and tactical philosophies, which allows them to choose what best serves their students.

Each of our Instructor Development Schools consists of a minimum of forty-four (44) contact hours during a five (5) day school. "Contact hours" refers to actual instructional time in the classroom and on the range, and does not include travel time between the lodging and training site, meal times, or range clean-up. Classes will be conducted from approximately 0730 to 1800 Monday, and 0800 to 1730 hours, Tuesday through Friday, plus one late night to accommodate reduced light shooting. 100% attendance and participation is MANDATORY for successful school completion. Students must demonstrate teaching and shooting proficiency and pass a written examination in all of the schools.

Prerequisites:

Registration: **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED**

Registration: Tuition is $645 payable to NRA prior to school (check, money order, credit card, or PO#). Range Fee is $50 payable to the "Ashland Gun & Archery Club" at school (check). Print application at: https://le.nra.org/media/7791/student-application02-19.pdf

Send application, copy of LE Officer or Armed Guard photo ID card, and $645 tuition payment to: NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION Law Enforcement Division 11250 Waples Mill Road Fairfax, VA 22030
4/20-4/24/2020

Class Title: NRA Law Enforcement TACTICAL SHOTGUN Instructor Development School

Attire: Students should bring appropriate clothing to participate in the range exercises consistent with prevailing weather conditions. Range exercises will be conducted in inclement weather unless a safety hazard exists.

Class Needs: Tactical Shotgun Instructor School: Shotgun - A law enforcement duty-type, 12-gauge smooth-bore (not rifled) pump or semi-automatic shotgun with sling, Ammunition, (Shotgun) - 100 slugs, 100 buckshot, 500 birdshot (#6, #7 ½, #8, or #9), Ammunition, (Handgun) - 100 rounds

Lodging: Ashland Hills Hotel, 2525 Ashland St, Ashland OR 97520-(541)482-8310
Regional Training

4/21-4/22/2020

Class Title: Navigating the Officer Involved Shooting & Critical Incidents

Target Audience:

Sponsoring Agency: Washington County Sheriff’s Office

When: 4/21-4/22/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: 

Hours: 0800-1630

Where: Washington County Sheriff’s Office Public Safety Training Center, 600 SW Walnut Street, Hillsboro, OR 97

Cost: $390 per attendee

Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: Instructors: Captain Brian Nanavaty (ret.) Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department; Captain Nanavaty is a 33 year veteran of law enforcement and held a position of Professional Performance Manager for the IMPD prior to his retirement in 2017. His innovative officer wellness and development programs created a culture of health and resulted in a reduction of departmental disciplinary referrals by 40%. During his career, Nanavaty instructed thousands of officers, supervisors, executives and clinicians in the areas of personal and career survival.

Officer James Gray (ret.) Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department; James Gray is a 23 year veteran of the Indianapolis Metropolitan Police Department, having spent the majority of that time on the street. He was a member of the SWAT team for 18.5 years and was assigned to the Firearms Range within the Training Division. Throughout his career, he was involved in numerous critical incidents, including three lethal police action shootings. He has attended numerous schools, including firearms, explosive breaching, SWAT, and executive protection. James has a B.S. degree from Indiana University.

In 2012, the Indianapolis Metro PD developed a comprehensive approach to responding to officer involved shootings (OIS) and other critical incidents, with a dual focus on investigation and maintaining officer health. This holistic response has resulted in officers receiving pre-incident inoculation, post incident health resources, completion of a mental health check-up, fulfillment of their investigative responsibilities and internal review, and returning to full duty in good health - usually within a two week period after the incident.

The model focuses on stress and trauma inoculation before the critical incident and responding to the officer post incident with a methodology involving triage and support resources. This preparation and response results in the officer being better equipped to survive a critical incident, assist investigators post incident, while also being pro-actively engaged in long-term healthy practices.

Course Objectives:
- Recognize, understand and address some of the physical, mental and emotional stresses that occur after an officer involved shooting or other critical incident
- Understand the benefits of implementing organizational strategies for educating and maintaining healthy employees in the aftermath of a critical incident
- Identifying the three responses that need to occur in the first 24, 48 and 72 hours after the occurrence of an officer involved shooting or critical incident to ensure the long term health of the officer and the agency
4/21-4/22/2020

Class Title: Navigating the Officer Involved Shooting & Critical Incidents

- Understand how an agency can reduce the stresses of a police action shooting for the officers involved, the department, and the community

And so much more!

Prerequisites:

Registration: DolanConsultingGroup.com Or call: 919-805-3020

Attire: Business casual or uniforms

Class Needs: Note-taking materials

Lodging:
Regional Training

4/21-4/23/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program Instructor Development Course
Target Audience: Current department FTO’s and trainers who have completed the Basic FTEP course
Sponsoring Agency: Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

When: 4/21-4/23/2020
Registration Deadline: 4/3/20

Contact: Mitch Beyer, DPSST; #mailto:mitch.beyer@state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 each day
Where: Bowman Building, 12800 SE 82nd Ave, Clackamas, OR 97015
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.
Instructors: DPSST Staff

Overview: The purpose of this course of instruction is to maintain the integrity of the Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) by ensuring that all instructors are presenting the same information and material regarding the FTEP program. The goal of the course is to equip participating students to instruct FTEP courses to new Field Training Officers.

At the conclusion of class, attendees will receive all materials necessary to facilitate and teach an FTEP Course.

DPSST may ask persons who complete the course to assist with training other departments. DPSST will provide assistance and supplies if needed to instructors who open up their training to departments other than their own.

Desired qualifications: Students should have a demonstrated aptitude for public instruction.

Prerequisites: Students must have successfully completed the DPSST Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) course. Be an experienced Field Training Officer and/or in a current Field Training Officer role with their agency.

Registration: Registration Deadline: April 3, 2020. All applications will be reviewed and applicants notified on April 7, 2020.
Apply now if you are interested, we may stop accepting applications at any time.
To Register: Students must pre-register for this course. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST Regional Training confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.
Apply online at: https://forms.gle/upVphYyfrL2sGmkV7
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us.

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: FTEP Pre-coursework requirements: The students for this class will receive a secure link to training materials for this course and must be familiar with the materials and the PowerPoint presentation prior to attendance. Note-taking material, laptop computer, current policies on how your agency provides FTEP. Explain the benefits of your program, any inconsistencies or lack of FTEP (may need to speak with current trainers to get some of this information.), current agency DOR and SEGs.

Lodging: Not provided. Responsibility of student/student's sponsoring agency.
Regional Training

Class Title: Child Abuse & Family Violence Summit

Target Audience: Law enforcement, parole and probation, detectives, advocates

Sponsoring Agency: Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office

When: 4/21-4/24/2020

Registration Deadline: 4/15/20

Contact: ;

Hours: 0830-1700

Where: Red Lion at Jantzen Beach, Portland, Oregon

Cost: Early Bird: $470 (early bird rate through 3/15/20) 1 day $220.00

Instructors: Various see website for complete list

Overview: The Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office is excited to offer the 21st annual Child Abuse & Family Violence Summit. The Summit is a three and a half day multi-disciplinary conference that offers a unique opportunity for professionals to engage in world class training, expand their professional networks, and ensure strong partnerships between agencies to drive best practices forward, fulfilling our motto of "The Power of One in Collaboration with Others."

Visit https://www.eventleaf.com/childabusesummit for conference information, including sessions and speakers. We have an amazing lineup planned for this year’s event. The Summit offers world-class training and networking opportunities you won’t want to miss. Join us for the week or even a one-day session.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Deadline to register: April 15th, 2020. Register early to get the best price and guarantee your spot at this year’s conference- we hope to see you there! Visit https://www.eventleaf.com/childabusesummit for conference information, including sessions and speakers.

Attire: Casual

Class Needs: None

Lodging:
4/21-4/24/2020

**Class Title:** Crim Interview & Interrogation Techniques/Adv Interview & Interrogation Tech

**Target Audience:** All law enforcement

**Sponsoring Agency:** Crook County Sheriff’s Office

**When:** 4/21-4/24/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 4/10/20

**Contact:** Sgt. Jacob Childers; 541-447-6398 ext. 4452;

**Hours:**

**Where:** Crook County Fire Rescue Hall, 500 NE Belknap Road, Prineville, OR 97754

**Cost:** see 'Registration'

**Instructors:** Wicklander-Zulawski and Associates

**Overview:** April 21-23, 2020 (Criminal Interview and Interrogation Techniques)/April 24, 2020 (Advanced Interview and Interrogation Techniques)

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** Deadline to register: April 10, 2020. Register online at www.w-z.com / By phone at 1-800-222-7789

Cost: $475 (early) Criminal Interview and Interrogation/$270 (early) Advanced Interview

**Attire:** Business casual

**Class Needs:** None

**Lodging:** Best Western Prineville Inn, 1475 NE 3rd St, Prineville, OR 97754
4/22/2020

Class Title: Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Training Conference
Target Audience: Certified Drug Recognition Experts (DRE)
Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP), ODOT-TSD, and the Oregon State Police

When: 4/22/2020
Registration Deadline: 2/26/20

Contact: Sgt. Tim Plummer or Laura Steward; OSPDRE@osp.oregon.gov
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Riverhouse on The Deschutes. 3075 N. Business 97 Bend, OR 97703
Cost: Free

Instructors: https://orduiitaskforce.regfox.com/2020ordre

Overview: The Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) have received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug impaired driver. The 8 hour training conference offers officers with ongoing knowledge related to drug impairment and promotes required continuing education for purposes of DRE re-certification.

Prerequisites: Certified DRE or have received approval from the state DEC Program Coordinator.

Registration: DRE Conference link https://orduiitaskforce.regfox.com/2020ordre
**Registration confirmations will be emailed to those who register.
**If lodging required, registration needs to be submitted by February 26, 2020.

Attire: Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)

Class Needs: Conference registration, luncheon and lodging are covered by the DRE Training Grant, other per diem meals, will be at the expense of the participating agency. Training materials are provided by the Oregon DEC Program.

Lodging: Provided by the DRE Program for certified DREs at Marriott locations, and all reservations will be completed by the DRE Program.
**4/22-4/23/2020**

**Class Title:** PepperBall Instructor/Armorer Course  
**Target Audience:** sworn law enforcement, corrections  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Grants Pass Department of Public Safety  

**When:** 4/22-4/23/2020  
**Registration Deadline:** 4/1/20  

**Contact:** Ofc. Scott Williams, Grants Pass DPS; 541-450-6260 ext. 5661; #mailto:swilliams@grantspassoregon.gov  
**Hours:** 0800-1700 (both days)  
**Where:** Parkway Public Safety Station, 800 East Park Street, Grants Pass, OR 97527  
**Cost:** $395 for both days. PepperBall deal - send 2 for price of 1  

**Instructors:** TBD, PepperBall  

**Overview:** PepperBall products can help reduce officer and suspect injuries, save lives, decrease the risk of litigation, and improve public perception of law enforcement agencies. The PepperBall System is an affordable, non-lethal tool designed for patrol, corrections, and tactical officers in a wide variety of situations. The PepperBall Instructor/Armorer Certification course involves intensive training in the use of the nonlethal PepperBall System, including operation, safety, maintenance, and deployment. This course certifies attendees as PepperBall Instructors for their individual agency, allowing the attendee to design a course in the safe and effective use of the PepperBall System.  

**Prerequisites:** None  

**Registration:** Deadline to Register: April 1, 2020. To register: Contact Karen Buchholz, Training Manager kbuchholz@pepperball.com  

**Attire:** Business casual  

**Class Needs:** All training aids, note taking material, less-lethal platforms, projectiles, and servicing tools provided. Please bring safety glasses. If you wear contacts, please have the ability to remove and store at the training site.  

**Lodging:** Holiday Inn Express 105 NE Agness Ave. Grants Pass, OR 97526 541-471-6411, Hampton Inn & Suites 110 NE Morgan Ln Grants Pass, OR 97526 541-474-5690 ** Government Rates available**
Regional Training

4/23/2020

Class Title: Increasing Resilience in First Responders
Target Audience: Law enforcement, corrections, parole and probation, tele Communicators, fire, campus public safety professionals, mental health practitioners who work with or within the public safety system

Sponsoring Agency: Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

When: 4/23/2020
Registration Deadline: 4/10/20

Contact: see 'Overview';
Hours: 0900-1600
Where: Medford Police Department (Prescott Room), 219 S Ivy, Medford, OR 97501
Cost: Free. Lunch on your own.

Instructors: Dr. Stephanie M. Conn, Licensed Psychologist/Author

Overview: This course will describe how first responders can take proactive and responsive steps to adaptively respond to chronic stress and trauma. A discussion of the risk and protective factors that influence wellbeing is offered to assist first responders to understand their own discussion of the neurobiology of trauma. Resilience research is applied to the unique issue of first responder work, generating practical strategies to promote resilience. This discussion will be fortified with practical exercises that assess current levels of resilience and map a resilience-building plan.

Learning Objectives:
- Attendees will be able to identify risk and protective factors for chronic stress and trauma.
- Attendees will be able to describe the neurobiology of trauma.
- Attendees will be able to identify organizational and personal strategies for increasing protective factors against chronic stress and trauma.

Presenter: Dr. Stephanie Conn is a former police officer, as well as the daughter and wife of police officers, and currently works as a Licensed Psychologist in private practice, specializing in police stress, trauma, work-life balance, coping, and resilience. She supports first responder agencies with CISM, peer support, and mental health training. She has 22 years of experience working in the first responder field. She began as a dispatcher/call-taker before becoming an officer with the Fort Worth Police Department and then earning her doctorate in Counseling Psychology. She has presented widely to emergency responders, sharing wisdom gained from her police experience, her research, and her therapy practice. She is the author of Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel.

Questions? Contact:
Kevin Rau, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. kevin.rau@state.or.us
Linda Maddy, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. linda.maddy@state.or.us

Prerequisites:
Registration: SPACE IS LIMITED - deadline to register: April 10th, 2020. Go to: https://forms.gle/g9RPkmXksC4eFdJ8
Attire: 
Class Needs: Participants will receive a copy of Dr. Conn’s book "Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel" ($40 value). Lunch on your own.
4/23/2020
Class Title: Increasing Resilience in First Responders
Lodging:

4/23-4/24/2020
Class Title: 2020 Oregon DUII Task Force Impaired Driving Conference
Target Audience:
Sponsoring Agency:
When: 4/23-4/24/2020
Registration Deadline:
Contact: ; ; #mailto:ORDUIITASKFORCE@gmail.com#
Hours:
Where: Riverhouse Convention Center in Bend, OR
Cost: see website: https://orduiitaskforce.regfox.com/2020duii
Instructors:
Overview: Registration is now open for the 2020 Oregon DUII Task Force Impaired Driving Conference April 23 & 24, 2020 at the Riverhouse Convention Center in Bend, OR.
Also, be sure to nominate a colleague for their outstanding work in the world of DUII enforcement, prosecution, deterrence etc.
Prerequisites:
Registration: If you would like to be placed on a wait list for a registration scholarship, please email Sergeant Robert Hayes at Robert.hayes@cityofalbany.net (scholarships will be awarded the week of March 9, 2020). Please put "DUII SCHOLARSHIP" in the subject line of your email.
*If you are a DRE, you will be covered under a separate scholarship.
To register: https://orduiitaskforce.regfox.com/2020duii
Attire:
Class Needs:
Lodging:
4/23-4/24/2020

Class Title: Advanced Patrol Concepts
Target Audience: All patrol officers, deputies, detectives, corrections, parole and probation, first-line supervisors
Sponsoring Agency: West Linn Police Department

When: 4/23-4/24/2020
Registration Deadline: 4/22/20

Contact: ; ; #mailto:info@homefrontprotect.com#
Hours: 0800-1600 (both days)
Where: West Linn Police Department, 1800 8th Ave, West Linn, OR 97068
Cost: $225.00

Instructors: Sgt. Eric Van Allen, Kingston NY Police Department

Overview: This 2 day course will teach a proactive approach to patrol operations for police officers. This course will strengthen patrol techniques for officers at any stage of their careers. It will focus on gang identification techniques, safety and survival for dealing with gangs, hidden compartments in vehicles, graffiti identification and investigation, using graffiti as an investigative tool, the most common yet underreported crimes occurring in your jurisdiction, and interdiction methods.

In addition, this course will discuss the skills, techniques and tricks for conducting successful prisoner debriefings to cultivate informants and acquire intelligence, the art of the 15-minute debriefing for patrol officers, physical surveillance street techniques, counterterrorism patrol tactics, identifying armed suspects, effective car stops, criminal profiling, new drug trends and drugged driving interdiction. This course is designed for Police Officers, Probation Officers, Corrections Officers, Federal Agents, Parole Officers, and other Law Enforcement Officers with the need to have a better understanding of what is occurring in their jurisdictions and to provide a strong foundation of information and skills to work smarter, safer and more effectively.

Sgt. Eric Van Allen, Kingston NY Police Department, is a 20 year police veteran. He has worked assignments as a patrol supervisor, patrol officer, gang detective, narcotics detective, undercover officer, federal task force officer, fugitive investigator and has worked extensively in New York City with the NYPD and has assisted countless agencies with their investigations. He is a member of the East Coast Gang Investigators Association. He is a frequent instructor for the Midwest Counterdrug Training Center, Northeast Counterdrug Training Center, NY/NJ HIDTA and several law enforcement agencies and academies across the US. Eric is a certified instructor for the Physical Surveillance Course, Tactical Debriefing Method, StreetCOP Tactics Course, Advanced patrol Concepts Course, Basic Narcotics Investigators Course and Armed Suspect Recognition Course.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Deadline to register: 04/22/2020. To Register: https://homefrontprotect.com/AdvancedPatrol

For more information or questions, email us at info@homefrontprotect.com or visit www.homefrontprotect.com

Attire: Jeans and sneakers

ClassNeeds:
4/23-4/24/2020
Class Title: Advanced Patrol Concepts
Lodging:
## Regional Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Class Title</th>
<th>Target Audience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4/23-4/24/2020</td>
<td>Corrections Legal Update Seminar (2-Days)</td>
<td>certified &amp; non-certified staff, corrections &amp; security officers, investigators, civil &amp; administrative personnel, supervisors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sponsoring Agency:** Lane County Sheriff’s Office, ELSI Legal, LLC

**When:** 4/23-4/24/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** Tami Dickens; 503-550-2125; #mailto:info@elsilegal.com#

**Hours:** 0800-1700 each day

**Where:** Holiday Inn Express, 919 Kruse Way, Springfield, Oregon

**Cost:** see 'Registration'

**Instructors:** Elmer Dickens, Esq.; Dr. Don Leach, PhD; Time Moore, Retired Undersheriff

**Overview:** A two (2) day education seminar covering a wide variety of key corrections topics, focusing on recent court decisions and case law updates and how they impact correctional operations and liability. In addition to case law, the program will cover current federal statutory law that may impact facility operations; including the Institutionalized Persons Act, Prison Litigation Reform Act, and Prison Rape Elimination Act. As well as, current trends in 42 USC 1983 litigation.

**COURSE OVERVIEW:** This seminar is presented by attorney Elmer Dickens, Dr. Don Leach, PhD, and retired Undersheriff Tim Moore. Our goal is to present these topics in a way that is understandable, relevant and gives immediate, practical tips to help decrease liability exposure in your facility. We also try to present in a way that keeps the audience engaged, and even entertained where possible. Topics include correctional legal issues, medication assisted treatment, use of force and de-escalation and much more.

Elmer Dickens, JD, President, Member: Spent two years as a corrections officer at a maximum-security penitentiary where he was assigned to Disciplinary Segregation and the Death Row Unit for one year. He has served as the General Counsel for the Washington County [Oregon] Sheriff’s Office for over 15 years. Mr. Dickens also serves as the General Counsel to the Oregon State Sheriff’s Association, and is the primary author of the Oregon State Sheriff’s Association Jail Standards. He is also a faculty member of Americans for Effective Law Enforcement. Mr. Dickens has experience litigating in both State and Federal courts on a wide variety of law enforcement and corrections issues, and is admitted to practice in all Oregon courts, the US District Court of Oregon, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals, and the United States Supreme Court.

Tim Moore, Undersheriff, Ret.: Started as a Corrections Officer in 1985 and held the positions of Sergeant, Lieutenant, Captain and Major within the Corrections Division. He has also spent the last 20 years instructing for the Oregon State Sheriff’s Association and other organizations. He is certified as an OSSA Jail Inspector and Lead Jail Inspector. After retiring in 2016, Mr. Moore started a criminal justice consulting business serving agencies throughout the Pacific Northwest. His business is currently focused on custom designed training, best practices, and reviewing and assisting agencies in personnel investigations. He also serves as an expert witness in jail litigation Mr. Moore received a Bachelor of Science Society and Justice from the University of Portland.

Dr. Donald L. Leach II: Administrative Officer, Senior (Deputy Director) for Division of Community

---

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST
Course Title: Corrections Legal Update Seminar (2-Days)

Corrections, Lexington, Kentucky. Served in the Marine Corps. Graduated University of Kentucky (Social and Political Theory) graduate work (Theory of Geography), doctorate degree (Public Administration.) Began as a Deputy Jailer in 1984. Has designed, developed and supervised the pre-service and in-service training programs, management information systems, and offender classification systems. Has developed contracts for a variety of privatized jail services. Has served as a jail management consultant for agencies such as the National Institute of Corrections, the AJA, Voorhis-Robertson Justice Services, U.S. DOJ and the Ministry of Justice, Netherlands. Provides consulting and expert services to jurisdictions across the United States. Has implemented statewide jail risk management. Has served on the AJA Board.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: ***THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD***

Complete ‘Contact Us’ form at https://www.elsilegal.com/contact-us.html

DEADLINE TO REGISTER: Registration preferred 10 days prior to course start date to ensure enough students to conduct training. Registrations will be accepted up until start of class. Pre-payment for the course is preferred.

COST: $369.00 per person - if registered between November 14, 2019 and March 29, 2020. Then $409.00 per person from March 30, 2020 through April 22, 2020

REGISTRATION INCLUDES: Continental breakfast and PM treats on both days of the training. Lunch is the participant responsibility on both days of the training.

Attire: Appropriate civilian attire

Class Needs: None

Lodging: Holiday Inn Express, 919 Kruse Way, Springfield, Oregon (no group set-up - request government rate)
Regional Training

4/24/2020

Class Title: Increasing Resilience in First Responders

Target Audience: Law enforcement, corrections, parole and probation, tele Communicators, fire, campus public safety professionals, mental health practitioners who work with or within the public safety system

Sponsoring Agency: Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

When: 4/24/20

Registration Deadline: 4/10/20

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0900-1600

Where: Southwestern Oregon Community College, 1988 Newmark Ave, Coos Bay, OR 97420

Cost: Free. Lunch on your own.

Instructors: Dr. Stephanie M. Conn, Licensed Psychologist/Author

Overview: This course will describe how first responders can take proactive and responsive steps to adaptively respond to chronic stress and trauma. A discussion of the risk and protective factors that influence wellbeing is offered to assist first responders to understand their own discussion of the neurobiology of trauma. Resilience research is applied to the unique issue of first responder work, generating practical strategies to promote resilience. This discussion will be fortified with practical exercises that assess current levels of resilience and map a resilience-building plan.

Learning Objectives:
- Attendees will be able to identify risk and protective factors for chronic stress and trauma.
- Attendees will be able to describe the neurobiology of trauma.
- Attendees will be able to identify organizational and personal strategies for increasing protective factors against chronic stress and trauma.

Presenter: Dr. Stephanie Conn is a former police officer, as well as the daughter and wife of police officers, and currently works as a Licensed Psychologist in private practice, specializing in police stress, trauma, work-life balance, coping, and resilience. She supports first responder agencies with CISM, peer support, and mental health training. She has 22 years of experience working in the first responder field. She began as a dispatcher/call-taker before becoming an officer with the Fort Worth Police Department and then earning her doctorate in Counseling Psychology. She has presented widely to emergency responders, sharing wisdom gained from her police experience, her research, and her therapy practice. She is the author of Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel.

Questions? Contact:
Kevin Rau, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. kevin.rau@state.or.us
Linda Maddy, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. linda.maddy@state.or.us

Prerequisites:

Registration: SPACE IS LIMITED - deadline to register: April 10th, 2020. Go to:
https://forms.gle/aqA3hj6hW4nMszEH9

Attire:

Class Needs: Participants will receive a copy of Dr. Conn’s book "Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel" ($40 value). Lunch on your own.
4/24/2020

Class Title: Increasing Resilience in First Responders

Lodging:

Class Title: Oregon TERT Deployment Readiness Training
Target Audience: Telecommunicators
Sponsoring Agency: Oregon APCO/NENA Chapter

When: 4/24/2020
Registration Deadline: 4/17/20

Contact: Kim Foster; 503-690-4911 x243; #mailto:kfoster@wccca.com#
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Central Lane Emergency Services Training Center Room 4, 1705 W 2nd, Ave Eugene, OR 97402
Cost: Free

Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: This course is designed to prepare Telecommunicators for deployment as part of a Telecommunicator Emergency Response Taskforce (TERT) team. It will teach participants how to mentally and physically prepare for deployment, give an understanding to working in a disaster environment, discuss interpersonal skills of working with other members of other PSAPs, and review the TERT process in Oregon.

Instructors: Members of the Oregon APCO/NENA Chapter TERT Workgroup will instruct students. These members have a variety of experience they bring to the table and have a unique understanding of how TERT works.

Prerequisites: FEMA IS-144, optional FEMA IS-1200

Registration: Deadline to register: April 17th, 2020. Needs to be a minimum of 7 days before the start of the class. To register contact Kim Foster; kfoster@wccca.com or 503-690-4911 x243

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: Note taking supplies. Lunch will be on your own.

Lodging:
4/27/2020

Class Title: An Introduction to Forensic Document Examination

Target Audience: Any and all law enforcement
Sponsoring Agency: OPOA and the Oregon Department of Justice

When: 4/27/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: Avena Glock; 971-218-7161; #mailto:training1@opoa.info#

Hours: 0900-1600 (0830 check-in)

Where: Oregon Department of Justice, 2250 McGilchrist St. SE Ste. 100, Salem, OR 97302

Cost: $95 non-members, $75 members

Instructors: James A. Green, Forensic Document Examination

Overview: Many investigations may be enhanced with evidence recovered by a Forensic Document Examiner. Bank robbery demand notes, bomb threats, sexually harassing notes, forged vehicle documents, forged checks or embezzlement records, suicide notes, forged or altered prescriptions, and documents related to homicide investigations are all examples of cases submitted to document examiners.

Handwriting, particularly signatures, are the most common type of cases submitted for examination. However, evidence gathered from other than handwriting are lesser known examination types a document examiner is capable of performing.

The class will provide insight related to handwriting beyond the surface layer we are familiar with on a daily basis. Discussions will take place regarding the features of our natural writing, indications of a simulated signature, tracings, and "cut and paste" fabrications. Additionally, non-handwriting examinations will be explored with information about the laboratory instrumentation used.

Jim Green, has over 30 years of experience, beginning with a 2½ year apprenticeship at the Eugene Police Department. Upon his retirement from the police department in 2000, he established his full-time private practice. Casework has taken him to Canada, Belize, Trinidad, Jamaica, as well as other countries and many states within the U.S.

Mr. Green is certified by the American Board of Forensic Document Examiners, the only privately examiner so certified in Oregon, and northwestern states. He maintains active memberships in three professional organizations. Publications include a chapter in two books and a research paper in the Journal of Forensic Science.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Register on-line at www.opoa.info

Attire: Weather appropriate

Class Needs: None

Lodging:
4/27-4/28/2020

Class Title: Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety Workshop
Target Audience: Day 1 am: Agency officers and non-sworn, Day 1 and Day 2: Focus Group to include, Commanders, Analysts, Supervisors, Traffic Officers, Informal Leaders

Sponsoring Agency: DPSST and the International Association of Chiefs of Police

When: 4/27-4/28/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: David Beatty, DPSST; #mailto:David.Beatty@state.or.us#
Hours: April 27: 0800-1700  April 28: 0800-1200
Where: Oregon Public Safety Academy, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, Oregon
Cost: There is no cost for this training.

Instructors:

Overview: Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety workshop designed to show officers how to use data collection efforts to manage and deploy strategic resources that will decrease traffic crashes and crime.

"As a result from attending a DDACTS workshop, and its subsequent practical application, in two separate police departments, I have found DDACTS to be the most powerful tool a police administrator can employ in the fight against crime, crashes, and social disorder." -Chief Stephen Scot Mayer, Richland, TX

Now, more than ever, agencies need a data-driven plan in place to help engage and create community partnerships.

Must attend both sessions:

April 27  8:00-17:00 Guiding Principles 1-4
April 28  8:00-12:00 Guiding Principles 5-7

Prerequisites:

Registration: ***THIS CLASS HAS BEEN POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD***

If your agency is interested in participating, please email David Beatty, DPSST Traffic Safety Training Coordinator, at david.beatty@state.or.us. In return you’ll receive registration instructions and further workshop information.

Please Note: It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual or uniform equivalent

Class Needs:
4/27-4/28/2020

Class Title: Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety Workshop

Lodging: Shared dorm room lodging is available at the academy for all attendees traveling 75 miles or more one-way. Breakfast and dinner will also be provided to those who stay overnight at the academy. If you would like to request dorm room housing (AFTER you receive an e-mail confirming you have been registered for the class), please contact dorm reception at: rebecca.nolte@state.or.us or 503-378-4399 no later than April 20, 2020.
4/27-4/29/2020

Class Title: Advanced Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (TECC)

Target Audience: Beaverton Police Department

Sponsoring Agency: Beaverton Police Department

When: 4/27-4/29/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Luke Kieffer; (503) 702-4194; #mailto:knightdefense@gmail.com#

Hours:

Where: Beaverton Police Department

Cost: $895.00

Instructors: Dr. Michael Shertz with Crisis Medicine

Overview: This dynamic and practical 30-hour course covers the evaluation and treatment of a tactical casualty during the Care Under Fire, Direct Threat, and Indirect Threat phases. This course is about 50% dynamic classroom presentation and 50% practical hands on skills, along with a full day of live role player scenario-based exercises. This course is consistent with current Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) and Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (TECC) guidelines.

Topics discussed include:
- Wound ballistics and management of gunshot wounds, penetrating trauma, and blast injuries.
- The concept of "care under fire" and how it differs from a non-tactical medical situation, and choosing the appropriate medical care for each treatment phase.
- Assessment and management of abdominal and head injuries.
- Assessment and management of massive hemorrhage to include junctional hemorrhage and use of wound packing and hemostatics.
- Advanced presentation on chest trauma and recognition of tension pneumothorax, along with the use of chest seals and needle chest decompression.
- The safe and efficient use of commercially available and improvised Tourniquets.
- Basic airway management and use of positioning and Nasal Pharyngeal Airways.
- Techniques for moving casualties and hypothermia prevention.
- Triage and management of multiple casualties such as in an Active Threat situation, and the setup and management of Casualty Collection Points (CCPs).
- Full day of moulaged live role player scenarios simulating managing casualties in a Law Enforcement Tactical Environment.
- Appropriate Individual First Aid Kit (IFAK) equipment selection.

Prerequisites:

Registration: **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED**

Contact Luke Kieffer with Knight Defense LLC. knightdefense@gmail.com. (503) 702-4194. www.knightdefensellc.com

Attire: see 'ClassNeeds'

ClassNeeds: Civilian attire for classroom portion, and older BDU type uniforms (willing to get fake blood on) for scenario day, and all normal duty/tactical gear

Lodging:
4/28-4/29/2020

**Class Title:** Human Trafficking Training for Law Enforcement

**Target Audience:** law enforcement, prosecutors, and corrections staff

**Sponsoring Agency:** Department of Justice and Oregon Attorney General’s Sexual Assault Task Force are partnering to bring 6 trainings to law enforcement throughout the state of Oregon in 2020

**When:** 4/28-4/29/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** see 'Overview';

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** Klamath Falls City Police Department, Training Classroom, 2501 Shasta Way, Klamath Falls, OR 97601

**Cost:** Free

**Instructors:**

**Overview:** This training is offered free of cost to law enforcement, prosecutors, and corrections staff. It is intended to support law enforcement who may respond to survivors of human trafficking or commercial sexual exploitation. The training will review the basics of human trafficking dynamics, the importance of advocacy when investigating these cases, victim and suspect interviewing, prosecuting trafficking cases, data collection, DOJ and other statewide resources.

Questions: ashley@oregonsatf.org or amanda.swanson@doj.state.or.us

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** Find information and the registration form at the SATF website in the Trainings Calendar section.

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:**

**Lodging:**
Regional Training

4/29/2020

**Class Title:** Ethics  
**Target Audience:** Public Safety Personnel to include: Law Enforcement, Corrections, Fire, Parole and Probations, and Telecom  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Linn County Sheriff’s Office  
**When:** 4/29/2020  
**Registration Deadline:** 5p 4/17  
**Contact:** see 'Overview';  
**Hours:** 1000-1200  
**Where:** 1115 SE Jackson St. Albany, Oregon 97322  
**Cost:** Free  
**Instructors:** Jim de Sully, DPSST  
**Overview:** The training will look at the reasons for de-certifications in Oregon and how we can work together to reduce this number. The class is intended to be interactive.

Class Content Questions: Jim de Sully | jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us | 503-934-0866  
Venue Questions: Shannon Heyerly | sheyerly@linnsheriff.org | 541-917-6689

**Prerequisites:** None  
**Registration:** *This class has been postponed. New date is TBD. Those who have already registered for this class will be given first priority to attend the rescheduled date.*  
**Deadline to register:** 5:00 pm April 17th, 2020

Register online at: https://forms.gle/1utmz3z3DxcNz4L18  
Registration questions: Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us  
The training is limited to 25 seats and emphasis will be given to Linn County Public Safety Agencies with personnel who are needing ethics training for certification.

***NOTE: The Linn County Sheriff’s Office will be video recording this training session. The video will be used for future training with the sheriff’s office personnel and shared with the Oregon State Sheriff’s Association (OSSA) for use by other sheriff’s offices in Oregon.

**Attire:** Agency uniform or business casual  
**Class Needs:** None  
**Lodging:** This is a regionally sponsored class, DPSST will not be providing any lodging or meals.
4/29/2020

Class Title: Investigating Cannabis Related Crimes and Officer Safety Techniques

Target Audience: This class is open to all investigators, supervisors and managers

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon-Idaho HIDTA Program

When: 4/29/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Ned Walls, OR-ID HIDTA Prog. Coord.; 503-947-8558; #mailto:ned.walls@state.or.us#

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Medford Police Department, 219 S Ivy St. Medford, OR 97501

Cost: Free

Instructors: Seth Cimino

Overview: Investigating Cannabis Related Crimes and Officer Safety Techniques: A Look at Cultivating and Manufacturing Marijuana

With cannabis laws being relaxed or removed in states throughout the country, Cannabis-related crimes are more prevalent than ever. This class will discuss investigative strategies for investigating Indoor and Outdoor Cultivation Operations and Butane Hash Oil labs. The instructor will provide information on the latest trends in cultivating and manufacturing marijuana. The instructor will also discuss officer safety techniques and best practices when dealing with marijuana grow sites and hash oil labs.

Course Objective: Participants will learn about:

- A Look at Today’s Cannabis and its Effects on the Body
- Strategies for Investigation
- Indoor and Outdoor Marijuana Investigations
- Butane Hash Oil investigations
- Officer safety for Personnel Investigating MJ Crime
- Search Warrant and Report Writing Techniques.

Instructor: Seth Cimino is a Narcotics Detective employed by the Citrus Heights (CA) Police Department and assigned to the Sacramento County (CA) Sheriff’s Department’s Cal-MMET DTF. Prior to joining the Citrus Heights PD, Seth worked for the Del Norte County (CA) Sheriff’s Office where he supervised the county’s Marijuana Suppression Program. During the course of his 16+ year career, Seth has spent over 10 years as a Narcotics Detective focused on marijuana-related crimes.

Seth is a CA POST-certified instructor and National Marijuana Initiative speaker and teaches for several training organizations, including State and National HIDTAs, in topics ranging from: medical marijuana investigation & application (Prop. 215 / SB 420), marijuana cultivation, possession, possession for sales, sales and Butane Hash Oil (BHO) investigations. He is a published author of multiple drug-related crimes and search and seizure articles and has spoken multiple times on talk radio as a marijuana/BHO expert discussing the "Dangers and Societal Impact of Marijuana and BHO." Seth also serves as a CA POST Subject Matter Expert (SME) on the topic of marijuana and has qualified as a subject matter expert in marijuana-related crimes in state and federal court.

Seth possesses his POST Advanced Certificate and also has his Bachelors of Science degree in Criminal Justice from CSU-Sacramento. Seth is the Owner/President of Cimino Training and Consulting LLC and
**Regional Training**

**4/29/2020**

**Class Title:** Investigating Cannabis Related Crimes and Officer Safety Techniques

frequently travels the State and Country teaching drug-related crimes classes.

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** Please go to http://oridhidta.org/training, click on the download training request form button, fill the form out and hit submit button.

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:** Students will be responsible for associated travel, lodging and meal expenses.

**Lodging:** Students will be responsible for associated travel, lodging and meal expenses.

---

**4/30/2020**

**Class Title:** Response to Active School Threats and Violence

**Target Audience:** This class is for all law enforcement, first responders, school administrators, counselors and social workers

**Sponsoring Agency:** Oregon Chapter of FBI National Academy Association

**When:** 4/30/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** ;

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317

**Cost:** Free (lunch included)

**Instructors:**

**Overview:** Oregon Chapter of the FBI National Academy Associates Spring Seminar: Response to Active School Threats and Violence

THIS SEMINAR WILL BE A DETAILED REVIEW INCLUDING SEVERAL VALUABLE LESSONS LEARNED OF THE MARJORIE STONEMAN DOUGLAS HIGH SCHOOL SHOOTING THAT OCCURRED IN PARKLAND FLORIDA ON FEBRUARY 14, 2018. THE PRESENTATION WILL BE BY MIAMI SHORES POLICE DEPARTMENT CHIEF OF POLICE KEVIN LYSTAD.

IN ADDITION, THE FBI’S BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS UNIT WILL PRESENT ON CHARACTERISTICS OF AN ACTIVE SHOOTER

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** AMANDA JOHNSON WITH PORTLAND -FBI AJOHNSON11@FBI.GOV (PLEASE PROVIDE NAME, AGENCY, RANK, E-MAIL AND PHONE NUMBER)

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:**

**Lodging:**

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Title:</th>
<th>Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target Audience:</td>
<td>Full-time certified police officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sponsoring Agency:</td>
<td>Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, ODOT-TSD, Hillsboro Police Department, and the Oregon State Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When:</td>
<td>4/30-5/1/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registration Deadline:</td>
<td>4/17/20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contact:</td>
<td>Sgt. Tim Plummer or Audrey Guillory; #<a href="mailto:OSPDRE@osp.oregon.gov">mailto:OSPDRE@osp.oregon.gov</a>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hours:</td>
<td>0800-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where:</td>
<td>Hillsboro Police Department, 250 SE 10th Ave, Hillsboro, OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost:</td>
<td>Free with lunch being provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructors:</td>
<td>Course Manager: Officer Dave Morse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Overview:** The Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) have received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug impaired driver. Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) was developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and created to address the gap between Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program. ARIDE is a 16-hour curriculum that provides officers with general knowledge related to drug impairment and promotes the use of certified Drug Recognition Experts. Additionally, ARIDE is an intermediate level impaired driving course with an SFST proficiency examination. The student should be fully conversant with the HGN procedural "mechanics" of HGN with the three clues of HGN and with the interpretation of those clues for assessing alcohol impairment. A major focus is on the examination of a drug-impaired suspect's eyes and the procedures of those eye examinations derive largely from HGN procedures. The successful completion of this course does not qualify the student as a Drug Recognition Expert (DRE).

**Prerequisites:** One year of law enforcement experience. The student registering for ARIDE should be familiar with the extent of the drug impaired driving problem and must have completed the basic Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST), Drugs that Impair Driving, and a recent SFST refresher/update.

**Registration:** **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED**

Email Oregon State Police at OSPDRE@osp.oregon.gov. Class size is limited to the first 40 students.

**Registration needs to be submitted to Oregon State Police no later than April 17, 2020.

**Registration confirmations will be emailed to those who register.

**Attire:** April 30th - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans) May 1st- Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)

**Class Needs:** Additional meals and lodging are at the expense of the participating agency. Training materials are provided by the Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program.

**Lodging:** These hotels accept government rates: 1-Holiday Inn Hillsboro: 2575 NE Aloleak Dr., Hillsboro, OR 97124, 503-640-1745, 2-Hampton Inn & Suites Portland/Hillsboro-Evergreen Park: 9399 NE Tansabourne Dr., Hillsboro, OR 97124, 503-718-0006, 3-Embassy Suites by Hilton Portland Hillsboro, 9355 NE Tansabourne Dr., Hillsboro, OR 97124, 503-718-0007
5/4-5/6/2020

Class Title: Tactical High Risk Entry Course

Target Audience: officers and tactical team members serving high risk warrants or arresting dangerous persons in and about buildings and structures.

Sponsoring Agency: Sutherlin Police Department

When: 5/4-5/6/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Police Training Consultants; 541.549.1090;

Hours: 0800-1700 daily

Where: Roseburg Rod and Gun Club, 875 Old Del Rio Road, Roseburg, Oregon 97471

Cost: $400.00; includes certificate and manual.

Instructors:

Overview: This course is designed for officers and tactical team members serving high risk warrants or arresting dangerous persons in and about buildings and structures. The course emphasizes tactical deployment, entry, movement, and surgical shooting skills.

Course content (not all inclusive)
Firearms safety
Ballistic issues
Entry techniques
Live range applications
Raid planning
Combat shooting
Close quarter tactics
Site surveys

Prerequisites:

Registration: www.policetrainingconsultants.com or telephone at 541.549.1090. Registration deposit required.

Attire:

Class Needs: Pistol w/400 rounds ammo; carbine w/400 rounds ammo; eyes and ears; soft body armor; cleaning equipment.

Lodging:
Regional Training

5/5-5/15/2020

Class Title: 2020 Oregon Drug Recognition Expert School

Target Audience: Full-time peace officers (see minimum requirements)

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) ODOT-TSD, IACP, NHTSA

When: 5/5-5/15/2020

Registration Deadline: 2/4/20

Contact: Laura Steward - DRE Program Assistant; 503-934-0269;

Hours: 0800-1700 daily

Where: Department of Public Safety Standards and Training 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE Salem, OR 97317

Cost: None

Instructors: Course Manager: Trooper Ryan Clarke, Oregon State Police

Overview: The Oregon Drug Evaluation & Classification Program has received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug-impaired driver. Officers trained as Drug Recognition Experts (DREs) are frequently called upon to differentiate between drug influence and medical and/or mental disorders. The certified DRE is a critical tool in combating the adverse impact of drug and alcohol impaired driving in our communities.

DRE School is demanding. To receive certification as a DRE, three phases of training must be completed. The following summarizes each phase:

ACADEMIC TRAINING (Phase I & II): This phase is conducted over nine days (72 hours). It includes courses in physiology, vital signs, standardized field sobriety testing (SFST), and extensive material on each of the seven categories of the drugs of abuse. The training includes three written examinations, an SFST proficiency examination and five written quizzes. Students must achieve a minimum of 80% on each examination, and must demonstrate proficiency in administering SFSTs.

CERTIFICATION PHASE (Phase III): After successfully completing the academic portion, the students must complete the certification phase. Certification Training is tentatively scheduled for June 16th-20th and June 23rd-27th, 2020 in Portland, OR. Students will only attend one of the training weeks in Portland. Depending on the size of the class, one week option will be canceled and the groups will combine. This is an additional five days of required training after phase 1 & 2. At this time, the above certification dates are the only dates available in Oregon for 2020. With the recommendation of the DRE State Coordinator, out of state certification training is an option, but will be at the expense of the student’s agency.

It is the student's responsibility to attend and complete the certification requirements within six months following DRE School. The requirements include: conducting a minimum of 12 drug influence evaluations while under the supervision of a DRE instructor; identifying subjects under the influence, and attaining a 80% toxicological confirmation rate. Written reports will be submitted to the DRE instructor observing the evaluation for review and approval. In addition, the student must maintain an accurate progress certification log, DRE rolling log and submit a curriculum vitae. Lastly, the student must pass a comprehensive final knowledge examination, and obtain the written endorsement from two certified DRE instructors and the DRE State Coordinator before obtaining certification and IACP credentials.
5/5-5/15/2020

Class Title: 2020 Oregon Drug Recognition Expert School

The International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) and the Oregon DECP Policies and Procedures are the regulating body for Oregon’s DRE Program. Certification and credentials are valid for two years. In order to maintain certification, DRE’s must conduct a minimum of four evaluations (one observed in front of an instructor) every two years, submit an updated rolling log and curriculum vitae, and attend a minimum of 8-hours of recertification training.

To be considered for DRE training, the applicant must meet the following criteria:
- Must have a minimum of two years of law enforcement service.
- Must be off probation with your agency. (exception for recent lateral transfers)
- Must be working in patrol.
- Must be SFST, D.I.D. (Drugs That Impair Driving) and Intoxilyzer 8000 certified.
- A reasonable background and experience conducting DUII investigations.
- A written recommendation from your local prosecutor.
- Written recommendations from two local DREs.
- Submit a minimum of two actual DUII arrest reports for review. Please redact personal identifying information of the involved subjects before submission.

Prerequisites: see 'Overview'

Registration: Visit the Oregon DECP website at https://www.oregon.gov/osp/programs/Pages/PSD.aspx#decp to download an application and review DECP training policies.
Submit completed applications on/before Tuesday, February 4th, 2020 by mail to:

Oregon DRE Program  
Oregon State Police - General Headquarters  
3565 Trelstad Ave SE, Salem, OR 97317  

Or email all documents to ospdre@osp.oregon.gov

Selection Process: All applications and materials submitted will be reviewed by the State and Regional Coordinators for selection. Applicants will be notified within two weeks following the application deadline.

Attire: Business casual every day. Bring a full agency uniform for a class photo.

Class Needs: Materials provided by Oregon DECP.

Lodging: Lodging and meals will be at DPSST.
5/5-5/8/2020

**Class Title:** Beaverton Police Department Police Mountain Bike School

**Target Audience:** police officers and reserve officers

**Sponsoring Agency:** Beaverton Police Department

**When:** 5/5-5/8/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** Officer Mark Barrowcliff; (971) 253-9642; mbarrowcliff@beavertonoregon.gov

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** Beaverton Police Department, Property Department, 9785 SW Harvest Ct, Beaverton, OR 97005

**Cost:** $125.00 (cost is free for reserve officers!)

**Instructors:** Beaverton Police Officer Mark Barrowcliff

**Overview:**

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** Contact Officer Mark Barrowcliff (971) 253-9642 mbarrowcliff@beavertonoregon.gov

Checks payable to: City of Beaverton mail to: Beaverton Police Department Attn: Mark Barrowcliff P.O. Box 4755 Beaverton, OR 97076

**Attire:** Bring your normal bike wear - padded shorts and shirts, gloves, eyewear, helmet, rain coat, and whatever shoes you wear when riding.

**Class Needs:** Bring either a "Police Issue" or Mountain Bike that has been fitted to you. Do not get burned by someone telling you to use a bicycle from the property room. You will also need to bring at least two extra bike tubes in case you get a flat. You may want to bring enough pocket change for a power bar, last minute sport drinks, lunch, oranges, bananas, etc. Don’t be concerned about having to cart these items around since they can be placed in the bike van. If you are missing parts or need to purchase any items, instructors will take you to an area bike shop. Come prepared to ride and have a great time!!

**Lodging:** Lodging and meals are the responsibility of student/student's agency.
5/7-5/11/2020

**Class Title:** Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

**Target Audience:** see 'Overview'

**Sponsoring Agency:** DPSST

**When:** 5/7-5/11/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** Brandon Herring, DPSST EVO Coord.; ; #mailto:berring@dpsst.state.or.us

**Hours:** 0800-1700 daily

**Where:** DPSST

**Cost:** Free

**Instructors:** see 'Overview'

**Overview:** The Department of Public Safety Standards and Training will be offering Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor Development in 2020. Unlike previous years, this course will occur with a new scheduling format and series of course requirements. We will be offering a course that begins in the spring and another series of courses that begin in the summer.

EVOIC will occur in four separate segments and participants will receive certificates of completion for each segment. Segments #1 and #2 (EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 2) will be delivered at various regional training locations in a forty (40) hour block. Certificates of completion for "Principles of Adult Learning" and "Basic Vehicle Dynamics and Driver Behavior" will be issued upon completion of these segments.

The third segment (EVOIC 3) will be conducted on the dedicated facility at DPSST in Salem in a forty (40) hour block. A certificate of completion for Advanced Vehicle Diagnostics and Driver Evaluation" will be issued upon completion of this segment.

The fourth segment (EVOIC #4) is a shadowing requirement that personnel must complete in order to teach programs at DPSST in the Basic and Regional programs. The shadowing requirement can be met with a combination of up to 32 hours of regional training under the supervision of an approved (Academy-Certified) EVO Instructor, and training at the facility in Salem with Basic Police courses, or all of the time can be completed in Salem. DPSST Basic programs require personnel to be certified as instructors in the area of expertise. Personnel completing the shadowing program will be required to commit to providing instruction for DPSST as either a part-time employee of DPSST or through an agency-loaned process. Upon completion of the shadowing segment, personnel will be issued a certificate for completion of "Applied Diagnostics and Evaluation of Drivers."

| EVOIC 1 | Principles of Adult Learning | 02 Hrs (*) |
| EVOIC 2 | Basic Vehicle Dynamics and Driver Behavior | 38 Hrs (*) |
| (*) - EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 2 occur in the same 40 hr week |
| EVOIC 3 | Advanced Vehicle Diagnostics and Driver Evaluation | 40 Hrs |
| EVOIC 4 | Applied Diagnostics and Evaluation (Shadowing) | 96 Hrs (#) |
| (#) - Up to 32 Hrs may be completed regionally |

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST
Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

However EVOIC 1 and EVOIC 4 are required for all personnel seeking certification in Oregon as an EVO Instructor. Upon completion of EVOIC 3, personnel will have up to eighteen (18) months to complete EVOIC 4.

The emphasis of EVOIC will be to train personnel to a level where they effectively assist with basic academy EVO classes in Salem and are capable to assist in the delivery of quality regional training sponsored by DPSST throughout the state. Priority in selection will be given to applicants/agencies who demonstrate support for this mission by participation in the Basic Academy programs.

Personnel interested in becoming part-time employees of DPSST or in the agency-loan program should contact a DPSST coordinator to discuss current recruitment opportunities.

Meals and Lodging will not be provided for segments #1 and #2 and may not be available for segments #3 or #4 (depending upon the availability of dormitory facilities at DPSST due to Basic courses.)

Scheduling: Please select a location for EVOIC #1 / EVOIC #2:

(2020-01A)
Douglas County Fairgrounds
March 9-13, 2020  0800-1700 Daily

(or)

(2020-01B)
Washington County Sheriff’s Office Training Facility
April 6-10, 2020  0800-1700 Daily

(or)

(2020-01C)
Washington County Sheriff’s Office Training Facility
April 13-17, 2020  0800-1700 Daily

EVOIC #3:
(2020-01D)
DPSST (Salem)
May 7-11, 2020  0800-1700 Daily
(Note this is a Thursday - Monday Schedule)

Applicants must be able to schedule and commit to these training segments.

A separate registration link for EVOIC #3 will be emailed to those individuals who successfully complete one of the three courses offered in March or April.

Dates for the Summer/Fall Series (2020-02) will be announced in the next several weeks.

UPON ACCEPTANCE:
Regional Training

Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

Applicants who are selected to participate as instructor candidates will be sent the EVOIC training materials in an electronic format (.pdf). The candidate may print the information at their agency’s expense. Candidates will be assigned a presentation topic at least two weeks prior to the start of EVOIC #1. This presentation will occur during EVOIC #2.

CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE FOR EVOIC #3:

Candidates must score a minimum of 90% on the written assessment of DPSST EVO theory and techniques, instructor development materials, and general vehicle knowledge at the conclusion of EVOIC #2. Candidates that do not pass this test, will not be considered for EVOIC #3. All of the materials necessary for this written test will be provided electronically when a candidate is accepted to the course.

CONDITIONAL ACCEPTANCE FOR EVOIC #4:

Candidates must successfully demonstrate a passing score on the driving skills assessment utilized at DPSST prior to acceptance to the shadowing program. Candidates failing to demonstrate the minimum driving assessment score will not be allowed to participate in EVOIC #4.

Candidates are encouraged to visit one or more DPSST Basic Police EVO sessions prior to the beginning of the course to brush up on their driving skills. This will give candidates some one-on-one time with senior instructors. Practice schedules are up to the EVO Coordinator (Brandon Herring) and must be scheduled through him. BHerring@dpsst.state.or.us

Additional Agency Considerations / Requirements:
1. Participation in a Basic Facilitator Course prior to this instructor course is highly recommended. Many of the instructional techniques used to deliver the EVO Instructor course will be presented and practiced during the Basic Facilitator Course.
2. Vehicles used during all driving exercises in EVOIC #1 and EVOIC #2 will be provided by the candidate’s agency. In situations where two (or more) personnel are from the same agency, one vehicle per two candidates is required. Vehicles should be in good condition and have a good set of tires on them.
3. Vehicle used in EVOIC #3 will be provided by DPSST.
4. Participants will be expected to sign a waiver of liability for DPSST.
5. All salaries and benefits of participants shall be borne by the agency, unless an agreement is in place with the candidate as an APT.
6. Agencies need to ensure that they have adequate insurance coverage covering participation in this training.
7. Certification as an Emergency Vehicle Operations Instructor is only required for personnel who will be working with Basic programs at DPSST. These personnel have completed all four EVOIC Courses (or their equivalents as approved by DPSST) and be approved as either an Agency Part Time (APT) employee of DPSST or an approved Agency Loan instructor. Personnel that are approved APT’s may be paid by DPSST during the 96 hour shadowing phase.
8. The 40 hour per year requirement can be completed as an Agency Part Time (APT) paid instructor or as an Agency Loan Instructor. This document must be completed by a member of the agencies command staff and returned to DPSST as part of the acceptance package for EVOIC #4.
9. Scheduling for EVOIC #4 (Shadowing) will be completed on an individual basis between the candidate and the EVO Program Coordinator.
Class Title: Basic Emergency Vehicle Operator Instructor Course (EVOIC - 2020-01)

Any questions can be directed to Brandon Herring; EVO Program Coordinator at the above address or at 503-378-4412 OR via state email at bherring@dpsst.state.or.us

Prerequisites: see 'Overview'

Registration: CLASSES POSTPONED. NEW DATES ARE TBD.

Applicants need to register online at: https://forms.gle/NT3Q4Q3Xei8tNfN48

Applications must be received no later than three weeks prior to Segments #1 and #2, and two weeks prior to segment #3. Candidates can schedule for segment #4 as their personal availability allows. Incomplete applications will not be considered. A waiting/standby list will be established if the number of applicants exceed the available positions in the class.

Attire: see 'Overview'

Class Needs: see 'Overview'

Lodging: see 'Overview'
5/7-5/8/2020

**Class Title:** Advanced Group Crisis Intervention

**Target Audience:** This course is designed for EAP, human resources and public safety personnel, mental health professionals, chaplains, emergency medical services providers, firefighters, physicians, police officers, nurses, dispatchers, airline personnel and disaster workers who are already trained in the critical incident stress debriefing format. **PREREQUISITE:** Completion of the Group Crisis Intervention Basic Course

**Sponsoring Agency:** International Critical Incident and Stress Foundation (ICISF), the International Conference of Police Chaplains (ICPC) and the Central Oregon Public Safety Chaplains. Hosted by Medford Police Department.

**When:** 5/7-5/8/2020

**Contact:** 541-788-3364;

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** George Prescott Community Room, Medford Police Department, 219 S. Ivy Street, Medford, OR

**Cost:** $200.00 (includes registration ICISF materials & certificates)

**Instructors:** see 'Overview'

**Overview:** Designed to provide participants with the latest information on critical incident stress management techniques and post-trauma syndromes, the Advanced Group Crisis Intervention builds on the knowledge base which was obtained through the Group Crisis Intervention course. Emphasis will be on advanced defusings and debriefings in complex situations. This course is designed for EAP, human resources and public safety personnel, mental health professionals, chaplains, emergency medical services providers, firefighters, physicians, police officers, nurses, dispatchers, airline personnel and disaster workers who are already trained in the critical incident stress debriefing format. Course Highlights include Managing complex group oriented crisis interventions, Nature and importance of incident assessment, Strategic intervention planning, Comprehensive, integrated, systematic and multi-component CISM, Concepts of enhanced group processes, Significantly delayed interventions, "Multiple incident CISD", Suicide of a colleague, and Small group crisis support sessions after a disaster.

Instructors: Chaplain Jim Crowley is the retired Executive Chaplain for Central Oregon Public Safety Chaplaincy (COPC) having served them full time since the Fall of 2003. He has been a chaplain for over 30 years. He has earned the International Conference of Police Chaplaincy (ICPC) Diplomat Chaplain Credential. He has an earned Master of Ministry Degree from Northwest Nazarene University. He is an Approved Instructor with the International Critical Incident and Stress Foundation (ICISF) and the International Conference of Police Chaplains (ICPC). Chaplain Crowley is a member of the Central Oregon Critical Incident Stress Management (COCISM) team. He serves on the Oregon State Police (OSP) Critical Incident and Response Team (CIRT) and has served on the Oregon State Fire Marshalls Chaplain Response Team (OCRT). Chaplain Mike Dismore is a Chaplain with COPC, an ICISF Approved Instructor, and has an ICPC Master Chaplain Credential.

**Prerequisites:** Successful Completion of the Group Crisis Intervention Basic Course

**Registration:** **THIS CLASS HAS BEEN CANCELLED DUE TO CURRENT COVID-19 PROTOCOLS SUGGESTED BY THE CDC, ETC.**

Email your name, address, agency name, phone # to: Chaplain Mike Dismore at mjdismore@gmail.com. Questions call 541-788-3364. Payments can be made by check or online at http://www.copchaplain.com
5/7-5/8/2020

**Class Title:** Advanced Group Crisis Intervention

**Attire:** Business casual

**Class Needs:** A parking pass will be required in order to park in the area(s) surrounding the venue. Passes will be issued first day of training. Lodging, travel, and supplemental meals are the responsibility of student/agency.

**Lodging:** Please note none of these facilities are endorsed by sponsoring / host agencies but are provided as a service for those traveling from out of town: Homewood Suites by Hilton, Address: 2010 Hospitality Way, Medford, OR 97504; (541) 779-9800; Comfort Inn Suites, Address: 60 E Stewart Ave, Medford, OR 97501 (541) 772-8000; Springhill Suites Address: 1389 Center Dr, Medford, OR 97501 (541) 842-8080; Towneplace Suites Address: 1395 Center Dr, Medford, OR 97501 (541) 842-5757.

5/11-5/15/2020

**Class Title:** Bloodstain Pattern Analysis I

**Target Audience:**

**Sponsoring Agency:** Linn County Sheriff’s Office

**When:** 5/11-5/15/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** 405-706-8489; #mailto:rcgravel@bevelgardner.com#

**Hours:** 0800-1700 (Mon-Th) 0800-1400 or 1500 (Fri)

**Where:** Linn County Sheriff’s Office 1115 SE Jackson St. Albany, OR 97322

**Cost:** $655.00

**Instructors:** Tom "Grif" Griffin and Jonathyn "Jon" Priest

**Overview:** Students will learn how to:

- Document a bloodstained scene
- Interpret bloodstain patterns to identify what actions produced these stains.
- Identify area of convergence.
- Identify area of origin.
- Identify minimum number of impact blows.
- Apply the scientific method to questioned stains.
- Apply the scientific method in statement analysis.

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** Deadline to register: April 27th, 2020. Register: Online: www.BEVELGARDNER.com, phone: Craig at 405-706-8489

**Attire:** Business casual. Students should bring old clothing suitable for painting.

**Class Needs:** Old clothing suitable for painting, camera, calculator with trig. functions.

**Lodging:** Comfort Suites Linn County Fairgrounds and Expo 100 Opal Court NE, Albany, Or. 97322, 541-497-7782. Phoenix Inn Suites, 3410 Spicer Road, SE, Albany, OR. 97322 541-966-5996
5/11-5/15/2020

Class Title:  Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
Target Audience:  First responders, law enforcement, corrections officers, community corrections, 911
Sponsoring Agency:  Mid-Columbia Center for Living and the Hood River Sheriff’s Office

When:  5/11-5/15/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact:  Stephen Bradley;  SBRADLEY@mccfl.org
Hours:  0800-1700 (40 total hours)
Where:  Hood River Sheriff’s Office, 309 State St, Hood River, OR 97031
Cost:  Free
Instructors:  Instructors representing the fields of Law Enforcement, Corrections, and Mental Health
Overview:  This important course focuses on the field of law enforcement and its role in the mentally ill, drug or alcohol afflicted and aging communities. The information, tools and resources presented are designed to enhance first responder response and reduce the overall risk of injury or life.

MID-COLUMBIA CENTER FOR LIVING
Providing Mental Health, Developmental Disabilities & Alcohol and Drug Services to Wasco, Hood River, and Sherman Counties

Prerequisites:

Registration:  To register, questions/contact: Stephen Bradley 541-392-4167 or SBRADLEY@mccfl.org (email preferred)
Attire:  Business casual/training uniform/Friday practice scenarios work uniform.

Class Needs:

Lodging:
5/11-5/15/2020

Class Title: FBI-LEEDA Presents: Command Leadership Institute

Target Audience: Seminar registration is open to all law enforcement - sworn and professional civilian staff. (You are not required to be a member of FBI-LEEDA to attend.)

Sponsoring Agency: Chief Jason Wallis and the Port of Portland Police Department

When: 5/11-5/15/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: class begins at 8:30 a.m.

Where: PDX Conference Center - St. Helens Room, 7000 NE Airport Way, Portland, OR 97218

Cost: $695/student

Instructors:

Overview: The FBI-LEEDA Command Leadership Institute is an inspiring and dynamic 4 ½-day course specifically and uniquely designed to prepare law enforcement leaders for command level positions. As part of the Trilogy-series of leadership courses, the Command Leadership Institute focuses on real-life contemporary strategies and techniques for those aspiring to or in already in command-level assignments. Students will be engaged in such topics as command responsibility, discipline and liability, team building, resilient leadership, and leading change within an organization.

Local Contact: For local information regarding the training venue or hotel accommodations for this training opportunity, please contact Sgt. T.J. Eriksen of the Port of Portland Police Department at 503-460-4216 or email: TJ.Eriksen@portofportland.com

FBI Law Enforcement Executive Development Association
Business Offices: 5 Great Valley Parkway Suite 359. Malvern, Pennsylvania 19355
Tel: 877-772-7712
FBI-LEEDA, Inc. is a private 501(c)(3) non-profit organization and is not part of the Federal Bureau of Investigation or acting on behalf of the FBI.

Prerequisites:

Registration: Register online at www.fbileeda.org or call 877-772-7712 for more information.

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs:

Lodging: Please contact Sgt. T.J. Eriksen of the Port of Portland Police Department at 503-460-4216 or email: TJ.Eriksen@portofportland.com
Regional Training

5/12-5/14/2020

Class Title: 2020 IACP LEIT Technology Conference
Target Audience: International Association of Chiefs of Police
Sponsoring Agency: International Association of Chiefs of Police

When: 5/12-5/14/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: ; ; #mailto:TechConference@theiacp.org#

Where: Portland, OR
Cost:
Instructors:

Overview: 2020 IACP Technology Conference Education Announced!

Join IACP in Portland, Oregon, May 12-14, for the 2020 Technology Conference to learn about best practices and innovative approaches to technology. Technology continues to play an increasingly important role in the daily work of law enforcement. While incorporating technology can enhance the safety, efficiency, and effectiveness of law enforcement, it can also present new challenges. The 2020 Tech Conference workshops will address a wide range of law enforcement technologies:

- Cybersecurity & Ransomware Plenary Session - Hear from law enforcement agencies that have been victims of ransomware attacks. Speakers will share lessons learned on how the attack impacted operations, their steps to recovery, and cybersecurity solutions to mitigate and defend against future attacks.

- Creating an Investigative Animation - On February 14, 2018, a gunman opened fire at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in Parkland, Florida, killing seventeen students and staff members and injuring seventeen others. As part of the investigation, media forensic specialists at the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office were tasked with creating an animation from various sources of evidence. Attendees will have a front row seat to the visual animation and will learn how it was created.

- Everything You Wanted to Know about Digital Evidence Integration but Were Afraid to Ask - Looking to enhance evidence tracking to ensure all investigators have a full picture of the case? Digital Evidence Integration (DEI) accurately links body worn camera videos to other evidence increasing officer and prosecutor productivity. Speakers will share their experiences, lessons learned, and discuss the future of DEI and its implementation in agencies across the United States.

- Roadmap to Mobility: How to Use Smartphones for In-Vehicle and In-Field Computing - Smartphones are now capable of being the computing device that supports in-car, in-station, and in-field police operations. This workshop will provide a detailed roadmap of how to launch a pilot program and transition to a smartphone-centric connected officer program.

The full workshop schedule is now available on the event page. To review the schedule, register, and book accommodations, please visit: www.theIACP.org/tech-conference.

Contact the Technology Conference team at TechConference@theiacp.org with any questions.
5/12-5/14/2020

Class Title: 2020 IACP LEIT Technology Conference


Prerequisites:

Registration: The full workshop schedule is now available on the event page. To review the schedule, register, and book accommodations, please visit: www.theIACP.org/tech-conference.

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
5/14/2020

Class Title: SFST Refresher

Target Audience: police officers who have already completed the 24-hour SFST class

Sponsoring Agency: DPSST & Hood River PD

When: 5/14/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: David Beatty, DPSST; #mailto:david.beatty@state.or.us#

Hours: 1300-1700

Where: Hood River Fire Department, 1785 Meyer Pkwy, Hood River, OR 97031

Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.

Instructors: David Beatty, DPSST

Overview: This is the Oregon-specific 4-hour SFST Refresher curriculum from NHTSA and IACP. This class is required for any officer working under DUII grants from ODOT. The class covers procedural changes in Standardized Field Sobriety Testing as well as changes in legal requirements. In addition, sessions on Ignition Interlock Device enforcement and investigating Marijuana DUIIs are included in this training.

Prerequisites: Initial SFST training

Registration: Students must pre-register for this course. Walk-ins are not permitted. Register online at: https://forms.gle/xQhbNs5fnWPV4MeW7

Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

PLEASE NOTE: It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Jim de Sully at jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: pen or pencil

Lodging: Lodging is not provided. Any necessary lodging arrangements should be made by individual agencies.
5/15/2020

**Class Title:** Basic Tactical Medicine Course  
**Target Audience:** Law enforcement (All armed disciplines)  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Oregon DPSST & Bend Police Department

**When:** 5/15/2020  
**Registration Deadline:** 5/5/20

**Contact:** Chris Enquist, DPSST; #mailto:cenquist@dpsst.state.or.us#  
**Hours:** 0800-1800  
**Where:** 22395 McGrath Road, Bend, Oregon 97701  
**Cost:** Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.

**Instructors:** DPSST Training Staff  
**Overview:** DPSST’s TacMed Program is informed by the content designed by FLETC and 88Tactical. This course combines both live fire and tactical medicine exercises in a one-day, 10-hour class. The curriculum, in accordance with the Principle Guidelines of Instruction set by the Committee for Tactical Emergency Casualty Care, covers the fundamentals of tactical medicine, the use of a basic trauma kit, treating hemorrhage, chest trauma, and other life-threatening injuries. This course also covers fighting to get to the wounded, fighting while wounded, performing rapid patient assessment and treatment while under duress.

The course will begin with a classroom component covering LE TacMed concepts. This portion will consist of instruction supported by application workshops. After lunch, we will transition onto the range and add a layer of single-hand weapons drills to support practical application of TacMed skills. By the end of the day, we will incorporate both skill sets together in some comprehensive drills.

Students should come prepared to be attentive and participate. The course will begin with a review of fundamentals and gradually build toward supporting students in acquiring complex skills. Students of any prior skill set will gain or reinforce skills during this class.

**Prerequisites:** In good standing with agency and currently qualified with a handgun.

**Registration:** Deadline to register: May 5, 2020. Register online at: https://forms.gle/RBrd4AZLGpQd4VZg7  
Registration questions, contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

***Please include handgun caliber when registering so we can get an accurate ammunition count prior to training***

**Attire:** Weather appropriate dress and headwear. Depending on training venue we may utilize moulage (fake blood) during some of the practical application workshops, dress accordingly.

**Class Needs:** Eye and ear protection, body armor, semi-automatic pistol with a "ledge" so that the slide can be manipulated on your belt, holster, or pocket, 2-3 magazines, serviceable holster and magazine carry pouches, note taking gear, sack lunch and water.  
***DPSST will supply all ammunition for this training***

**Lodging:** Not provided. Responsibility of student/student’s agency.
**Regional Training**

**5/19/2020**

**Class Title:** Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) REFRESHER  
**Target Audience:** police, parole and probation, corrections, telecommunications, fire (full-time certified employees)  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Sweet Home Police Dept. and DPSST  

**When:** 5/19/2020  
**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** Tim Ragan; #mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us#  
**Hours:** 0800-1700  
**Where:** Sweet Home Police Department, 1950 Main Street, Sweet Home, OR 97386  
**Cost:** Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.  
**Instructors:** Sgt. Chris Wingo, Sweet Home PD and Tim Ragan, DPSST  
**Overview:**

**Prerequisites:** None  

**Registration:** Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per agency to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.  
Register online at: https://forms.gle/V8wafwEhnUjNbkTZ8  
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

********PLEASE NOTE*********The curriculum for this class was developed for full-time police, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatch and fire personnel. Priority in selection will be given to those individuals who work as a full-time police, corrections or P&P officer, a telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatcher or a firefighter first. Those individuals who are employed full-time within those disciplines, but whose duties fall outside of those job titles will still be able to submit their application for consideration. The application will be placed on a waiting list pending space availability. If space becomes available the applicant will be notified.

It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

**Attire:** Business casual  

**Class Needs:** Note-taking supplies, copy of agency FTEP Standard Evaluation Guidelines.  

**Lodging:** Meals and lodging are not provided.
5/19-5/21/2020

Class Title: PLX Basic
Target Audience: Law Enforcement, Analysts & Military Personnel Only
Sponsoring Agency: OREGON - IDAHO HIDTA and WESTERN REGIONAL COUNTERDRUG TRAINING CENTER

When: 5/19-5/21/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Ned Walls; (503) 947-8558; #mailto:ned.walls@state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 (registration at 0730)
Where: Multnomah County Training Center, 2955 NE 172nd Place, Portland, OR 97230
Cost: Free
Instructors: Instructors provided by PenLink
Overview: PLX BASIC - 24 hours
This course is designed for the average user who has just begun to use PLX. The primary focus of this course is to provide an overview of the functionality of the software and to share best practices on how to use it. This course emphasizes hands-on experience, where students work in groups to resolve real-life case scenarios. In addition, this course assists users who are migrating from Penlink 8 to PLX and includes IP and APP data analysis.

Prerequisites: None
Registration: The course venue is being provided for by the Oregon-Idaho Training Initiative. Students will be responsible for associated travel, lodging and meal expenses. The course is limited to 25 students.

WESTERN REGIONAL COUNTERDRUG TRAINING CENTER
To register click on the link: https://wrctc.com/PLX05192020
-Fill out the form
Click on "Submit Registration"
If you have questions, please contact Ned Walls at ned.walls@state.or.us or (503) 947-8558

Attire:
Class Needs:
Lodging:
Regional Training

Class Title: Civilian Leadership Course for Public Safety Personnel
Target Audience: All civilian/professional staff working in a public safety organization, including law enforcement, fire/EMS, emergency management, probation, parole and those working in the judicial system are encouraged to attend.

Sponsoring Agency: Gresham Police Department
When: 5/20/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: ;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: City of Gresham, 1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham, OR 97030 (Oregon Trail Conf. Room, 1st Flr.)
Cost: $125.00
Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: This interactive course is designed specifically for civilian public safety supervisors, managers and those aspiring to be leaders within their organization. The goal of this training is to provide participants the opportunity to develop skills and strategies to become engaging and effective supervisors and leaders in their organization.

This training will explore leadership, leadership styles, essential elements of building morale, understanding the importance of leadership and the role supervisors play in building effective teams and more.

Presenters: Chief Charlie Celano, Tustin Police Department (ret) Charlie Celano is a recently retired police chief and has 27 years of law enforcement experience, including over 18 years in supervisory, management and command level positions within the organization. Charlie has taught law enforcement professionals throughout the country and is a graduate of the FBI National Academy Class #258.

Commander Josef Levy, Long Beach Police Department (ret) Josef Levy has close to 30 years of law enforcement experience and is a highly skilled facilitator who has conducted trainings for thousands of law enforcement professionals throughout the country. He has also trained at the International level, training law enforcement delegations from France, Germany, Israel and Russia.

Embassy Consulting Services LLC is owned and operated by Josef Levy, Commander (Retired) Long Beach Police Department and Lysa Gamboa-Levy. Embassy training seminars are not open to the general public. Embassy seminars are for Law Enforcement personnel or those who, in some capacity, represent law enforcement, public or government agencies. Embassy reserves the right to restrict or deny enrollment or access to any individual. No refunds, however, substitutions will be permitted. For additional information, please visit our website at www.embassyconsultingservices.com. EmbassyConsultingServices.com Creating Safe Communities 562.577.5874

Prerequisites:

a. Under the list of upcoming classes, click on Civilian Leadership Course, Wednesday, May 20, 2020, complete the booking form and online payment information
b. Send an email to jillian@embassycs.com or call 714-292-3321 to register and request to be invoiced
Class Title: Civilian Leadership Course for Public Safety Personnel
or to pay by credit card

Attire:

Class Needs: All visitors will need to sign in at the front desk.

Lodging:
5/20-5/22/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP)
Target Audience: police, parole and probation, corrections, telecommunications, fire (full-time certified employees)
Sponsoring Agency: Sweet Home Police Dept. and DPSST

When: 5/20-5/22/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: Tim Ragan; #mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Sweet Home Police Department, 1950 Main Street, Sweet Home, OR 97386
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.
Instructors: Sgt. Chris Wingo, Sweet Home PD and Tim Ragan, DPSST
Overview:

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course.
Agencies will be limited to two students per agency to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list.
You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: https://forms.gle/av2mN8Fik9isjhhi9
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

********PLEASE NOTE********The curriculum for this class was developed for full-time police, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatch and fire personnel.
Priority in selection will be given to those individuals who work as a full-time police, corrections or P&P officer, a telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatcher or a firefighter first.
Those individuals who are employed full-time within those disciplines, but whose duties fall outside of those job titles will still be able to submit their application for consideration. The application will be placed on a waiting list pending space availability. If space becomes available the applicant will be notified.

It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual


Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided.
5/20-5/22/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP)
Regional Training

5/21/2020

Class Title: Building a Safe, Respectful & Inclusive Workplace & Community
Target Audience: Both sworn and civilian public safety professionals are encouraged to attend
Sponsoring Agency: Gresham Police Department

When: 5/21/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: ; ; #mailto:jillian@embassycs.com#
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: City of Gresham, HR Conference Room - 3rd Floor, 1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham, OR 97030
Cost: $125.00
Instructors: Chief Charlie Celano, Tustin Police Department (ret)  Commander Josef Levy, Long Beach Police Departm
Overview: Presenters: Chief Charlie Celano, Tustin Police Department (ret)
Charlie Celano is a recently retired police chief and has 27 years of law enforcement experience, including over 18 years in supervisory, management and command level positions within the organization. Charlie has taught law enforcement professionals throughout the country and is a graduate of the FBI National Academy Class #258.

Commander Josef Levy, Long Beach Police Department (ret)
Josef Levy has close to 30 years of law enforcement experience and is a highly skilled facilitator who has conducted trainings for thousands of law enforcement professionals throughout the country. He has also trained at the International level, training law enforcement delegations from France, Germany, Israel and Russia.

People who develop their communication, interpersonal and human relation skills are able to interact more effectively with others. They also make better decisions and handle and manage conflict better.

This course will also explore many of the current challenges that face law enforcement professionals and also provide participants with tools in order to build and maintain a safe, respectful and inclusive workplace and community.

Embassy Consulting Services LLC is owned and operated by Josef Levy, Commander (Retired) Long Beach Police Department and Lysa Gamboa-Levy. Embassy training seminars are not open to the general public. Embassy seminars are for Law Enforcement personnel or those who, in some capacity, represent law enforcement, public or government agencies. Embassy reserves the right to restrict or deny enrollment or access to any individual. No refunds, however, substitutions will be permitted. For additional information, please visit our website at www.embassyconsultingservices.com. EmbassyConsultingServices.com  Creating Safe Communities  562.577.5874

Prerequisites:

a. Under the list of upcoming classes, click on Building a Safe, Respectful & Inclusive Workplace & Community, Thursday, May 21, 2020, complete the booking form and online payment information

b. Send an email to jillian@embassycs.com or call 714-292-3321 to register and request to be invoiced
5/21/2020

Class Title: Building a Safe, Respectful & Inclusive Workplace & Community

Details: - DPSST F6 training roster will be provided - All visitors will need to sign in at the front desk - Both sworn and civilian public safety professionals are encouraged to attend

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Regional Training

5/21/2020

Class Title: Crisis Intervention & Behavioral Health Training  
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers  
Sponsoring Agency: Gresham Police Department  
When: 5/21/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: City of Gresham, 1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham, OR 97030 (HR Conf. Room, 3rd Fr.)
Cost: $125.00
Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: Law enforcement officers are frequently called upon to manage incidents involving people with mental illness. This interactive training will cover mental illness, stigma, substance use disorders, developmental disabilities and more.

Presenters: Chief Charlie Celano, Tustin Police Department (ret) Charlie Celano is a recently retired police chief and has 27 years of law enforcement experience, including over 18 years in supervisory, management and command level positions within the organization. Charlie has taught law enforcement professionals throughout the country and is a graduate of the FBI National Academy Class #258.

Commander Josef Levy, Long Beach Police Department (ret) Josef Levy has close to 30 years of law enforcement experience and is a highly skilled facilitator who has conducted trainings for thousands of law enforcement professionals throughout the country. He has also trained at the International level, training law enforcement delegations from France, Germany, Israel and Russia.

Embassy Consulting Services LLC is owned and operated by Josef Levy, Commander (Retired) Long Beach Police Department and Lysa Gamboa-Levy. Embassy training seminars are not open to the general public. Embassy seminars are for Law Enforcement personnel or those who, in some capacity, represent law enforcement, public or government agencies. Embassy reserves the right to restrict or deny enrollment or access to any individual. No refunds, however, substitutions will be permitted. For additional information, please visit our website at www.embassyconsultingservices.com. EmbassyConsultingServices.com Creating Safe Communities 562.577.5874

Prerequisites:

a. Under the list of upcoming classes, click on Crisis Intervention & Behavioral Health Training, Thursday, May 21, 2020, complete the booking form and online payment information  
b. Send an email to jillian@embassycs.com or call 714-292-3321 to register and request to be invoiced or to pay by credit card

Attire:

Class Needs: All visitors will need to sign in at the front desk.

Lodging:
Regional Training

Class Title: SFST Refresher with Wet Lab
Target Audience: Grants Pass DPS
Sponsoring Agency: Grants Pass DPS

When: 5/21/2020
Registration Deadline: 5/10/20
Contact: Shali Marshall, GPDPS; (541) 450-6260; smarshall@grantspassoregon.gov

Where: Grants Pass Department of Public Safety, Parkway Public Safety Center, 800 E Park Street, Grants Pass, OR
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.


Overview: This is the Oregon-specific 4-hour SFST Refresher curriculum from NHTSA and IACP. This class is required for any officer working under DUII grants from ODOT. The class covers procedural changes in Standardized Field Sobriety Testing as well as changes in legal requirements. Students will have an opportunity to apply knowledge learned during this class in a live-alcohol workshop (Wet Lab) featuring actual drinking subjects.

Prerequisites: Initial SFST training

Registration: Registration required by May 10, 2020. To register, email Shali Marshall, GPDPS, smarshall@grantspassoregon.gov

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: pen or pencil

Lodging: Lodging is not provided. Any necessary lodging arrangements should be made by individual agencies.
5/21-5/22/2020

**Class Title:** Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)

**Target Audience:** Full-time certified police officers

**Sponsoring Agency:** Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, ODOT-TSD, Independence Police Department, and the Oregon State Police

**When:** 5/21-5/22/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 5/1/20

**Contact:** see 'Overview';

**Hours:** 0800-1700

**Where:** Independence Police Department, 555 S. Main Street, Independence, OR 97351

**Cost:** Free. Meals and lodging are at the expense of the participating agency.

**Instructors:** Course Manager: Lieutenant Mike Iwai, Oregon State Police

**Overview:** The Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) have received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug impaired driver. Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) was developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and created to address the gap between Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program. ARIDE is a 16-hour curriculum that provides officers with general knowledge related to drug impairment and promotes the use of certified Drug Recognition Experts. Additionally, ARIDE is an intermediate level impaired driving course with an SFST proficiency examination. The student should be fully conversant with the HGN procedural "mechanics" of HGN with the three clues of HGN and with the interpretation of those clues for assessing alcohol impairment. A major focus is on the examination of a drug-impaired suspect's eyes and the procedures of those eye examinations derive largely from HGN procedures. The successful completion of this course does not qualify the student as a Drug Recognition Expert (DRE).

**Questions:** Contact Sgt. Tim Plummer at tplumme@osp.oregon.gov or Audrey Guillory at AGuillo@osp.oregon.gov

**Prerequisites:** One year of law enforcement experience. The student registering for ARIDE should be familiar with the extent of the drug impaired driving problem and have completed the basic Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST), Drugs that Impair Driving, and a recent SFST refresher/update.

**Registration:** Email Audrey Guillory (DRE Program Assistant) of the Oregon State Police at ospdre@osp.oregon.gov.

Class size is limited to the first 24 students.

**Registration needs to be submitted to Audrey Guillory no later than May 1, 2020.**

**Registration confirmations will be emailed to those who register.**

**Attire:** May 21 - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans) May 22 - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)

**Class Needs:** Training materials are provided by the Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program.

**Lodging:** The Independence Hotel, 201 Osprey Lane, Independence, OR 97351 503-837-0200, Best Western Dallas Inn & Suites, 250 Orchard Drive, Dallas, OR 97338 503-623-6000, The Grand Hotel, 201 Liberty Street SE Salem, OR 97301 503-540-7800
Regional Training

5/21-5/22/2020

Class Title: Tactical Communication for Law Enforcement Officers
Target Audience: All patrol officers, deputies, detectives, corrections, and parole and probation
Sponsoring Agency: Redmond Police Department

When: 5/21-5/22/2020
Registration Deadline: 5/14/20

Contact: Lt. Aaron Wells, RPD; #mailto:aaron.wells@ci.redmond.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1600 (both days)
Where: Redmond City Hall, room #208, 411 SW 9th St. Redmond, OR 97756
Cost: $225.00

Instructors: Lieutenant Kevin Mailman

Overview: For law enforcement professionals, communication skills are the most important of all the skills and they are essential to flourish in this profession, especially today! Being an effective communicator leads to success in all aspects of a law enforcement career. Being a poor communicator can often result in poor interpersonal relationships, citizen complaints, and, possibly, injury or death. While officers, too often, view communication as a one-way activity meant to direct and control others, citizens complain that officers just don’t listen. This leads to frustration, improper communication, escalation and altercation.

This course will train officers how to be better communicators in the street and during routine and stressful situations. Officers will learn how to make more effective initial contact with citizens, motorists, emotionally-charged people, inmates, and even criminal offenders. Officers will be instructed on the importance of making a strong but "tactical" first contact and keeping situations from escalating. Through the use of video, roleplays and realistic scenarios, officers will be immersed into challenging situations so they "experience" and "feel" the most effective way to "calm down" someone and "avoid" the use of force. However, "officer safety" and "avoiding community complaints" will be the goal of this course. Officers will learn to listen "actively," speak "tactically," use the other person’s words to his/her advantage, and to "win people over" rather than "muscle or threaten" their way to solve problems. This fun and dynamic training course can help officers and agencies in a variety of ways.

Lieutenant Kevin Mailman Kevin is a 23 year Police veteran who attributes a great deal of his communication skills to his years investigating and interviewing gang members. Kevin’s rapport with gang affiliated inmates opened a spot for his assignment to the Worcester County Sheriff’s Office Gang Intelligence Unit in 2007. Today, Kevin serves as the agency’s primary intelligence repository for gang related activity and his program and procedures received National acceptance during the American Correctional Association Accreditation process in 2009.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Registration Deadline: May 14, 2020  https://homefrontprotect.com/TacComOregon or call 855-725-6999
Attire: Business casual

Class Needs:

Lodging: SCP Hotel Redmond (opening Dec. 2019), Sleep Inn and Suites Redmond, Comfort Inn and Suites Redmond, Eagle Crest Resort
5/21-5/22/2020

Class Title: Tactical Communication for Law Enforcement Officers
Regional Training

5/22/2020

Class Title: Building Law Enforcement Leaders Through Ethical Decision Making
Target Audience: Law enforcement professionals
Sponsoring Agency: Gresham Police Department

When: 5/22/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: ;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: City of Gresham, 1333 NW Eastman Parkway, Gresham, OR 97030 (Oregon Trail Conf. Room, 1st Flr.)
Cost: $125.00
Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: This course, designed specifically for law enforcement professionals, will explore the current climate that exists between the community and law enforcement. This class will provide participants with knowledge and tools, in order to develop effective decision-making skills when confronted with critical ethical dilemmas.

Presenters: Chief Charlie Celano, Tustin Police Department (ret) Charlie Celano is a recently retired police chief and has 27 years of law enforcement experience, including over 18 years in supervisory, management and command level positions within the organization. Charlie has taught law enforcement professionals throughout the country and is a graduate of the FBI National Academy Class #258.

Commander Josef Levy, Long Beach Police Department (ret) Josef Levy has close to 30 years of law enforcement experience and is a highly skilled facilitator who has conducted trainings for thousands of law enforcement professionals throughout the country. He has also trained at the International level, training law enforcement delegations from France, Germany, Israel and Russia.

Embassy Consulting Services LLC is owned and operated by Josef Levy, Commander (Retired) Long Beach Police Department and Lysa Gamboa-Levy. Embassy training seminars are not open to the general public. Embassy seminars are for Law Enforcement personnel or those who, in some capacity, represent law enforcement, public or government agencies. Embassy reserves the right to restrict or deny enrollment or access to any individual. No refunds, however, substitutions will be permitted. For additional information, please visit our website at www.embassyconsultingservices.com. EmbassyConsultingServices.com Creating Safe Communities 562.577.5874

Prerequisites:

a. Under the list of upcoming classes, click on Building LE Leaders through Ethical Decision Making, Friday, May 22, 2020, complete the booking form and online payment information
b. Send an email to jillian@embassycs.com or call 714-292-3321 to register and request to be invoiced or to pay by credit card

Attire:

Class Needs: All visitors will need to sign in at the front desk.

Lodging:
### 5/28/2020

**Class Title:** Increasing Resilience in First Responders  
**Target Audience:** Law enforcement, corrections, parole and probation, tele Communicators, fire, campus public safety professionals, mental health practitioners who work with or within the public safety system  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Department of Public Safety Standards and Training  
**When:** 5/28/2020  
**Registration Deadline:** 5/15/20 

**Contact:** see 'Overview';  
**Hours:** 0900-1600  
**Where:** Treasure Valley Community College, Weese Building, Room 110, 650 College Blvd, Ontario, OR 97914  
**Cost:** Free. Lunch on your own.  
**Instructors:** Dr. Stephanie M. Conn, Licensed Psychologist/Author  

**Overview:** This course will describe how first responders can take proactive and responsive steps to adaptively respond to chronic stress and trauma. A discussion of the risk and protective factors that influence wellbeing is offered to assist first responders to understand their own discussion of the neurobiology of trauma. Resilience research is applied to the unique issue of first responder work, generating practical strategies to promote resilience. This discussion will be fortified with practical exercises that assess current levels of resilience and map a resilience-building plan.

Learning Objectives:  
- Attendees will be able to identify risk and protective factors for chronic stress and trauma.  
- Attendees will be able to describe the neurobiology of trauma.  
- Attendees will be able to identify organizational and personal strategies for increasing protective factors against chronic stress and trauma.

Presenter: Dr. Stephanie Conn is a former police officer, as well as the daughter and wife of police officers, and currently works as a Licensed Psychologist in private practice, specializing in police stress, trauma, work-life balance, coping, and resilience. She supports first responder agencies with CISM, peer support, and mental health training. She has 22 years of experience working in the first responder field. She began as a dispatcher/call-taker before becoming an officer with the Fort Worth Police Department and then earning her doctorate in Counseling Psychology. She has presented widely to emergency responders, sharing wisdom gained from her police experience, her research, and her therapy practice. She is the author of Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel.

Questions? Contact:  
Kevin Rau, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. kevin.rau@state.or.us  
Linda Maddy, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. linda.maddy@state.or.us

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** SPACE IS LIMITED - deadline to register: May 15th, 2020. Go to: https://forms.gle/bfbSeiYNLZe8auGi8

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:** Participants will receive a copy of Dr. Conn’s book "Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel" ($40 value). Lunch on your own.
5/28/2020

Class Title: Increasing Resilience in First Responders

Lodging:
Regional Training

5/29/2020

**Class Title:** Increasing Resilience in First Responders

**Target Audience:** Law enforcement, corrections, parole and probation, tele Communicators, fire, campus public safety professionals, mental health practitioners who work with or within the public safety system

**Sponsoring Agency:** Department of Public Safety Standards and Training

**When:** 5/29/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 5/15/20

**Contact:** see 'Overview';

**Hours:** 0900-1600

**Where:** Oregon Trail Electric Company, 4005 23rd Street, Baker City, OR 97814

**Cost:** Free. Lunch on your own.

**Instructors:** Dr. Stephanie M. Conn, Licensed Psychologist/Author

**Overview:** This course will describe how first responders can take proactive and responsive steps to adaptively respond to chronic stress and trauma. A discussion of the risk and protective factors that influence wellbeing is offered to assist first responders to understand their own discussion of the neurobiology of trauma. Resilience research is applied to the unique issue of first responder work, generating practical strategies to promote resilience. This discussion will be fortified with practical exercises that assess current levels of resilience and map a resilience-building plan.

Learning Objectives:
- Attendees will be able to identify risk and protective factors for chronic stress and trauma.
- Attendees will be able to describe the neurobiology of trauma.
- Attendees will be able to identify organizational and personal strategies for increasing protective factors against chronic stress and trauma.

Presenter: Dr. Stephanie Conn is a former police officer, as well as the daughter and wife of police officers, and currently works as a Licensed Psychologist in private practice, specializing in police stress, trauma, work-life balance, coping, and resilience. She supports first responder agencies with CISM, peer support, and mental health training. She has 22 years of experience working in the first responder field. She began as a dispatcher/call-taker before becoming an officer with the Fort Worth Police Department and then earning her doctorate in Counseling Psychology. She has presented widely to emergency responders, sharing wisdom gained from her police experience, her research, and her therapy practice. She is the author of Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel.

Questions? Contact:
Kevin Rau, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. kevin.rau@state.or.us
Linda Maddy, DPSST Behavioral Health Program Coordinator. linda.maddy@state.or.us

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** SPACE IS LIMITED - deadline to register: May 15th, 2020. Go to: https://forms.gle/AA3zAx1fMdhzmJHb6

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:** Parking: Attendees must park in the southern most parking area at the training location as the main parking is reserved for customers. Participants will receive a copy of Dr. Conn’s book "Increasing Resilience in Police and Emergency Personnel" ($40 value). Lunch on your own.
Regional Training

5/29/2020

Class Title:  Increasing Resilience in First Responders

Lodging:
Regional Training

6/1-6/2/2020

Class Title: Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)

Target Audience: Full-time certified police officers

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, ODOT-TSD, Tillamook County Sheriff’s Office, and the Oregon State Police

When: 6/1-6/2/2020

Registration Deadline: 5/22/20

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Tillamook County Sheriff's Office, ATV Building, 5995 Long Prairie Road, Tillamook, OR 97141

Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are at the expense of the participating agency.

Instructors: Course Manager: Sergeant Robert Hayes - Albany Police Department

Overview: The Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) have received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug impaired driver. Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) was developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and created to address the gap between Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program. ARIDE is a 16-hour curriculum that provides officers with general knowledge related to drug impairment and promotes the use of certified Drug Recognition Experts. Additionally, ARIDE is an intermediate level impaired driving course with an SFST proficiency examination. The student should be fully conversant with the HGN procedural "mechanics" of HGN with the three clues of HGN and with the interpretation of those clues for assessing alcohol impairment. A major focus is on the examination of a drug-impaired suspect's eyes and the procedures of those eye examinations derive largely from HGN procedures. The successful completion of this course does not qualify the student as a Drug Recognition Expert (DRE).

Questions: Contact Sgt. Tim Plummer at tplumme@osp.oregon.gov or Audrey Guillory at AGuillo@osp.oregon.gov

Prerequisites: One year of law enforcement experience. The student registering for ARIDE should be familiar with the extent of the drug impaired driving problem and must have completed the basic Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST), Drugs that Impair Driving, and a recent SFST refresher/update.

Registration: Email Audrey Guillory (DRE Program Assistant) of the Oregon State Police at ospdre@osp.oregon.gov. Class size is limited to the first 24 students.
**Registration needs to be submitted to Audrey Guillory no later than May 22, 2020.
**Registration confirmations will be emailed to those who register.

Attire: June 1st - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans) June 2nd - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)

Class Needs: Training materials are provided by the Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program.

Lodging: Ashley Inn of Tillamook: Address: 1722 Makinster Road, Tillamook, OR 97141 Phone: (503) 842-7599
6/1-6/3/2020

**Class Title:** M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course

**Target Audience:** Restricted to military, law enforcement, corrections, security and related agencies. (Or with Instructor approval)

**Sponsoring Agency:** Clackamas Co. Sheriff's Office

**When:** 6/1-6/3/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

- **Contact:** ; (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System); #mailto:training@sar15.com#
- **Hours:** 0800-1700 hrs. each day. 24-hr course over 3 days
- **Where:** Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office, Public Safety Training Center, Bowman Building, 12700 SE 82nd Ave, Cl
- **Cost:** $575.00

**Instructors:** Ken Elmore

**Overview:** This state-of-the-art training was developed to give law enforcement & military personnel a broad based understanding of specific firearms, their real world applications, and the knowledge necessary to keep these weapons operational under all conditions. Firearms covered, M16 / M4 / AR-15 series weapons (5.56mm/.223 REM), Automatic & Semi-Automatic.


Certification: Three year Specialized Armament certification (Industry standard).

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** Maximum class size: - 24 students. To register or for information: Contact training@sar15.com or Office: (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System).

- **Attire:** Casual

**Class Needs:** Pen/Pencil - All weapons and tools will be provided

**Lodging:** Contact Deputy Don Weatherford (503) 794-8066 or donwea@co.clackamas.or.us for lodging information.
6/1-6/5/2020

Class Title: Oregon Chaplains Academy - Basic Training

Target Audience: Chaplains from the state of Oregon have priority in registration


When: 6/1-6/5/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Jerry Gaidos, OCA Director; 971-599-6967; #mailto:jerrygaidos@gmail.com#

Hours:

Where: Department of Public Safety Standards and Training, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317

Cost: see 'Registration'

Instructors:

Overview: To apply for the Academy, you need to meet these requirements:
1. Have an Agency Endorsement
2. Have passed a background check
3. Have an ecclesiastic endorsement
4. Chaplains from the state of Oregon have priority in registration

Prerequisites: see 'Overview'

Registration: Costs: $375.00 per chaplain [ $350.00 if paid by April 1st ] (Can be paid by check or online) Classes, material, lodging & meals will be included.
FFC certificate included with completion. ICPC credential not included (ICPC membership required for credential)

Visit http://oregonchaplainsacademy.com/ to fill out a registration application. Applicants can find the training schedule and curriculum information on the website as well.

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging: Classes, material, lodging & meals will be included.
6/2-6/5/2020

Class Title: Court Security Officer Training
Target Audience: Must be responsible (in some capacity) for Courtroom, Courthouse or Judicial Security. (Sheriff’s Office, Corrections, Special Court Unit)

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Judicial Department, Oregon State Sheriffs’ Association, & DPSST

When: 6/2-6/5/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Deputy Marshal Rob Piontek; #mailto:rob.c.piontek@ojd.state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700 Days 1, 2 & 4 / 1000-1900 Day 3
Where: DPSST
Cost: Free.

Instructors:

Overview: Topics will cover all aspects of Judicial Security and Court Operations including: Mental Health/Crisis Management, Sovereign Citizens, Vulnerability/Security Assessment, Arson & Explosives, Threat Assessment, High Risk/Profile Trials, and Active Shooter Classroom and Con-Sim

Students must attend all four days to receive certificate of completion.

Prerequisites: Must be responsible (in some capacity) for Courtroom, Courthouse or Judicial Security. (Sheriff’s Office, Corrections, Special Court Unit).

Registration: Registration, lodging, meals at DPSST, and travel expense for all Oregon law enforcement officers will be covered or reimbursed by the Oregon Judicial Department. Reimbursement requests must be submitted by the completion of the class.

Students must pre-register for this course.
Register online at: https://oss3a.wildapricot.org/event-3780211
There's a registration code needed, which is listed on the page that opens. It requires scrolling down to see it.
You must receive an e-mail from OSSA confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Attire: see 'ClassNeeds'

ClassNeeds: Uniform or similar. No jeans. Duty gear, body armor, LS Shirt, gloves, (blue and ConSim guns if available) required for days 3 & 4. No firearms.

Lodging:
Regional Training

6/3/2020

Class Title: FN 303® Instructor Armorer Course

Target Audience: Port of Portland Police Department

When: 6/3/2020

Sponsoring Agency: Port of Portland Police Department

Registration Deadline:

Contact: (local) Sgt. T.J. Eriksen, Port of Portland PD; #mailto:Timothy.Eriksen@portofportland.com#

Hours:

Where: Portland International Airport/St Helens Conference Room, 7000 NE Airport Way, Portland, OR 97218

Cost: $250.00 per student

Instructors:

Overview: https://fnamerica.com/class/fn-303-instructor-armorer-course-june-03/

Prerequisites:

Registration: https://fnamerica.com/class/fn-303-instructor-armorer-course-june-03/

Please send all inquiries to: training@fnamerica.com

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Regional Training

6/4-6/5/2020

Class Title: Advanced M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course

Target Audience: Restricted to military, law enforcement, corrections, security and related agencies. (Or with Instructor approval)

Sponsoring Agency: Clackamas Co. Sheriff's Office

When: 6/4-6/5/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ; (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System); #mailto:training@sar15.com#

Hours: 0800-1700 hrs. each day. 16-hr course over 2 days

Where: Clackamas County Sheriff's Office, Public Safety Training Center, Bowman Building, 12700 SE 82nd Ave, Cl

Cost: $575.00

Instructors: Ken Elmore

Overview: This 16 hour block of instruction takes the individual armorer to a new level of weapons training by creating an in-depth synthesis of diverse material-rarely presented to Law Enforcement and Military personnel.

Specialized Armament has integrated over 30 yrs of first-hand knowledge, engineering, and experience with a new advanced armorer manual, specialty tools, precision gages, proto-type fixtures, custom training aids, and state-of-the-art weapons to form a 2 day advanced class that no one will soon forget. This course builds directly on the skills developed in the basic/intermediate level Armorer Course (prerequisite), emphasizing problem solving skills and critical thinking with multi-variable problems. Combat weapons in the real world.

Firearms Covered: M16: M4: AR-15® series weapons (5.56mm/223 REM), Semi-Automatic - All types, Select-Fire - Automatic, Burst, 4-Way, Geissele 2-stage (SOCOM), Special Operations & Suppressed Weapons (Including the Colt LE6940 and related variants).


Certification: Three year Specialized Armament certification (Industry standard).

Prerequisites: Specialized Armament - M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course. This advance course can only be taken with previously mentioned course, this is NOT a stand-alone course. The Advanced Armorer Course CANNOT be taken by itself. There is NO Advanced only course.

Registration: Maximum class size: - 15 students. To register or for information: Contact training@sar15.com or Office: (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System).

Attire: Casual

Class Needs: Pen/Pencil - All weapons and tools will be provided

Lodging: Contact Deputy Don Weatherford (503) 794-8066 or donwea@co.clackamas.or.us for lodging information.
Regional Training

Class Title: M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course
Target Audience: Restricted to military, law enforcement, corrections, security and related agencies. (Or with Instructor approval)
Sponsoring Agency: Clackamas Co. Sheriff's Office
When: 6/8-6/10/2020
Registration Deadline:
Contact: ; (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System); #mailto:training@sar15.com#
Hours: 0800-1700 hrs. each day. 24-hr course over 3 days
Where: Clackamas County Sheriff’s Office, Public Safety Training Center, Bowman Building, 12700 SE 82nd Ave, Cl
Cost: $575.00
Instructors: Ken Elmore
Overview: This state-of-the-art training was developed to give law enforcement & military personnel a broad based understanding of specific firearms, their real world applications, and the knowledge necessary to keep these weapons operational under all conditions. Firearms covered, M16 / M4 / AR-15 series weapons (5.56mm/.223 REM), Automatic & Semi-Automatic.


Certification: Three year Specialized Armament certification (Industry standard).

This will be the basic class only with no Advanced M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course scheduled after
Prerequisites:
Registration: Maximum class size: - 24 students. To register or for information: Contact training@sar15.com or Office: (480) 940-7397 (Messaging System).

This will be the basic class only with no Advanced M16 / M4 / AR-15 Armorer Course scheduled after
Attire: Casual
Class Needs: Pen/Pencil - All weapons and tools will be provided
Lodging: Contact Deputy Don Weatherford (503) 794-8066 or donwea@co.clackamas.or.us for lodging information.

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST
Regional Training

6/10-6/12/2020

Class Title: NAFTO National Conference
Target Audience: Field Trainers working in patrol, detention, communications, and emergency medicine
Sponsoring Agency: National Association of Field Training Officers

When: 6/10-6/12/2020
Registration Deadline: 5/15/20

Contact: Bryan Klingele; (253) 455-0021; #mailto:bryank@cityoffederalway.com#
Hours:
Where: Northern Quest Resort & Casino, 100 North Hayford Road, Airway Heights, WA 99001
Cost: see 'Registration'
Instructors: see 'Overview'

Overview: NAFTO is proud to offer some outstanding training at our 2020 3-Day National Conference in Spokane, Washington. This year’s training is specifically designed for Field Trainers working in Patrol, Detention, Communications, and Emergency Medicine. NAFTO is working to prepare your Field Training Unit for the challenges of 21st Century Policing by providing comprehensive and client-oriented curriculum. This year, NAFTO presents course topics including De-escalation, 21st Century Policing, Communication, Remedial Training, Standardization, Interpersonal Skills, Emotional Intelligence, Instructor Development, Reducing Liability, and Program Defensibility.

Keynote presentation by John Bostain of Command Presence
"Why Do We Know What We Think We Know?" - John Bostain
John Bostain is the President of Command Presence, LLC. John has committed the last 23 years to law enforcement, 20 of which have been as a law enforcement trainer. He has presented nationally and internationally on contemporary law enforcement topics such as dynamics of officer/citizen encounters, use of force, human performance factors, and instructor development. In 2012, he became the recipient of the prestigious Trainer of the Year Award as selected by Law Officer Magazine. He’s certified as a Force Analyst by the Force Science Institute (FSI) and holds a B.S.Ed in Adult Education from Valdosta State University.

General Session Course by Deputy Chief Kyle Sumpter of Federal Way Police Department
"Deadly Force Principles" - Deputy Chief Kyle Sumpter
Deputy Chief Kyle Sumpter was a patrol officer, major crimes detective, firearms instructor, and responsible for his department’s firearms and deadly force training. He was a SWAT officer and commanded the largest team in the state. He organized and commanded a regional team of detectives responsible for investigating officer-involved shootings. He gives training around the state and serves as an expert witness in police litigation.


Cost savings considerations at this year’s conference:
•Complimentary shuttle from the Conference Center to and from Spokane Airport, downtown
6/10-6/12/2020

Class Title: NAFTO National Conference

Spokane, and the surrounding area; no rental car required.
• Minutes from international airport with many direct flight options.
• Waived resort fee and free parking for local attendees.
• 5 meals provided for reduced Per Diem.
• No sales tax at Conference Center.
• Self-contained venue with numerous dining and entertainment options on property.
• 14 class options over 3 days of training.

Don’t forget, there’s still time to submit applications for Master Field Training Officer and nominations for Field Training Officer of the Year. All applications and nominations must be received by March 15th, For additional information on awards go to https://tinyurl.com/FTOoftheYear and to https://tinyurl.com/MasterFTO. Master Field Training Officer certification costs your agency nothing and is a great way to recognize the hard work and dedication of your department’s Field Training Officers

Connect with us: www.facebook.com/NAFTO www.NAFTO.org

Prerequisites:

Registration: Please go to https://nafto.org/national-conference/ Questions can be e-mailed to director@nafto.org

Registration is $349.00 per non-NAFTO member attendees and $324.00 for current NAFTO members. This fee includes a 1-year NAFTO membership, 2 breakfasts, 2 catered lunches, and a banquet dinner (Thursday 06/11/2020).

Due to restriction from the venue, REGISTRATIONS MUST BE RECEIVED by May 15th, 2020. Seating limited to the first 200 applicants.

Early Conference Check-In Begins Tuesday, June 9th, at 1800 Hours in the Hotel Lobby

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging: LODGING IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ATTENDEES. Northern Quest is offering an amazing discounted room rate of $131.00/night for Conference Attendees. Provide the event code #23222 and ask for the conference room rate or book online using this link: https://tinyurl.com/NAFTO2020 Luxury RV Spaces and Cottage Rentals also available at conference site, if interested.
6/11-6/12/2020

Class Title: The Ultimate Training Officer

Target Audience:

Sponsoring Agency: Washington County Sheriff’s Office

When: 6/11-6/12/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ;

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Washington County Sheriff’s Office Public Safety Training Center, 600 SW Walnut Street, Hillsboro, OR 97

Cost: $289 single registration; groups of 3+ $259 per person (use discount code AAA30)

Instructors:

Overview: The Ultimate Training Officer is a two-day officer safety training program which identifies the essential skills and characteristics necessary for improving the performance of new police officers. The course is guaranteed to enhance the instructional quality and capability of your training officers - regardless of which model your department is using. Training officers will leave possessing the tools needed to train essential skills that are frequently not taught in a basic FTO curriculum.

Course Objectives:
- Officer Safety Principles
- Providing Effective Feedback: Tips and Techniques
- Criminal Interdiction Tactics
- Modelling the Professional Image
- Current Legal Trends
- The Characteristics of Armed Individuals
- Understanding the Characteristics of a Successful Training Officer
- The Science of Human Performance
- Vehicle Stop Tactics
- Generational Training: Gen Y and Millennials
- De-Escalation Techniques

Prerequisites:

Registration: Kelsey Arnold at (630)730-2724 or kelsey@caliberpress.com or register online @ caliberpress.com

Attire: Business casual or uniforms

Class Needs: Note-taking materials

Lodging:
6/12/2020

**Class Title:** Firearms 411: What Evidence Techs Need To Know So Guns Can Go!

**Target Audience:** Property and Evidence Technicians

**Sponsoring Agency:** OPOA, Lincoln City Police Department

**When:** 6/12/2020

**Registration Deadline:**

**Contact:** Alicia Davis; 970-412-4544; #mailto:training4@opoa.info#

**Hours:** 0800-1200 (0730 check-in)

**Where:** John Satter Community Room, West Linn Police Department 1800 8th Ave, West Linn, OR 97068

**Cost:** $50 OPOA mbr or $60 non-OPOA mbr (membership included if qualified)

**Instructors:** see 'Overview'

**Overview:** ✓ Handling & Safety ✓ Practical identification & hands-on opportunity with multiple types of firearms ✓ Etrace: how, when, and why ✓ Working with ATF and the role of Evidence Techs in Federal cases ✓ Determining ownership ✓ Third party release and FFL laws ✓ Background checks - what to look for and how to identify when more research is needed ✓ Examples of Federal disqualifiers ✓ Q & A with the experts!

**Instructors:**
Special Agent Caleb Enk Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms
Senior Trooper Tracy Clark Firearms Investigation Unit Oregon State Police
P/E Supervisor Darci VandenHoek Salem Police Dept

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** Register on-line at http://www.opoa.info

**Attire:** Business casual

**Class Needs:** Items for taking notes

**Lodging:**
Regional Training

6/15/2020

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP) for Supervisors
Target Audience: police, parole and probation, corrections, telecommunications, fire (full-time certified employees)
Sponsoring Agency: Umatilla Co. Sheriff’s Office and DPSST

When: 6/15/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Tim Ragan; #mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us#
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: Umatilla County Sheriff’s Office, 4700 NW Pioneer Place, Pendleton, OR 97801
Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.

Instructors: Tim Ragan/DPSST Staff

Overview:

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per agency to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: https://forms.gle/ea9NgbmRNhGgkc28A
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

*******PLEASE NOTE*******The curriculum for this class was developed for full-time police, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatch and fire personnel.

Priority in selection will be given to those individuals who work as a full-time police, corrections or P&P officer, a telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatcher or a firefighter first.

Those individuals who are employed full-time within those disciplines, but whose duties fall outside of those job titles will still be able to submit their application for consideration. The application will be placed on a waiting list pending space availability. If space becomes available the applicant will be notified.

It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual


Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided.
6/15-6/19/2020

Class Title: Sig Sauer: Semi-Automatic Pistol Instructor

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers who are currently assigned, or about to be assigned, duties as law enforcement firearm instructors

Sponsoring Agency: Ashland Police Department, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland, OR 97520 (Deputy Chief Art LeCours (541) 552-2137 / art.lecours@ashland.or.us)

When: 6/15-6/19/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Sig Sauer Academy Training Coordinator; (603) 610-3411;

Hours: 0830-1700

Where: Ashland PD, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland OR, 97520 & Ashland Gun and Archery Club, 5555 Emigrant

Cost: $1450.00

Instructors:

Overview: Course Description

In this course, student instructors learn effective teaching methods in the practical application and use of a pistol.

Specific subjects covered include teaching marksmanship fundamentals, correcting the problem shooter, coaching and techniques, practical application drills, and developing courses of fire. Practical exercises are combined with survival learning theory and stimulus/response training principles. This training foundation will allow further development of an in-service, job-specific agency curriculum. Students who successfully complete the course will receive an instructor certification valid for three (3) years in the use and instruction of pistols. Students previously certified as SIG Sauer Pistol Instructor will be re-certified as an instructor and valid for a three (3) year period.

Prerequisites: This training course is designed for the current or prospective agency firearms instructor. You must have documentation of successful completion of an entry level pistol skills program from a law enforcement agency or training facility. Students failing to meet and maintain our safety requirements and/or who cannot meet and immediately demonstrate the minimum handgun skills required for the specific class may be removed from training. Please ensure you have read through the class description and fully understand our prerequisites before registering.

Registration: Course: PIS-SPI-20200615-1F
Register on-line at www.sigsaueracademy.com, or contact the SIG SAUER Academy Training Coordinator via phone at 603-610-3411.

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging: Ashland Hills Hotel, 2525 Ashland St, Ashland OR 97520-(541) 482-8310
6/16-6/18/2020

Class Title: FC201 FRIS Financial Crime: Financial Records Investigative Skills

Target Audience:

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Department of Justice - Criminal Justice Division

When: 6/16-6/18/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: 877.628.7674;

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: 2250 McGilchrist ST SE, Salem, OR 97302

Cost: Free

Instructors:

Overview: This course builds on the concepts introduced in FC101 (FIPS) and FC105 (FREA), introducing investigators and prosecutors to emerging issues in financial crime. Topics include money laundering, analyzing large financial data sets, conducting effective interviews, and managing large amounts of financial evidence. This course consists of a mix of lecture, discussion, and hands-on exercises. Students conduct a mock investigation that includes interviews, data analysis, and the construction of an electronic case file.


Prerequisites:

Registration: Register at www.nw3c.org

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Regional Training

Class Title: Field Training and Evaluation Program (FTEP)

Target Audience: police, parole and probation, corrections, telecommunications, fire (full-time certified employees)

Sponsoring Agency: Umatilla Co. Sheriff’s Office and DPSST

When: 6/16-6/18/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Tim Ragan; #mailto:tragan@dpsst.state.or.us#

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Umatilla County Sheriff’s Office, 4700 NW Pioneer Place, Pendleton, OR 97801

Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are not provided.

Instructors: Tim Ragan/DPSST Staff

Overview:

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Class size is limited. Students must pre-register for this course. Agencies will be limited to two students per agency to start. Additional applications will be placed on a waiting list. You must receive an e-mail from DPSST confirming you have been registered for this training in order to attend.

Register online at: https://forms.gle/GHZtQJMEwEqp7jr88
Registration questions contact Jennifer, DPSST, jennifer.otterlee@state.or.us

*******PLEASE NOTE*******The curriculum for this class was developed for full-time police, corrections, parole and probation, telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatch and fire personnel.

Priority in selection will be given to those individuals who work as a full-time police, corrections or P&P officer, a telecommunicator/emergency medical dispatcher or a firefighter first.

Those individuals who are employed full-time within those disciplines, but whose duties fall outside of those job titles will still be able to submit their application for consideration. The application will be placed on a waiting list pending space availability. If space becomes available the applicant will be notified.

It is possible that this course has a testing component. DPSST is committed to serving test takers with disabilities and health-related needs by providing services and reasonable accommodations that are appropriate given the purpose of the test. Any exam candidate with a documented disability may be eligible for nonstandard testing accommodations. If you believe you may need any adjustments, modifications, or accommodations, you should contact Regional Supervisor Jim de Sully, Jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us by one week prior to class date to request suitable arrangements.

Attire: Business casual


Lodging: Meals and lodging are not provided.
6/22/2020

Class Title: Sig Sauer-P320 Armorer Course

Target Audience: Law enforcement officers who are currently assigned, or about to be assigned, duties as law enforcement firearm instructors

Sponsoring Agency: Ashland Police Department, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland, OR 97520 (Deputy Chief Art LeCours (541) 552-2137 / art.lecours@ashland.or.us)

When: 6/22/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Sig Sauer Academy Training Coordinator; (603) 610-3411;

Hours: 0830-1700

Where: Ashland PD, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland OR, 97520 & Ashland Gun and Archery Club, 5555 Emigrant

Cost: $260.00

Instructors:

Overview: Course Goal:

The program content focuses on the mechanical functioning, disassembly/reassembly, maintenance, troubleshooting, and field repair of the SIG SAUER P320 pistol.

Following successful program completion, certification / re-certification to perform these procedures is valid for a period of three (3) years.

Overview:
- Introduction to SIG SAUER SIG P320 pistol
- Examination of the P320 safety systems
- Disassembly and assembly procedures: slides, frames, magazines
- A thorough examination of all pistol operations
- Inspection procedures
- Troubleshooting
- Operational function checks
- Sights: installation, adjustment
- Alternative maintenance methods

Prerequisites:

Registration: Course: AC-320AC-20200622-1F
Register on-line at www.sigsaueracademy.com, or contact the SIG SAUER Academy Training Coordinator via phone at 603-610-3411.

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging: Ashland Hills Hotel, 2525 Ashland St, Ashland OR 97520-(541) 482-8310
### 6/22-6/26/2020

**Class Title:** Street Sergeant: Evidence-Based First-Line Supervision Training  
**Target Audience:** Sworn first line supervisors  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Grants Pass Department of Public Safety  
**When:** 6/22-6/26/2020  
**Registration Deadline:** 6/1/20

- **Contact:** Sgt. Mike Miner, Grants Pass DPS; 541-450-6260; mminer@grantspassoregon.gov
- **Hours:** 0800-1700  
- **Where:** Grants Pass Dept. of Public Safety Police Station, 726 NE 7th Street, Grants Pass, OR 97526  
- **Cost:** $995.00  
- **Instructors:** Harry Dolan, Matt Dolan, Brian Nanavaty  

**Overview:** No public safety organization can function without well trained first-line leaders. The first-line supervisor is the most influential position within the organization. Their role, therefore, demands strong leadership, self-confidence, competence, management skills, and an understanding of how to influence their subordinates, the organization, and the community.

This training utilizes existing research findings on effective field leadership and management within law enforcement agencies to provide tools for success for first line supervisors. Attendees will be introduced to the fundamentals of first line leadership, personnel management, coaching techniques to improve officer performance and confront officer misconduct—all with an emphasis on what successful leaders do to improve morale and organizational effectiveness.

- Evidence-based police field leadership  
- Performance coaching  
- Creating a motivated workplace and improving morale  
- Confronting undesirable field performance  
- Making discipline stick for the benefit of the team member and community  
- Legally confronting toxic employees  
- Ethical police leadership  
- Supervisor liability

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** Deadline to register: June 1, 2020. Contact Dolan Consulting [https://www.dolanconsultinggroup.com/](https://www.dolanconsultinggroup.com/)

- **Attire:** Business casual  
- **Class Needs:** Note taking material  
- **Lodging:** Holiday Inn Express, 105 NE Agness Ave, Grants Pass, OR 97526 541-471-6411, Hampton Inn & Suites, 110 NE Morgan Ln, Grants Pass, OR 97526 541-474-5690
Class Title: Sig Sauer: Pistol Mounted Optic Instructor Course
Target Audience: Law enforcement officers who are currently assigned, or about to be assigned, duties as law enforcement firearm instructors
Sponsoring Agency: Ashland Police Department, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland, OR 97520 (Deputy Chief Art LeCours (541) 552-2137 / art.lecours@ashland.or.us)
When: 6/23-6/24/2020
Registration Deadline:
Contact: Sig Sauer Academy Training Coordinator; (603) 610-3411;
Hours: 0830-1700
Where: Ashland PD, 1155 East Main Street, Ashland OR, 97520 & Ashland Gun and Archery Club, 5555 Emigrant
Cost: $650.00
Instructors:
Overview: Course Description:

The Pistol Mounted Optic is not a new concept, though in the last decade technology has enhanced the reliability and durability of the Handgun mounted optic for duty and self-defense use. Teaching new students on the Pistol Mounted Optic presents unique problems for students learning to acquire the red dot with the dominant and non-dominant hand and while firing multiple shots. Objective based training techniques will be utilized to get maximum performance from the students while using a PMO.

Topics covered:
- Review the types of red dots and mounting options
- Training considerations
- Policy considerations
- How to properly sight in (zero)
- Equipment inspection and maintenance
- Advantages and limitations of a pistol mounted sight
- Application of marksmanship fundamentals review
- Holdover/offset
- Down Optic Drills
- Alternative Positions
- Using a Pistol mounted sight around barriers
- Single Hand Shooting
- Multiple shot considerations
- Shooting on the move
- Multiple target engagement techniques
- Establishing performance based training the PMO

Prerequisites: This training course is designed for the current or prospective agency firearms instructor. You must have documentation of successful completion of an entry level pistol skills program from a law enforcement agency or training facility.

Students failing to meet and maintain our safety requirements and/or who cannot meet and immediately demonstrate the minimum handgun skills required for the specific class may be removed from training. Please ensure you have read through the class description and fully understand our
6/23-6/24/2020

Class Title: Sig Sauer: Pistol Mounted Optic Instructor Course
prerequisites before registering.

Registration: Course: PIS-PMOI-20200623-1F
Register on-line at www.sigsaueracademy.com, or contact the SIG SAUER Academy Training Coordinator via phone at 603-610-3411.

Attire:

Class Needs: Handgun with mounted optic (Sig 320 RX/ 9mm available for student use), 3 magazines minimum, Holster: Duty or OWB, Mag pouch, Minimum 1000 rounds per student, Ear and eye protection, Sunblock, Hydration, Sight adjustment tools, Spare batteries for optic, Knee pads OPTIONAL, Estimated Round count: 1000 Pistol Rounds

Lodging: Ashland Hills Hotel, 2525 Ashland St, Ashland OR 97520-(541) 482-8310

6/26/2020

Class Title: Smith & Wesson M&P M2.0 Pistol Armorers Class

Target Audience: The requirements for attending a Smith & Wesson Law Enforcement Academy class is that you are an Active Law Enforcement Officer (LEO), Military, or Armed Security Service Professional. You are acquiring these skills and certification to work on your department/unit/company firearms.

Sponsoring Agency: Hubbard Police Department

When: 6/26/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ; ;

Hours: 0900-1700

Where: 12310 SE Highway 212, Clackamas, Oregon 97015

Cost: $175.00 (agency PO#/credit card)

Instructors:

Overview: This course is designed to certify students to be factory trained armorers for the Smith & Wesson M&P 2.0 Pistol. Focus will be on nomenclature, field stripping and maintenance, safeties and safety checks, detailed disassembly, troubleshooting and minor repairs. Performing lessons repeatedly will insure good hands-on instruction for a better understanding of this firearm. Upon successful completion of the course, students will be certified for 3 years. The instructor is S & W LEO Westcoast Manager, Chris Corino.

Prerequisites:

Registration: John Myers at: john@extremeproductspdx.com

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
6/29/2020

Class Title: Transformational Trainer - Transforming Good Instructors into Great Ones

Target Audience: law enforcement

Sponsoring Agency: DPSST

When: 6/29/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Jim de Sully, DPSST; 503.934.0866; jdesully@dpsst.state.or.us

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: DPSST, 4190 Aumsville Hwy SE, Salem, OR 97317

Cost: Free. Lunch provided.

Instructors: Command Presence

Overview: Command Presence: The Transformational Trainer - Transforming Good Instructors into Great Ones

Regardless of subject matter expertise, the role of the trainer is to enhance the performance of their officers. The Transformational Trainer is an instructor enhancement program designed to help you focus on the "how to train" not just the "what to train". This program is designed to challenge instructors to think differently about law enforcement training in an effort to improve officer performance in the field. Through guided discussions, case studies, video analysis, self-assessments and small group exercises, participants will explore:

- Characteristics of the Transformational Trainer
- The Science of Learning: Making it "Stick"
- Generational Differences and Communication Styles
- Human Performance and Decision Making
- A New Look at Student Feedback
- Eliminating Death by PowerPoint

Prerequisites:

Registration: Register online at: https://forms.gle/X7b4nCnF8jZQrJx1A

Attire: Business casual (no jeans)

Class Needs: Note taking material

Lodging: Dorm room lodging at the Academy is not available during this training event.
**Class Title:** Excited Delirium & Agitated Chaotic Events Instructor 6.0

**Target Audience:** Washington County Sheriff’s Office, Public Safety Training Center, 600 SW Walnut Street, Hillsboro, Oregon 97123

**When:** 6/29-6/30/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 6/15/20

**Contact:** Onsite Information: Joyce Phillips; 503-846-2714; Joyce_phillips@co.washington.or.us

**Hours:** 0800-1600 (one hour for lunch)

**Where:** Washington County Sheriff’s Office, Public Safety Training Center, 600 SW Walnut Street, Hillsboro, Oregon

**Cost:** see 'Registration'

**Instructors:** John G. Peters Jr., Ph.D.; A. Davide Berman; and/or IPICD Specialist

**Overview:** Excited Delirium & Agitated Chaotic Events Instructor 6.0 - Recognition, Responding, Managing, and Investigating Arrest-Related and Sudden, In-Custody Deaths

Presented by: Institute for the Prevention of In-Custody Deaths, Inc., 209 South Stephanie Street, Suite B-249, Henderson, Nevada, USA 89012; 866-944-4723 or Staff@ipicd.com

Program Content: This IPICD Instructor program is based on scientific, medical, experimental, and legal research, and is the most current multidisciplinary program available on this subject.

**Topics:**
- History of sudden death
- Who is at risk for sudden death?
- Pre-disposing factors
- History of excited delirium
- Categories of excited delirium
- Excited delirium syndrome
- Agitated Chaotic Events (ACE) and sudden death (categories, behaviors & responses)
- Causation (scientific, legal, medical, general & specific)
- Behavioral Cues (psychological, communication & physiological)
- Excited Delirium Intervention "Best Practices"
- Electronic control devices (ECD) associated deaths
- Positional asphyxia (science v. no-science)
- Neck restraints and arrest-related/sudden deaths (AR-SD)
- Restraint methods and AR-SD
- Pepper spray and AR-SD
- Illicit drugs and AR-SD (e.g., cocaine, methamphetamine, Ecstasy, etc.)
- Prescription drugs and AR-SD (e.g., Zoloft, Adderall, XR, Ritalin, etc.)
- Organic "drugs" and AR-SD (e.g., Salvia, etc.)
- Synthetic drugs and AR-SD (e.g., bath salts, etc.)
- Over-the-Counter drugs and AR-SD (e.g., Aspirin, etc.)
- Poly-drug combinations and AR-SD
- Causation (scientific, legal, medical)
- Liability issues
6/29-6/30/2020

Class Title: Excited Delirium & Agitated Chaotic Events Instructor 6.0
- Contemporary theories of sudden death (including electronic control devices, hog tying, neck restraints, restraint methods, OC, etc.)
- ADA Issues
- Transport Issues
- Investigation excited delirium and sudden, in-custody deaths: A blueprint
- Psychological autopsy
- Report writing for excited delirium and sudden, in-custody deaths
- Teaching a user-level program

Prerequisites:

Registration: Registration deadline: June 15, 2020. Register online: www.ipicd.com

Cost: $435 first person, $395 each additional. Tuition Includes: Instructor workbook, sample excited delirium policy, Roll Call Mini-Poster, certificate, and online access to User-Level program PowerPoint and videos! Pre-payment required. Credit cards, checks and purchase orders accepted. Participants are responsible for their transportation, lodging and food costs. Make checks or purchase orders payable to: IPICD, INC. EIN 20-2621427

Attire:

Class Needs: Note taking materials. Participants are responsible for their transportation, lodging and food costs.

Lodging: Participants are responsible for their transportation, lodging and food costs.
6/29-7/1/2020

Class Title: Defensive Tactics and Combatives Training for the Female Officer
Target Audience: Certified law enforcement
Sponsoring Agency: City of Bend Police Department

When: 6/29-7/1/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: ;
Hours: 0800-1700
Where: City of Bend Police Department, 555 NE 15th St, Bend, OR 97701
Cost: $429

Instructors:

Overview: The purpose of this hands on 3-day class is to improve the female officer's control tactics in order to improve her performance in a physical confrontation. Participants will review case studies, explore body platform positioning and movement, whole-body explosive and striking techniques, weapon management from the ground up, multiple officer engagement and tactics, ground trapping, and escapes.

Prerequisites: Certified law enforcement

Registration: www.loukatactical.com ** Space is limited to 24 participants

Attire: see 'ClassNeeds'

ClassNeeds: Attendees are required to wear functional clothing, gun belts based on assignment, elbow, knee pads and mouth guards are recommended. A water source and simple carbohydrate is also highly recommended.

Lodging: Several options in the Bend area
### 7/6-7/10/2020

**Class Title:** 2020 FBI Teen Academy  
**Target Audience:**  
**Sponsoring Agency:** FBI  
**When:** 7/6-7/10/2020  

**Registration Deadline:**

- **Contact:** Antonia Kreamier, FBI-Portland Division; 503-460-8256;  
- **Hours:**  
- **Where:** Department of Public Safety Standard Training (DPSST), in Salem, Oregon  
- **Cost:**  

**Instructors:**  

**Overview:** Key Points to Reference:

- Applications are due on or before May 15, 2020  
- Selection of participants will be announced on June 1, 2020  
- The academy is for current sophomores and juniors in high school  
- There is no cost to attend the academy  

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** The application and additional information are available on the FBI.gov/Portland website under the "Community Outreach" tab.

**Attire:**

**Class Needs:**

**Lodging:**
**Class Title:** NTOA Ballistic Shield  
**Target Audience:** Sworn full-time law enforcement personnel  
**Sponsoring Agency:** Jackson County Sheriff’s Office  

**When:** 7/7-7/8/2020  
**Registration Deadline:** 6/5/20  

**Contact:** Dep. Ken Cosgrove; 541-770-8927; cosgrokr@jacksoncounty.org  
**Hours:** Start Time: 0800  
**Where:** Jackson County S.O. - 5179 Crater Lake Hwy, Central Point, OR 97502  
**Cost:** NTOA Individual Mbrs: $403 Non-Mbr (Includes 1-yr Individual Membership): $458  
**Instructors:** National Tactical Officers Association  

**Overview:** This course is designed to teach the student various methods of ballistic shield use during room clearing. This includes the use of one and two officer shield teams as well as arrest techniques and the use and construction of a tactical mirror. The student will also understand one and two hand shooting with the shield.

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** REGISTRATION DEADLINE: 6/5/20 course# 20200720  
Register online: https://training.ntoa.org/CourseRegistration/default.asp?num=20200720  
Completed registrations may be emailed to training@ntoa.org Checks made payable to NTOA may be mailed to: 7150 Campus Dr. Suite 215, Colorado Springs, Co 80920  
Nearest Airport: Medford International Airport. Suggested Car Rental Agency: Use the following ID# XZ17D23 to get the discounted rate. You can log onto www.enterprise.com and use the pin code of NAT or call 1-800-RENT-A-CAR  
Cancellation Policy: Student will receive full refund of any paid fee if cancelled in writing 30+ days prior to course start. NTOA will charge $100 cancellation fee if written notice is received less than 30 days prior to course start. No written notice, no refund. Qualified substitutions are always acceptable. NTOA reserves the right to cancel a course 30 days prior to the start date. We will notify you immediately if this occurs.

**Attire:** see 'ClassNeeds'  

**ClassNeeds:** Law Enforcement ID, Ballistic shield, Tactical uniform, Handgun (for movement). Shoulder weapon (for movement), 9mm Simunition training weapon, 9mm Simunition marking rounds (SO), Hand cuffs.

**Lodging:** Rogue Regency Inn & Suites - 2300 Biddle Rd, Medford, OR 97504 (541) 770-1234
7/9-7/10/2020

Class Title: Manual and Shotgun Breaching

Target Audience: Sworn full-time law enforcement personnel

Sponsoring Agency: Jackson County Sheriff’s Office

When: 7/9-7/10/2020

Registration Deadline: 6/9/20

Contact: Dep. Ken Cosgrove; 541-770-8927; #mailto:cosgrokr@jacksoncounty.org#

Hours: Start Time: 0800

Where: Jackson County S.O. - 5179 Crater Lake Hwy, Central Point, OR 97502

Cost: NTOA Individual Mbrs: $403 Non-Mbrs (Includes 1-yr Individual Membership): $458

Instructors: National Tactical Officers Association

Overview: This two day course will cover the basic concepts associated with forcible entry into a structure, as well as practical and legal considerations. Instruction will include the proper selection and use of breaching tools, including the shotgun.

Prerequisites: Sworn full-time law enforcement personnel

Registration: REGISTRATION DEADLINE: 6/9/20 course# 20200710

Register online: https://training.ntoa.org/CourseRegistration/default.asp?num=20200710

Completed registrations may be emailed to training@ntoa.org Checks made payable to NTOA may be mailed to: 7150 Campus Dr. Suite 215, Colorado Springs, Co 80920

Cancellation Policy: Student will receive full refund of any paid fee if cancelled in writing 30+ days prior to course start. NTOA will charge $100 cancellation fee if written notice is received less than 30 days prior to course start. No written notice, no refund. Qualified substitutions are always acceptable. NTOA reserves the right to cancel a course 30 days prior to the start date. We will notify you immediately if this occurs.

Nearest Airport: Medford International Airport. Suggested Car Rental Agency: Use the following ID# XZ17D23 to get the discounted rate. You can log onto www.enterprise.com and use the pin code of NAT or call 1-800-RENT-A-CAR

Attire: see 'ClassNeeds'

ClassNeeds: Law Enforcement ID, BDU style uniform with long sleeves, Boots, Gloves, Eye protection, Hearing protection, Helmet, Body armor, Handgun, Knife (folding or fixed), Manual breaching tools used by your team (Ram or sledge, Haligan tool, bolt cutters), Shotgun with breaching standoff, Frangible breaching rounds (40 per student, any brand acceptable)

Lodging: Rogue Regency Inn & Suites - 2300 Biddle Rd, Medford, OR 97504 (541) 770-1234
7/10/2020

Class Title: Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (10-hours) By Dr. Mike Shertz MD/18D

Target Audience: 

Sponsoring Agency: West Linn PD

When: 7/10/2020

Registration Deadline:  

Contact: Luke Kieffer, Knight Defense; (503) 702-4194; #mailto:knightdefense@gmail.com#

Hours: 

Where: West Linn PD

Cost: $249.00 (includes tourniquet and pressure dressing)

Instructors: 

Overview: This 10-hour course covers the first few minutes of tactical casualty evaluation. Largely focused on the Care Under Fire / Direct Threat phases of care. This phase emphasizes efficient hemorrhage control, largely with tourniquets and patient movement.

Most penetrating injuries are not immediately life threatening. However, there are some injuries where death before the arrival of EMS is almost assured if not managed correctly and rapidly. If such injuries occur to you or another during an ongoing fight, recognition and concise management of the injuries is critical. From a law enforcement standpoint, this phase of care will necessarily be performed long before EMS could be on scene. If you carry a firearm this is the minimum level of tactical medical training you should have.

This course is designed to give you the knowledge and skill necessary to identify and manage those immediately life-threatening injuries, whether they occur to you or another individual, while you are still engaged in an ongoing tactical problem.

This class is completely consistent with current Tactical Combat Casualty Care guidelines as well as the guidelines for Tactical Emergency Casualty Care.

Tactical Casualty Care Subjects Covered:
- The true nature and myths of civilian gunshot wounds and realities of their medical management
- How to rapidly determine the relative seriousness of an injury and how that will affect your tactical treatment plan
- The concept of “care under fire” and how it differs from a non-tactical medical situation
- The safe and efficient use of improvised and Commercially available tourniquets
- Techniques for moving casualties to a safer environment
- Basic airway and ventilation assessment and management within a tactical setting
- Assessment and management of bleeding and shock
- Assessment and management of penetrating, blunt, as well as blast injuries.

No prior medical knowledge required.

Recommended training for active threat response.

Prerequisites:
Regional Training

7/10/2020

Class Title: Tactical Emergency Casualty Care (10-hours) By Dr. Mike Shertz MD/18D

Attire:

Class Needs:

Lodging:
Regional Training

Courses listed are not necessarily endorsed or approved through DPSST

7/10-7/11/2020

Class Title: Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)

Target Audience: Full-time certified police officers

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program, ODOT-TSD, Clatsop County Sheriff’s Office, and the Oregon State Police

When: 7/10-7/11/2020

Registration Deadline: 7/1/20

Contact: see 'Overview';

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: The Best Western Plus: 414 N Prom, Seaside, OR 97138

Cost: Free. Meals and lodging are at the expense of the participating agency.

Instructors: Course Manager: Sergeant Robert Hayes - Albany Police Department

Overview: The Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program (DECP) have received national acclaim for its success in identifying the drug impaired driver. Advanced Roadside Impairment Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) was developed by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and created to address the gap between Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST) and the Drug Evaluation and Classification (DEC) Program. ARIDE is a 16-hour curriculum that provides officers with general knowledge related to drug impairment and promotes the use of certified Drug Recognition Experts. Additionally, ARIDE is an intermediate level impaired driving course with an SFST proficiency examination. The student should be fully conversant with the HGN procedural "mechanics" of HGN with the three clues of HGN and with the interpretation of those clues for assessing alcohol impairment. A major focus is on the examination of a drug-impaired suspect's eyes and the procedures of those eye examinations derive largely from HGN procedures. The successful completion of this course does not qualify the student as a Drug Recognition Expert (DRE).

Questions: Contact Sgt. Tim Plummer at tplumme@osp.oregon.gov or Audrey Guillory at AGuillo@osp.oregon.gov

Prerequisites: One year of law enforcement experience. The student registering for ARIDE should be familiar with the extent of the drug impaired driving problem and must have completed the basic Standardized Field Sobriety Testing (SFST), Drugs that Impair Driving, and a recent SFST refresher/update.

Registration: Email Audrey Guillory (DRE Program Assistant) of the Oregon State Police at ospdre@osp.oregon.gov. Class size is limited to the first 24 students.

**Registration needs to be submitted to Audrey Guillory no later than July 1, 2020.

**Registration confirmations will be emailed to those who register.

Attire: July 10th - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)  July 11th - Agency uniform or business casual (No Jeans)

Class Needs: Training materials are provided by the Oregon Drug Evaluation and Classification Program.

Lodging: Host Hotel: Location of conference: The Best Western Plus: Address: 414 N Prom, Seaside, OR 97138 Phone: (503) 738-3334  Alternate Hotels: Comfort Inn and Suites: Address: 545 Broadway St, Seaside, OR 97138 Phone: (503) 738-3011, Holiday Inn Express: Address: 34 N Holladay Dr, Seaside, OR 97138 Phone: (503) 717-8000
7/20-7/21/2020

**Class Title:** Armored Rescue Vehicle Tactics

**Target Audience:** Sworn full time law enforcement personnel

**Sponsoring Agency:** Jackson County S.O.

**When:** 7/20-7/21/2020

**Registration Deadline:** 6/19/20

**Contact:** Dep. Ken Cosgrove; (541) 770-8927; #mailto:cosgrokr@jacksoncounty.org#

**Hours:** Start Time: 0800

**Where:** Jackson County S.O., 5179 Crater Lake Hwy, Central Point, OR 97502

**Cost:** see 'Registration'

**Instructors:** National Tactical Officers Association

**Overview:** This course is designed to provide instruction on deployment methods of the Armored Tactical Rescue Vehicle (ATRV) in hostile environments. The different roles of the ATRV to include victim rescue, utilization as a weapon shooting platform, delivery of team elements, negotiation phones, chemical agents and other techniques will be discussed.

**Prerequisites:**

**Registration:** Registration deadline: 6/19/20  course# 20200730
Registration Fee: NTOA Individual Members $403  Non-Member (includes 1-yr Individual Membership) $458
Registration:  https://training.ntoa.org/CourseRegistration/default.asp?num=20200730
Completed registrations may be emailed to training@ntoa.org.
Checks made payable to NTOA may be mailed to 7150 Campus Dr. Suite 215, Colorado Springs, CO 80920

**Cancellation Policy:** Student will receive full refund of any paid fee if cancelled in writing 30+ days prior to course start. NTOA will charge $100 cancellation fee if written notice is received less than 30 days prior to course start. No written notice, no refund. Qualified substitutions are always acceptable. NTOA reserves the right to cancel a course 30 days prior to the start date. We will notify you immediately if this occurs.

**Attire:** see 'ClassNeeds'

**Class Needs:** Student Equipment: Law enforcement ID, Primary and Secondary weapons (Rifle/Pistol), 300 rounds of rifle & pistol ammunition, all tactical protective gear (vest, helmet, gloves, knee & elbow pads), hearing & eye protection, gas masks - APR, tourniquet/individual first aid kit (IFAK) to be used for practical exercises, marking cartridge platforms (rifle and/or pistol), 100 rounds of marking cartridges for rifle and/or pistol, personal safety equipment for use with marking rounds, Grenadiers may bring launchers and Ferret rounds. Recommended/not mandated: NFDD’s, bang pole, throw phone, breaching gear, hand-thrown smoke, rescue strap, carry litter, tow strap(s)/chains with J-hooks for fence/door pulls 6000 lbs ratings, tow strap(s) for vehicles 10,000 lbs ratings with clevises for attaching to vehicles, ballistic shields.

**Lodging:** Rogue Regency Inn & Suites, 2300 Biddle Rd, Medford, OR 97504  (541) 770-1234  Nearest Airport: Medford International Airport  Suggested Car Rental:  Use the following ID# XZ17D23 to get the discounted rate. You can log onto www.enterprise.com and use the pin code of NAT or call 1-800 RENT-A-CAR
Class Title: AR-15/M-16 Military Carbine Armorer Course
Target Audience: Full-time certified police officers
Sponsoring Agency: Benton County Sheriff’s Office
When: 7/27-7/28/2020
Registration Deadline:

Contact: Sgt. Ben Drongesen, Benton Co. S.O.; 541-766-0140;
Hours: 0800-1700 daily
Where: Benton County Sheriff’s Office, 180 NW 5th St, Corvallis, OR
Cost: $400.00 per person/includes a course manual
Instructors:

Overview: This armor’s course is designed for law enforcement and military personnel, instructors, or operators who will be responsible for the safe operating condition of this weapon system. This course will concentrate on the function of the weapon in relationship to all of its parts, the repair and replacement of parts, fitting procedures, and inspection techniques. A complete repair manual will be included in the course as well as hands on instruction and visual aids to assist learning. This course is complete in the service and repair of this weapon short of manufacturing components.

Course Content:
Weapon history
Ballistic issues
Law enforcement and military use
Nomenclature
Maintenance procedures
Complete disassembly and reassembly of all parts and components
Inspection techniques
Trouble shooting and repair
Weapon modifications and accessories
Repair tool list

Prerequisites:
Registration: http://www.policetrainingconsultants.com/

Reservations will be accepted by completing a registration form or by calling or (541)549-1090 between the hours of 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM. A $100.00 non-refundable deposit will be required to reserve a slot in this course. Slots fill quickly, so call early to reserve your position.

Attire:

Class Needs: AR15/M16 Carbine/Rifle to work on, cleaning equipment eye and ear protection if firing weapon, bench block, light plastic hammer, heavy metal hammer, screw driver set, small punch set (1/16, 1/8, ¼). Instructors will have complete tools necessary if unavailable.

Lodging: Holiday Inn Express, 781 NE 2nd Street Corvallis, Oregon 97330, Phone# (541) 752-0800
8/4-8/7/2020

Class Title: Safariland 4 Day Less Lethal Instructor Course
Target Audience: Law enforcement
Sponsoring Agency: Clatsop County Sheriff’s Office

When: 8/4-8/7/2020
Registration Deadline: 7/1/20

Contact: Sgt. Bruce Scott, Clatsop Co. S.O.; 503-325-8635 ext. 2442; #mailto:bscott@co.clatsop.or.us#

Hours: 0800-1700

Where: Clatsop Co. Sheriff’s Office, 1190 SE 19th St Warrenton, OR 97146. Range: Camp Rilea Warrenton, OR

Cost: see 'Registration'

Instructors: Frank Harden, Safariland

Overview: This course is comprised for four 8-hour instructor level classes covering OC Aerosols, Impact Munitions, Chemical Munitions and Distraction Device Munitions. The student will acquire Instructor Level knowledge of Defense Technology products, both technically and tactically, along with the skills necessary to conduct in-service training. Each of the four class modules focuses on a different subject and includes a half-day of lecture-based studies followed by a half-day in the field for deployment drills. Unique to this class - the state-of-the-art deployment tactics come direct from the manufacturer of the products used. Upon completion of the course and successfully passing the final exam, the student is authorized to provide in-service training to their agency in specific areas for 36 calendar months from the testing date. In each topic, the student will receive a CD containing presentation materials and videos to be utilized by the student when training in their own departments.

Day 1 - OC Aerosol Projectors Instructor Program
Day 2 - Less Lethal Impact Munitions Instructor Program
Day 3 - Chemical Munitions Instructor Program (CN/CS/OC/Smoke)
Day 4 - Distraction Device Munitions Instructor Program

Prerequisites: Each attendee must be in good physical condition and able to perform the practical exercises associated with tactical applications with the use of these products.

Registration: Deadline to register: July 1, 2020
Safariland 800-347-1200 Opt Training,
If students already have a PoliceOne profile, click here to register:
https://safariland.policeoneacademy.com/
If you DO NOT have a PoliceOne profile and are a new registrant, click here:
https://olt.safariland.policeoneacademy.com/registration/#register

Cost: OC Aerosol Instructor Course / $100
Impact Munitions Instructor Course / $275
Chemical Munitions Instructor Course / $350
Distraction Device Munitions Instructor Course / $350
4-Day Less Lethal ICP Instructor Program / $895
Students have the option of taking each module individually, or registering for all four modules for a discounted price of $895.00.

Attire: Business casual/range attire
8/4-8/7/2020

Class Title:  Safariland 4 Day Less Lethal Instructor Course
Class Needs: Eye and ear protection, Body armor is required for LLIMs, CHEM and DD programs, Duty gear normally utilized when deploying less lethal products, Flame-resistant gloves, Gas mask, 37mm / 40mm Gas Launcher, Weather appropriate active duty wear and hydration

Lodging:  Holiday Inn 204 W Marine Dr, Astoria OR. 97103 503-325-6222, Comfort Suites 3420 Leif Erickson Dr. Astoria OR. 97103 503-325-2000, Best Western 555 Hamburg Ave. Astoria, OR 97103 503-325-2205
Regional Training

8/17-8/18/2020

Class Title: Tactical Communications for Law Enforcement Officers
Target Audience: All patrol officers, deputys, detectives, corrections, parole and probation, first-line supervisors
Sponsoring Agency: West Linn Police Department

When: 8/17-8/18/2020
Registration Deadline: 8/16/20

Contact: ; ; #mailto:info@homefrontprotect.com#
Hours: 0800-1600 (both days)
Where: West Linn Police Department, 1800 8th Ave, West Linn, OR 97068
Cost: $225.00

Instructors: Lieutenant Kevin Mailman

Overview: For law enforcement professionals, communication skills are the most important of all the skills and they are essential to flourish in this profession, especially today! Being an effective communicator leads to success in all aspects of a law enforcement career. Being a poor communicator can often result in poor interpersonal relationships, citizen complaints, and, possibly, injury or death. While officers, too often, view communication as a one-way activity meant to direct and control others, citizens complain that officers just don’t listen. This leads to frustration, improper communication, escalation and altercation.

This course will train officers how to be better communicators in the street and during routine and stressful situations. Officers will learn how to make more effective initial contact with citizens, motorists, emotionally-charged people, inmates, and even criminal offenders. Officers will be instructed on the importance of making a strong but “tactical” first contact and keeping situations from escalating. Through the use of video, roleplays and realistic scenarios, officers will be immersed into challenging situations so they "experience" and "feel" the most effective way to "calm down" someone and "avoid" the use of force. However, "officer safety" and "avoiding community complaints" will be the goal of this course. Officers will learn to listen "actively", speak "tactically", use the other person’s words to his/her advantage, and to "win people over" rather than "muscle or threaten" their way to solve problems. This fun and dynamic training course can help officers and agencies in a variety of ways.

Lieutenant Kevin Mailman is a 23 year Police veteran who attributes a great deal of his communication skills to his experience dealing with gang members, combined with his knowledge of, and passion for, gang intelligence. Kevin’s rapport with gang affiliated inmates, opened a spot for his assignment to the Worcester County Sheriff’s Office Gang Intelligence Unit in 2007. Today, Kevin serves as the agency’s primary intelligence repository for gang related activity and his program and procedures received National acceptance during the American Correctional Association Accreditation process in 2009.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Deadline to register: 08/16/2020. Register: https://homefrontprotect.com/TacComOregon

For more information or questions, email us at info@homefrontprotect.com or visit www.homefrontprotect.com

Attire: Business casual

Class Needs:
Regional Training

8/17-8/18/2020

Class Title: Tactical Communications for Law Enforcement Officers

Lodging:

9/15-9/17/2020

Class Title: OR Homicide Investigators Assoc. 12th Annual Major Crimes Conf.

Target Audience: Police, Detectives, Medicolegal Death Investigators, Prosecutors, Crime Analysts, Forensic Scientists

Sponsoring Agency: Oregon Homicide Investigators Association

When: 9/15-9/17/2020

Registration Deadline: 9/1/20

Cost: $250 (ends 8/14/20) $325 (begins 8/15/20)

Instructors:

Overview: Oregon Homicide Investigators Association 12th Annual Major Crimes Conference

The Oregon Homicide Investigator's Association's 2020 Major Crimes Conference features new Northwest Regional Major Case studies at a great location/venue with professional networking. Cases will give a synopsis of the major incidents and provide valuable "lessons learned".

This course is created especially designed for: Detectives, Patrol Officers, Administrators, Crime Analysts, Prosecutors, Medicolegal Death Investigators & Forensic Specialists.

Class Content Questions Contact: Detective Mary Nunn, Treasurer treasurer@orhia.com or Sergeant Brad O'Dell, Board Member webmaster@orhia.com

Prerequisites: None


Attire: Business casual

Class Needs: None

Lodging: Special pricing available when mentioning "Oregon Homicide Investigators Association" Best Western, $114-$194 plus tax 800-234-8439 Rivertide Suites, $129-$199 plus tax 877-871-8433
Regional Training

9/19/2020

Class Title: Visual Tracking Awareness: Mantracking

Target Audience: Any and all law enforcement, search & rescue

Sponsoring Agency: OPOA and the Clatsop County Sheriff’s Office

When: 9/19/2020

Registration Deadline:

Contact: Avena Glock; 971-218-7161; #mailto:training1@opoa.info#

Hours: 0800-1600 (0730 check-in)

Where: Clatsop County Sheriff’s Office, 1190 SE 19th St, Warrenton, OR 97146

Cost: $125 non-members, $100 for members

Instructors: Det. Kathy Decker, King Co. S.O. (Ret.), Anthony Lorange, Lincoln Co. S.O. (Ret.), Ron Glaus, Polk Co. S.O.

Overview: Also known as "Mantracking", this day long training will introduce the concept of visual tracking to law enforcement in the form of a lecture presentation and actual hands on training. Tracking is learning to see "sign" evidence. "Sign" is defined as the discoverable physical evidence of the presence or passage of a person. A case study demonstrating the use of tracking evidence will also be presented. Students will be in the field working sign evidence and practical simulations highlighting tracking evidence. Please dress weather appropriate, we will be in a park type area outdoors.

Detective Kathy Decker, King County Sheriff’s Office (Ret.)

Kathy will retire soon as a 32-year veteran of the King County Sheriff’s Office based out of Seattle, WA. She has over 18 years of experience working as a Detective assigned to the Criminal Investigation Division and five years’ experience employed as the Search and Rescue Coordinator for King County Sheriff. Kathy is a professional visual tracker, with over 20 years of experience. She is a student and instructor for Joel Hardin Professional Tracking Services and Visual Tracking and Training Incorporated, as well as a court recognized expert in visual tracking. She has testified as an expert in tracking evidence in murder, robbery and rape cases. Detective Decker regularly instructs classes with Dr. Kathy Taylor (Forensic Anthropologists for the KCMEO) on buried human remain detection. During her tenure with KCSO Detective Decker has utilized K-9's trained in HRD as well as tracking/trailing as part of her crime scene investigation.

Anthony Lorange, Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office (Ret.)

Anthony Lorange retired after 25 years as a police officer in Oregon. During his last 12 years he was assigned as a detective on a regional narcotics task force. For 20 years he has been a member of the Lincoln County Sheriff’s Office Search & Rescue team. During which time he trained / deployed a human remains detection K9 and currently serves as the team’s lead tracker and designated visual tracking trainer. He is a professional tracker, with over eight years of experience. His certification and continued training is through Joel Hardin Professional Tracking Services and Visual Tracking and Training Incorporated. He has utilized his tracking training to investigate incidents that have included missing persons, suicides, burglaries, attempted murder and DTO grows.

Ron Glaus, Polk County Sheriff's Office

Ron is a semi-retired Forensic Psychologist who joined the Polk County (Oregon) Sheriff’s Office completing the Sheriff’s Reserve Academy in 1986. He provided psychological services to law enforcement agencies across Oregon including: pre-employment, special teams and, fitness for duty
Regional Training

9/19/2020

Class Title: Visual Tracking Awareness: Mantracking

- screenings; officer involved critical incident debriefings; hostage negotiations; assisting in major crime investigations including a double homicide; and testifying in court. He was a part-time instructor and then for three years a full-time Training Coordinator at DPSST. Currently he volunteers for the PCSO as a Cold Case Team Investigator and is active in the PCSAR Unit as a ground searcher, human visual tracker, and is a tracking assistant Instructor with the JHPTS-VTATI program. He retired from the U.S. Army after 24 combined years of Active and Reserve service with a one-year combat tour in Iraq in 2004.

Prerequisites: None

Registration: Register on-line at www.opoa.info

Attire: Weather appropriate

Class Needs: None

Lodging:
### 10/6-10/9/2020

**Class Title:** Advanced Strangulation Training  
**Target Audience:** Law enforcement, medical staff (to include SANE nurses), prosecution staff, judicial professionals, advocacy staff, mental health providers, Fire/EMS and dispatch/911 staff.  
**Sponsoring Agency:** OPOA, the Strangulation Response Initiative, DPSST, Hillsboro Police Dept. and the Clackamas County Law Enforcement Training Council

**When:** 10/6-10/9/2020  
**Registration Deadline:**

- **Contact:** Avena Glock; 971-218-7161; #mailto:training1@opoa.info#  
- **Hours:** 0800-1700 (check in at 0730 on Day 1)  
- **Where:** Al Kader Shrine Center, 25100 SW Parkway Ave, Wilsonville, OR 97070  
- **Cost:** $350  
- **Instructors:** see 'Overview'

**Overview:** Advanced Strangulation Training, Presented by the Training Institute of Strangulation Prevention

Strangulation has been identified as one of the most lethal forms of domestic violence and sexual assault: unconsciousness may occur within seconds and death within minutes. Strangulation is an ultimate form of power and control where the batterer can demonstrate control over the victim’s next breath: it may have devastating psychological effects or a potentially fatal outcome.

The Training Institute on Strangulation Prevention provides the most current and up-to-date curriculum on strangulation crimes from a multi-disciplinary perspective and these trainings have been recognized throughout the country as the premier source for information related to strangulation.

The focus of this training will be on how domestic violence and sexual assault professionals can SAVE LIVES and IMPROVE their response to strangulation crimes, the most lethal and serious cases in the context of domestic violence and sexual assault. Attendees of this training will learn how to: identify the signs and symptoms of non-fatal strangulation cases; understand and recognize the anatomy and medical aspects of surviving and non-surviving victims; investigate and document cases for prosecution; prosecute cases, including using experts in court; and, most importantly, enhance victim safety through trauma-informed advocacy services.

Please see Training Institute on Strangulation Prevention for more information on the Institute.

**Instructors:** Gael Strack, Esq.; Alliance of Hope International, Casey Gwinn, Esq.; President, Alliance of Hope International, Dr. Bill Smock, MD, MS, FACEP, FAAEM, Louisville Metro Police

**Prerequisites:** None

**Registration:** Register on-line at www.opoa.info  
**Attire:** Business casual. Weather appropriate clothing is recommended.  
**Class Needs:**

**Lodging:**